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ABSTRACN

Much has been said and vnitten about the marketing concept. In brief, the marketing

concept stresses customer satisfaction as a means of attaining high performance. Past

studies have shorvn that there has been a considerable interest in the marketing

concept both in academic circles and in the business world.

In spite of its popularity, little effort has been devoted to examining the validity of the

marketing concept, i.e., to testing the proposition that the adoption and

implementation of the marketing concept will lead to high performanoe, be it in
domestic or export operatiors. Previous studies of the marketing concept were mainly

focused on whether or not firms have adopted and implemented it. A handful of

studies has examined the more fundamental question of the link between the

marketing concept and coqporate perforurance. However, for different reasons, the

findings of these studies are limited.

Given this background, the objective of this study was twofold: to develop and

empirically test a model of marketing orientation and orport performance that can be

applied in many settings, and then to identify which aspects of marketing orientation

correlate with export performance.

The New 7*aland manufacturing industry was selected as the empirical setting. A

single industry was chosen so as to have a control over industrial differences.

Specifically, the manufacturing industry was chosen because of its increased

importance to the New Zealand economy as evidenced by the indust4t's contribution

in areas such as export earnings, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and employment.
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A model of marketing orientation and export performance was developed. It

contained three major components: the measures of marketing orientation, of export

performance, ard the control variables. It was hlpothesized that marketing

orientation would be positively related to export performance.

The data were collected through a mail survey of 356 manufacturing firms throughout

New Zealand. The survey produced a net response rate of 47.6 percent. Scales were

developed to measure each of the three components of the model. Cronbach alpha

and factor analysis were used to test the internal consistency of the measures. The

measures were also subjected to convergent, discriminant nomological and predictive

validity tests. The results showed that the measures employed in this research are

both reliable and valid. Furthermore, a test for nonnality was administered on the

dependent variable (export performance) and the results showed that the dependent

variable is normally distributed. It is therefore suitable for parametric statistical

analyses.

Multiple regression techniques were employed to analyse the data The anal)nis was

done at two main levels. At the first level the relationship between marketing

orientation and export performance was e4plored withofi ssnfelling tle exogenous

variables. At the second level, the sarne process was repeated but the exogenous

variables were controlled.

At both levels of analysis the resulg gave support to the hlpothesis that there is a

positive relationship between marketing orientation and export performance.
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CHA,PTER 1

INTRODUCIION

1.0.0 Background Information

In the late 1980s the New Zealandlabour govemment decided to terminate all tax

incentive programmes by 1990. The government's decision was prompted by the

high maintenance cost of the programmes and by international commitments

which New Zealand had made toward Closer Economic Relations (CER) with

Australia and to the General Agreement for Tariffs and Trade (GATT). The

government claimed to recognize the importance of the erport sector in economic

development, so the new export policy was aimed at creating a conducive

atmosphere in which market forces could operate with minimum distortions. This

policy was continued by the National government after the 1990 elections.

The message and its implications are loud and only too clear. Minimum

government intervention and the phasing out of tax incentives pose a big challenge

to New Zealand exporters. Given the nature of the problem and the changing

conditions in the export sectorn traditional marketing tactics of increased

advertising budgets and increased participation in international trade fairs may in

themselves be increasingly inadequate. The problem is fundamental and requires

more strategic rather than tactical solutions. For this and other reasons the

government has challenged the exporters to be more marketing oriented so that

they can not only survive the turbulences of the international marketplace, but also

register a high export performance. Against this background the thesis examines

the validity of the proposition that more marl<eting orientation leads to higher export

performance.

-1-



Chapter 1: Introduction

1. 1.0 Previous Research

L.l.l Strdies of the Marl<cting Concept

Much has been said and written on the marketing concept.l Since its introduction

after World War II, countless articles have appeared in business journals and

numerous conferences and other fora have been organized world-wide

(particularly in the USA and Europe) to discuss different dimensions of the

concept. At its heart, the marketing concept posits that long-run survival and

gowth of the firm is gsnlingent upon how well the firm is satisffing the needs of

consumers. To achieve this objective, the concept calls for proper structures and

procedures which will facilitate integration and constant interaction between

marketing and other functions in the organization.

Past studies of the marketing concept can be chiefly divided into two groups:

normative and empirical studies. The former group focused on what marketing

oriented firms should look like. This group constituted the majority of the studies

reported on in the literature.2 The latter group of studies mainly focused on the

degree of marketing orientation of individual firms. These studies exanrined,

among other things, the differences in the adoption and implementation of the

marketing concept along with several factors such as: size of the firm, nature of

operations (i.e., consumer vis-a-vis industrial, exporters vis-a-vis non-expofters,

profit vis-a-vis non-profit making organizations) and ownership of the firm.

Sometimes referred to as marketing philosophy or marketing orientation.

See Ames (1970); Wills (1971); Kotler (tW7); Michaels (1982); van Dorev and Smith (1985);
Gordon (1986); Baker et al. (1986); Webster Jr (1988); Payne (1988); Bertl' (1988); Hayes
(1988); Canning Jr (1988); Shapiro (1988).

L

2
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Overall, researchers have found that the marketing concept has gained increasing

acceptance in business circles.3

1.L.2 Studies of Export Performance

Past studies of export performance are divided into three major groups. The first

group of studies focused on export behaviour, i.e., the internationalization of the

firm.4 The second group examined different government export suppon

programmes and in some cases related them to erport performance of the firm.s

The last group consisted of studies which examined factors that are associated with

high erport performance.6 A somewhat related but distinct group of research

examined how different elements of the marke':ng concept (taken separately)

correlate with oqport activity.?

1.2.0 Research Gap and the Resulting Research problem

A review of the literature provides sufficient evidence that researchers and

business executives alike have shown considerable interest in both the adoption

and implementation of the marketing concept, and in the export activities of a
3 See Hise (1%5); Mcl'lamara (Ln},972); Barksdale and Darden GnD. A somewhat timilsd

st-udy b-y Konopa and Calabro $nD found that two-thirds of ihe dr-, ,ut""yd had not
adopted the marketing concept.

4 See Johanson and Vahlne 197; Wiedersheim-Paul et al. (1gS); piercy (1931); Reid (19g1);
Cavusgil (1980, t984b).

5 See Mayer and Flyrn_ $n4; Welch and Weidersheim-Paul $n\; Rabino (19g0); Czinkota
and Ricks (1981); Rotf seringhaus (1986); Kedia and chhokar (i986). \ --l'

See Chapter 2, especially section 2.4.0 andtable 2.1.

{3tt9" (1981); Tookey (196+); Cavusgrl (198ab); Kleinschmidt (1982); Czinkota and Johnston
(1983); Sarathy (19Sd).

6

7
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Chapter 1: Introdtction

firm. What the business literature lacks are empirical studies addressing the more

fundamental question of the rclatioruhip between the marketing concept and

performance, be it in domestic or foreign operations. This study aims to fill this

gap.

The logic of the marketing concept appears so eminently sensible that it has been

accepted almost without question. Indeed, what would be more sensible and

prudent than to satisfr consumer needs at a profit? For this reason relatively little
has been written to test the validity of the concept. This researcher is aware of only

a handful of. empirical studies that examined the interaction between the marketing

concept and company performance.8 As it will be shown in the following chapter,

these studies are either dated or suffer from methodological problems, or both.

As far back as 1965, King brought this research gap to the surface in an article

which extensively reviewed the marketing concept. When suggesting areas for

future research, King (p.97) noted that:

. . . no substantive studies have been conducted to determine (1) whether individual
firms have undertaken progrzms of marfteting concept implementation (2) the
degree to which they have succeeded in doing so, wnere itt".lpt"d, and (3) whether
implementation, where it has occurre4 has enutted the firm bitter to achia,e specific
9oals, Further researc\ concerned with development of a scale or measure-of
implementation' should prove most helpful in dtring answers to these questions
(enphasis mine).

This remark was echoed by stening (1974 p. 32) when he wrote: ,'To date, no

empirical studies have examined the relationship between the degree of adoption

and implementation of the marketing concept, and export performance."

8 see ltemng Qn\; Lusch and Luczniak (1997); Ahie (1987); Thomas (1988); wrenn (1989);
Lynch et al. (L989); Narver and Slater (1990). An ercensive r"oi"* of these studies is presented
in the neff chapter.

-4-



Chapter 1: Intro&tction

Fairly recently, in a study of marketing orientation of New 7*aland firms, Ahie

(1987) expressed concern about the continued existence of this research gap. He

writes:

. . . there is little empirical evidence as to how effective the [marketingl concept is in
le6shing its goals, that ig to assist in the successN operation of a company. Most, if
not all of the literature on the subject has justified the concept on the assumption
that it must logicaly be true, that is, on a tautological basis (p. Q.

In another recent local study of marketing orientation of New Zealand firms,

Thomas (1988 p. 2) held quite similar views when he noted:

An increasing number sf lrrsine.sses have adopted 3 6il'ftsting orientation since the
1960s. Considering this there is a surprising lack of empirical evidence of the
validity of the marketing concept.

Thomas further observed:

Kotler $ym asssrts that effective marketing oriented companies will enjoy stable
long term growth. There is however, little empirical research as to whether this is in
fact the case, Most previous research on the marketi.g concept has been on the
adoption and implementation of the concept and not on its rcluionship with success
(p.4; emphasis mine).

In a recent doctoral dissertation" Wrenn (1989 p. 1) added weight to this concern:

Yet, despite the fact that the concept has beBn almost canonized in the literature,
very little has been done in terms of developing a means of measuring the construct,
an important step if marketing is to become more scientific in nature.

The author continued:

Given the centrality of the marketing concept to the teaching and practice of
6ilftgring management, and to the development of marketing theories of the frrm,
studies which investigue the widcly accepted relationship between ma*eting
odentation (i.e., adopting the marlcetingconcept) and oryanizational pe{ormance orc
notable by their absence (emphasis mine; p. 8).

-5-



Chapter 1: Inaod^tction

"what studies that have been dotre," observed wrenn, "tend to either be

descriptive studies indicating the degree to which companies have become

marketing oriented (i.e., implemented the marketing concept) . . . " @.zz).

Wrenn also noted:

Thus, desplte the fact that many practitioners and theorists acaept as revealed truth
the positive relationship between pil'ftsting orientation and organizational
performance, this belief does not seem to be lounded on empirical iivastigation
which establishes a means of neasuring an organization's maiket;r'g orieni-atioq
and then testing the hlpothesis that greater orientation is relatel to greater
performance (p.9).

In a recent article in the loumat of Mart<cting, Narver and Slater (1990) also

expressed their concern on the continued existence of this research gap. After

noting the attention given to the marketing concep! the authors observed:

. . . Yet, to date, no one has developed a rralid measure of it or assessed its influence
on blsiness performance. As a result, business practitioners seeking to implement a
market orientation have had no specific gurdance as to what pti"i"ty a market
orientation is and what its acturl effect on business performance nay be (p. zOl.

'1,.2."1. Exceptioru

There are however, at least sevene known studies that have attempted to link

marketing orientation and corporate perfonnance. However, as will be shown in

the next chapter, some of these studies either used inadequate measures of
marketing orientation (Stening op. cit.; Ahie op. cit.; Thomas op.cit.; and Lynch et

al.; op- cit.) or were too specific (Wrenn op. cit.) or too narrow (Narver and Slater

op. cit.); so much so that generalizations cannot be made from them.

9 See footnote 8.

-6-



Chapter 1: Introduction

In the last five yeils many changes have taken place in the New Zealand business

environment. The decision by the l-abour govemment to move toward a more

market-driven economy has left New Zealand companies facing stiff competition

on two fronts. At home, tariff reductions have led to an inllux of cheap imports

from low cost producing countries such as Taiwan and South Korea In foreign

markets, the decision to phase out tax incentives has left New Zealand exporting

compnniss without the support needed to combat competition from both low cost

producing expofters to this country and from those who continue to receive

financial support from their respective govemments. This state of affairs requires

New Zealand exporters to have a proper understanding of the link between export

performance and some marketing variables so :ls to be able to implement

marketing programmes that will lead to success. In the light of this background a

study such as the current one is not only important but long overdue.

1.3.0 Research Objectives

Specifically, this study aims

to examine the nature of the relationship, if any, which exists between the

adoption of the marketing concept and export performance in the New

Zealand manufacturing industrylo; and

ii) to identi$ which aspect of marketing orientation correlates with export

performance.

10 The definitions and the measurement of the marketing concopt and the export performance are
explained in Chapter 3.
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Aupta 1: Inhodrction

1.4.0 Central Hypothesis

In order to achieve the above objectives this study tests the central hlpothesis that

there exists a positive relatioruhip between the adoption and implementation

of the marketing concept and the export performance of New 7*aland

nanufacturing industry.

There are two justifications for the hypothesized relationship. The fi*t is that the

marketing concept theory suggests that there is a positive relationship betrreen

marketing orientation and corporate performance. The second is thal
notwithstanrling their methodological limitations, most of the handful of past

studies that attempted to slamine the link between the nvo constructs did find

indications of a positive relationship.

1.5.0 Organization of the Study

This study is reported in eight chapters. An extensive review of pertinent literature

on export performance and the marketing concept is made and reported on in

Chapter 2. The next chapter develops a theoretical framework and operational

definifiea5 of key concepts used in this study. Specifically, the chapter constructs

the research model and discusses its components in detail.

Chapter 4 reports on the research design and methodology including the location

of the sempl€ and the data collection method and techniques employed to ensgre a

high response rate. It includes the types of statistical techniques used and the
justification for their selection.

-8-



Chapter l: Introdtction

The development of reliable scales for measuring the degree of marketing

orientation and export performance of the firm is one of the central issues in the

current study. Chapter 5 explores these issues. It includes the building of

mquurement scales and testing for reliability and validity. The findings of the

study are presented at two levels in Chapter 6. The first level is an analysis of the

overall relationship between export performance and marketing orientation The

second level is a more detailed analysis of which aspect of marketing orientation is

related to export performance.

Chapter 7 covers other findings of this study. Although in themselves they are not

crucial to testing the hlpothesis, these findings help to sharpen understanding of

the under$ing relationships between marketing orientation and export

performance. Also presented in Chapter 7 is a check-list of the factors that are

most important to successful oryorting.

Finally, in Chapter 8, the conclusions and implications of the findings for poliry

makers, managers and researchers are presented, followed by suggested areas for

future research. This chapter also includes a summary of important aspects of this

study, including the objectives, the tested hypothesis and a summary of the major

findings.
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CHAPIER 2

LITERATT]RE REVIEW

2.0.0 Introduction

lt was noted in Chapter 1 that there is a paucity of literature on studies examining the

relationship betrveen marketing orientation and export performance. This study aims

to fill the gap. To achieve this, an extensive review of pertinent literature is made and

presented in this chapter.

The chapter is divided into three main sections, starting with a review of different

definitions of the marketing concept and then tracing the concept's evolution. Next is

a review of empirical studies that have examined the relationship between the

marketing concept and performance whether in export operations or otherwise. At

the end of this section, different criticisms directed at the marketing concept as a

business philosophy are presented, along with the rejoinders. There were two

objectives to reviewing this type of literature. The first was to identiff the existing

gaps in the literature in order that this study may address them. The second objective

was to build a sound theoretical framework and research model that would explain

the interactions and relationships that might exist betrveen export performance and

marketing orientation.

Finally, in the third section, a review is made of empirical studies that have examined

factors that affect the export performance of a firm. Unlike the first two sections, the
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aim here is to identiff exogenous variables that could distort any relationship that

might exist between marketing orientation and export performance.

2.1.0 Varying Definitions of the Marketing Concept

Marketing literature has documented several (different or slightly different)

definitions of the marketing concept. One such definition is

. . . a managerial philosophy concerned with the mobilizatioq utilization and control of
total corporate effort for the purpose of helping oonsumers solve selected problems in
ways compatible with planned enhancement of the profit position of the firm.r

Central to this definition is the notion that firms should strive for growth and stability

through matching the organizational resources with the needs of the consumers.

Wills (1971) defined the marketing concept as a philosophy which

. . . emphasizes the vital importance to effectirre corporate plenning and control of
monitoring both the environment in which an offering is made and the needs of
customers, in order that the 64fteting process may operate as effectively as is humanly
possible in a society (p. 5).

Earlier, he defined the marketing process as

. . . that process in a society by which the demand for economic goods and services is
anticipated, or enlarged, and satisfied" througb the conceptioq promotioq exchange and
phfrcal distribution of such goods and senices (p. 1).

1 R. L. King, The Marketing Concept, In Science in Ma*eting, G. Schwartz, ed., John Wiley &
Sons, Inc,1965, p.85.
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Of all the definitions of the marketing concept which the current researcher is aware

of, perhaps Wills's definition is the most unconventional. The author deliberately

refrained from stating that customer satisfaction is, or should be, the primary objective

of the firm. His main explanation for this deviation from the 'norm' is that business

organizatiorui are complex and have multiple objectives which are somewhat in

conflict.

I challenge any businessmen [wrote the author], to show me how he can nrn his business
simply for the customer. Business is more complex than that. There are dher interests
in the enterprise - the labour force and the management, the provider of finance, the
distributors and so forth. There must be a corporate reconciliation of objectives and
needs within the total social framework . . . fu. a).

In his book Marketing Management: Analysis, Plaming and Control, Kotler (1980)

defined the marketing concept as

. . . a management orientation that holds the key to achieving organizational goals (and)
consists of the organization delEsmining the needs and wants of target markets and
adapting itself to delivering satisfactions more effectively and effrciently than its
competitors.2

Whilst this definition is in many ways similar to those given by other scholars, Kotler

emphasized that orgamzations should adapt to the needs and wants of consumers.

Four years later he changed his position. Quoted in Marketing News,3 Kotler tried to

broaden the definition of the marketing concept to include a focus not only on the

customer but also other key publics as well. He argued that this could be achieved

through the use of the extra two P's, i.e., political power and public opinion formation.

Although Kotler's point seenu to be eminently sensible, one still wonders how, for

example, a small company can possibly have an influence on public opinion, and

2 Quoted fromMo*etingNews, September ld 198a, p.1.

3 MarkctingNews, September ld D8a, p.1(3).
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furthermore, how it can have a leverage over its country's government to the extent of

influencing changes in the trade poticies with foreign countries. Another concern with

Kotler's position is that it could imply that marketing orientation is not for small

companies.

In his famous article entitled Marl<eting Myopia,a Irvitt cites several examples of

industries which, due to a failure to define their businesses in generic temrs, could not

seize several business opportunities which were created by latent consumer needs. As

a protagonist of the marketing concept, I*vitt defines it in terms of a strong customer

orientation. He argues that:

The view that an industry is a customer-satisSing process, not a goods-producing
procesq is vital for all businessnen to understand. An industry begins with the
customer and his needs, not with a patent, a raw material, or a se[ing skill. Given the
customer's needs, the industry develops badnvardq first concerning itself with the
phpical delivery of customer satisfactions. lAen it moves back further to creuing the
things by which these satisfactions are in part achieved . . . Finalln the industry moves
back still further to finding the raw materials neoessary for making its products (p. 164).

kvitt continued:

. . . the organization must learn to think of itself not as producing goods and services but
as buying a$tomen, as doing the things that will make people want to do business with
it. And the chief executive himself has the inescapable responsibility for creating this
environment, this view point, this attitude, this aspiration.

At this juncture it is worth noting that the definitions presented here and elsewhere in

marketing literature have three elements in common. These are: customer

satisfaction, integration, and corporate profit objective. These elements have almost

been agreed unanimously by researchers as constituting the heart of the marketing

4 Reprinted n The Marlccting Imagination, T. I-€vitt, The Free Press - a division of Macmillan Inc.,
NY:2nd ed., 1986.
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concept. Interestingly however, none of the cited scholars (and others) have given any

practical suggestions as to how for example, a concern for interdepartmental

relationships within the firm could be promoted, nor have they fully explained how

consumer satisfaction should be measured. Should it be measured in terms of the rate

or the number of re-orders? or the rate of complaints? or the number of disputes? or

some other criteria?

2.1.L Evolution of the Marlceting Concept

Until the mid 1950s, many managers mistook marketing and selling for synonyms. In

this traditional view of marketing, sales volume was seen as the all-important criterion

for measuring perforrnance. Every order was considered as a good order and every

customer was a good customer despite the conflicting demands on the firm's limited

capabilities. Management was short-term oriented and more concerned with today's

products, markets and customers than with thinking about product and market

expansion strategies on a long-term basis. In a nutshell, marketing activities focused

on achieving short-term sales objectives by selting more of the current products rather

than by focusing on the continuous development of new products.

At the end of World War II, the economies of the developed world declined sharpty,

leading to a general shift from a sellers' market to a buyers' market. Greater

consumer mobility, rising consumer discretionary income, rising consumer

sophistication due to rising levels of educatioq increasing leisure time, the long

gestation period required to develop new products, the high failure rate of new

products, increased automation of production operations and general changes in
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economic conditions (King 1965) were some of the reasons which called for a new

approach to marketing.

Production and hard sell orientations proved to be ineffective as they could not cope

with changes in the business climate. A short-terrn, tactical view point had to be

replaced by a long-term, strategic orientation - an orientation whose success depended

heavily, not on current sales volume, but on long-term profitability througb customer

satisfaction. Under the new orientation, the management is preoccupied with

developing plans for product, customer and marketing mixes in order to achieve

profitable volume and market share within the degree of acceptable risks (Kofler

7977)- A long-run analysis of trends, threats and opportunities is done, to enable the

firm to offer superior value in most profitable segments of the markets. Marketing

assumed a double role, namely representing the customers to the factory as well as the

factory to the customers (Webster Jr 1988). Its main task changed from producing the

products efficiently to selling them profitably.

2.2.0 Empirical studies Linking Marketing concept and performance

In a local study on the link between marketing orientation and performance, Stening

(1974) made a comparative study of New Tnaland,Australia and Canada that sought

to investigate the degree to which New Zealand manufacturing firms, relative to

similar Australian and Canadian firms, have adopted a marketing-oriented

philosophy. He also examined the relationship between marketing orientation and

e4port performance, although this aspect was not given much prominence.
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Specifically, his study focused on:

: ascertaining the degree to which some firms \ilere more marketing oriented than

others

: establishing why some firms were able to achieve higher export intensity

than others

: comparing the relative adoption of the marketing concept in the three countries

and how it related to export performance.

The degree of adoption and implementation of the marketing concept was measured

by the responses to five questions. The first four questions were taken from an

American doctoral thesis.s They sought information on the emphasis given to the

marketing department, the title of the chief marketing executive, the functions which

are directly under the responsibility of the top marketing executive, and the place in

the organization hierarchy to which the chief marketing executive reports.

The fifth question consisted of five semantic differential scale questions which were

set on a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 'extremely agree'to 'extremely disagree'.

These questions were original and sought to establish the degree to which the

marketing managers answering the questionnaire were marketing oriented. The

author cautioned that

Question 5 asked for the marketing panager's own evaluation of the statements, nA the
firm's philosophy (p. a9).

5 McNamara(LVID).
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Stening conceded that the approach used did not directly measure the company

philosophy but he argued that the manager's own views on marketing significantly

affect the firm's marketing operations - hence the justification for using manager's

perceptions as a proxy for company philosophy.

The statements (p. 218) which the marketing managers were asked to respond to

were:

(t) The success of nost industries is assured primarily by ao expanding and more
wealthy population.

(ii) Because mass production reduces unit costs it almost inevitably results in increased
profits.

(iii) Pricing essentially involves setting a margin on cost price that will yield a
reasonable profit.

(iv) One of the executives main tasks is to increase sales volume.

(v) A superior product will alwap sefl itself.

Based on responses to the questionnaire, a Marketing Concept Score (MCS) for each

firm was computed. The score was used to discriminate high marketing orientation

firms from low ones.

Stening argued that:

: many manufacturing firms in New Zealand had adopted and implemented the

marketing concept, though to a relatively low degree compared to similar

Australian and Canadian firms
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: in all three countries exporting firms were found to be more marketing

oriented than non-exporting firms

in all three countries consumer goods firms scored a higher Marketing Concept

Score than firms producing industrial goods

the results on relationship between size of the firm and marketing orientation

were not conclusive. While in Canada larger firms had higher Marketing Concept

Score (MCS) than small firms, in Australia medium-sized firms scored higher than

either large or small firms. In New 7.ealand, no significant differences were found

between the MSC and size of the firm.

Whilst Stening's attempt to examine the interaction between the marketing concept

and export performance is commendable, the study suffers from some methodological

limitations and measurement problems. For example, the term 'emphasis of

marketing department'was not clearly defined. Does emphasis means the number of

full-time employees working in the marketing department vis-a-vis other

departments? or the budget allocation of the marketing department? or some other

criterion? And even if the term were reasonably defined, one might still question the

rationale of giving the marketing department more emphasis than other departments.

More so, since at its heart the marketing concept calls for adoption of a customer

orientation philosophy throughout the organization.

On the issue of the scale, the Marketing Cnncept Score (MCS) as defined by the

author was developed in a somewhat arbitrary way. The weighting of the variables

was done arbitrarily and no tests were conducted to see if the scale was both reliable

and valid. Furthermore, by the author's o\4rn admission, one of the items in the scale

(question 5) did not seek to measure a company's philosophy directly. The defence

put forward by the author - that a manager's own views on marketing significantly
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affect the firm's marketing operations - is in my view untenable. There is no reason to

believe that the respondents' personal views are necessarily a reflection of the firm's

philosophy, especially in situations where the respondent is relatively new to the firm

in question

Item four of Stening's semantic differential scale poses a major problem for the

Marketing Concept Score. To recast the question, panicipating firms were asked to

respond to the statement: 'one of the executive's main tasks is to increase sales

volume'. According to the structure and the intent of the scale, firms that agreed to

this statement were considered as low marketing oriented-firms. However, although

increasing sales volume is indeed one of. the tasla of business executives, it is notthe

only one. Nor is it inconsistent with a high marketing orientation.

In an American study, I;rsch and Luczniak (1987) sought to analyze the marketing

concept and stakeholder concept as theoretical constructs and to examine the

perceived organizational consequences of their adoption. The study was based on a

survey of 103 vice presidents of marketing and planningof. Fortune 500.

Five concepts were central to this study: (i) the marketing concept, (ii) the

stakeholder concept, (iii) the extended marketing concept, (iv) competitive intensity,

and (v) organizational performance. All five concepts were based on management

perceptioru of the future\p to 1995.

Of interest to the current study are the first three concepts: (1) the marketing concept

(measured by consumer orientation, profit orientatiorq and integration throughout the

organization), (2) the stakeholder concept (measured by concern for employees, good
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relations with agents and distributors, and good relations with suppliers), and (3) the

extended marketing concept, i.e., a combination of the first two concepts.

To achieve their objective, the authors tested the following three hlpotheses:

(i) The marketing concept and stakeholder concept are representative of a single
underlying philosophical business orientation to the external invironment (p.3).

(ii) Increased compefitiye intensity is associated with more emphasis on the 6ill5sting
concept and 

-stakeholder concept philosophies of busineJs (in other words the
extended markering concept).

(iii) Increased emphasis on the marketing concept and stakeholder concept philooophies
of business (the erf,ended marketing concep) is associated ;ti inproved
organizational performance (p. 4).

In addition to the above hlpotheses, the authors developed four models as an

elaboration of thepsr hlpothesis:

(i) the null factor model

this model holds that the three indicators of the marketing concept and the three

indicators of the stakeholder concept are all independent of one another

(ii) the single-factor model

this model holds that the marketing and the stakeholder concep$ are

inseparable phitosophies that could be labelled as the extended marketing

concept

(iii) the two independent factorc model

this model holds that the marketing and the stakeholder concepts are distinct

and unrelated philosophies
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(iv) the two related factorc model

central to this model is the contention that the marketing and the stakeholder

concepts are separate but positively correlated philosophies.

The results of statistical tests lent support to all three hypotheses and a better

statistical fit was found for the single-factor model compared to the other three

models. This latter finding is crucial. It suggests that the marketing concept is still

evolving and that firms have realized that the orthodox marketing concept (as defrned

in marketing texts) is too narrow - hence the reason for extending the focus to include

other publics such as employees, distributors, suppliers.

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the cited study is one of the few attempts that have been

made to link the marketing concept and performance. However, a major drawback

found in this attempted linkage is that all five measures of performance were based on

the fuUre apectatioru of respondents. No attempt was made to establish if the

application of the marketing concept (or the extended marketing concept) had

influenced past organizational performance using the five measures of performance

proposed by the authors, or using any other measures for that matter.

Another attempt to examine a link between the marketing concept and company

performance (market success) was made by Ahie (1987). The author sought to

achieve two objectives, namely:

(l) To investigate the market-orientation level of New Zealand companies and the eldent
to which this level varies with region and tpe of industry and between publig
private and government sectors.

(ii) To test the marketing concept empirically by determining whether any relationship
exists between market 'success' (determined by a number of variables) and
marketing orientation (p. 2).
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To achieve the second objective, the author tested two hlpotheses, namely that

no relationship exists betrx,een the degree of marketing orientation and net profit
margllr.

And that

no relationship exists between the degree of market orientation and ROI (p. 2).

A total of 50 New Zealand companies employing more than 20 workers in the

Manawatu and Wellington districts were surveyed. Market success was measured by

four financial indicators. These were: (1) average net profit margin, (2) return on

investment (ROI), (3) change in average net profit margrn, and (a) change in average

return on investment. These indicators were then correlated with Marketing

Orientation Score (MO5;.0

The findings of the study lent support to the second hypothesis, but there was no

evidence to support the fust. Other findings of the study are summarized below:

(i) overall, New Zealand companies demonstrated a reasonably high level of

marketing orientation. The average MOS was 22.6 out of possible 30.

On Kotler's scale this is rated as lery good'

(iD marketing orientation level was correlated with only one out of four success

measures, i.e., there was a strong relationship between MOS and the net

increase in profit margin. While on the one hand no relationship was found

between the MOS and average profit margin and ROI, on the other hand there

6 The scors was based on Marketing Effectiveness Audit developed by Kotler O97/\.
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was a small but insignificant relationship betrveen the MOS and net increase on

ROI

(iii) of the five measures of marketing orientation, customer philosophy seem to

have been grven strong emphasis by the firms surveyed. This was followed by

integrated marketing organization

(iv) public companies scored significantly higber than private companies and

government agencies

(u) identical marketing orientation levels were found between the Manawatu and

Wellington regions.

Noting a strong relationship between the MOS and net increase in profit margin, Ahie

commented:

This result has important ramifications for the marketing ooncept. The assumption that
by 4oqting and implementing the marketing *o.rit a firm will become more
profitable than if it does not, has at least been placed under statistical investigation and
hasseemingly proven itself with statistically significant results, at least in reg;a to net
profitmargin @.4.

Ahie's study is both encouraging and disappointing. It is encouragsngin the sense that

it is the first known locat study to specifically examine the relationship between the

marketing concept and perfonnance. However, it is not free of flaws. As with

$lsning's (op. cit.), a major drawback of Ahie's study lies in the measurement of the

two key concepts which were the subject of the investigation, i.e., the marketing

concept and the market success. Starting with the marketing concept, it is sufficient to

mention that the author himself admitted that Kotler's Marketing Effectiveness Audit
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is not an adequate measure of the degree of marketing orientation of tle firm. While

on the one hand Kotler's instrument embraces all the three elements of the marketing

concept (though in a somewhat unsophisticated way), on the other hand Marketing

Effectiveness Audit shies away from issues such as the use of market-based measures

of performance in evaluating managers, the process of generating and testing new

product ideas, and the extent to which firms conduct profitability analysis based on

market segments, customer groups and products. These are among the strongest of

the criticisms of the marketing coucept which, regrettably, Marketing Effec{iveness

Audit does not address itself to.

The second problem is one of measuring market success. At the theoretical level, tle
measures used by Ahie are very sound. However, in reality, firms are often reluctant

to furnish information related to the profitability of their operations. And when they

do, there is still the problem of comparability of data benreen firms which adopt

different accounting systems. Added to the above problems, in Atrie's case there was

yet another - the reliability of the financial data used in the analpis. Since the data

was gathered through face to face interviews with respondents who were not

accountants' one might have reason to doubt the accuracy of the data. This suspicion

was confirmed by the author himself when he wrote:

findi"g adequate measures of company susciess proved the most difficult part of the
research. The two criteria for seliction of such- variables in this case prlved to be
mutually exclusive, namely the measures had to be accurate in their discription of
-ovgrall 

oompany performance and practical enough to be completed by resfrndents
(who it was envisaged would not be accountants) in an interview tir.z1).

The third problem is that no attempt was made to identify and control factors which

could have distorted the relationship that might have existed benveen the market:ng

concept and the four measures of the firm's performance. Implicit in this omission is
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the assumption that its performance depends solely on the degree of its marketing

orientation - an assumption which is too strong to go unchallenged.

Finally, the study is limited in that it was based on a very small sample (50 companies)

drawn from only two districts, i.e., wellington and the Manawatu.

In a fairly recent study of New 7*aland retailers, Thomas (1983) wanted to examine

the marketing orientation of both large and small retailers in New 7*aland and to

establish whether a relationship exists between the level of marketing orientation and

success. Data were collected from 30 large and 20 small Palmerston North retailers

through face to face interviews. The methodolory employed and the measurement of
variables were identical to those used by Ahie (op. cit.). The summary of the findings

is presented below:

(i) New 7*aland retailers demonstrate relatively high levels of marketing

orientation

(ii) large retailers were found to be more marketing oriented than small retailers

(iii) no relationship was found between the MOS and change in profit margin and

also ROI

(iv) there was a strong negative relationship betrveen the MOS and the latest ROI

atP = 9.1

(t) a negative relationship was found between the MOS and the latest profit margrn

atP = 9.72.

Uke Ahie's study, Thomas's attempt is also encouraging but his last two findings are

very thought provoking. Simply stated, the implication of the last two findings is that

the more the company is marketing oriented, the /ess it will be successful. This
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observation not only questions the widely held belief of a positive relationship

between the degree of marketing orientation and company success, but also

contradicts Ahie (op. cit.) whose methodology was replicated by Thomas.

In addition to the reservations expressed earlier when reviewing the study by Ahie,

there may be reasonable grounds to doubt the credibility of Thomas's findings

because of the quality of the data used. By the author's own admissioq the data were

suspect either because of reluctance on the part of the respondents to reveal financial

information or because of a wide variation in accounting methods between small and

large firms, or both. The following two quotes explain it all:

No statistically sipificant relationships were found between marketing orientation and
sucoess, mainly because of the rcluctance of retailers to reveal financial results.
However, negative correlations were found between retailers' marketing orientation
soores and latest profit margin and return on investment figures (p. 1; emphasis nine).

And
The financial figures obtained are also dnbious as the methods used by
retailers vaied widely. The larger retailers tended to have more detailed and elaborate
accounts (p.9; emphasis mine).

In a recently published survey of marketing attitudes and practice in the United

Kingdorn, Lynch et al. (1989) sought to achieve the following objectives:

i) To isolate the better performing UK companies and to examine the contribution
that marketing has made to that performance.

ii) To identi$, through profiling the better performing companieg better
marketing practices.

iii) To examine the current state-of-the art of marketing practice in the LrK
and make direct comparisons with the researchers' 1982 study (p. 5).
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The better performing companies were defined as "Those companies that report

consistently better performance than their major competitors in the financial measure

of overall profit and return of investment (ROI) and on the market based measures of

sales volume and market share" (p. 9). This definition resulted in 166 companies (12

percent of the sample) being termed as better performers. The data were collected

through a mail suwey and personal interviews with chief marketing executives. A

total of 5121 questionnaires were sent and a 27 percent response rate was obtained.

The authors tested ten hlpotheses of which the second is of special interest to the

current study. It states:

The more successful companies adopt a clear marketing orientation in their operations
(p.12).

To test this hypothesis, the authors used two questions to measure the marketing

orientation of the firrns in their sample. In the first questioq respondents were asked

to describe the marketing approach of their respective companies by selecting one of

the following three statements:

D Make what we c:ln and sell to whoever will buy.

ii) Place major emphasis on advertising and selling.

iii) Place major emphasis on prior analysis of market needs adapting our products
and services to meet them if necessary (p. 13).

The three statements were related to productioq selling and market:ng orientations

respectively. The findings showed that 74 percent of better performing firms

responded to the third statement and their variation from the rest of the firru was 15

percent.
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The second question which measured the marketing orientation of the firm sought for

the respondents'reactions on the statement:

Markering is seen as a guiding philosophy for the whole organization (p. 14).

The results showed that the better performing companies which responded 'exactly'

varied from the rest by 49 percent. The results obtained from the two questions led

the authors to associate marketing orientation with better company performance.

Other notable findings of this research is that better performers were found in all

types of company - manufacturing and service, consumer and industrial, small,

medium and large. However, the authors noted that there were marginally more

large companies in the better performance sample than in the sample as a whole.

As with the previous studies, the major flaw of this study lies in the rather too simple

manner in which marketing orientation was measured. The two questions used to

mqrsure the degree of marketing orientation of the firm are insufficiently incisive, and

therefore not able to capture all dimensions of the construct. An additional problem

with this study is that the response rate obtained was relatively low.

Another recent study on marketing orientation is the American doctoral study by

Wrenn (1989), entitled Measuing Mad@tkg Arientation Although tinking the degree

of marketing orientation and company perfornance was not among the primary

objectives set forth by the author, the study is nonetheless reviewed in this section for

two reasons. The first is that this is the only known study that has attempted to

measure the degree of marketing orientation in a rigorous way.? The second is that

7 It is worth pointing out that Wrenn used Kotler's (op. cit.) instrument as a guide-line in developing
his measure of marketing orientation.
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the author did make some attempt to relate marketing orientation to performance,

although this was not one of the main objectives.

The study was based on interviews with corporate, marketing and line offrcers in

selected hospitals. The degree of marketing orientation was measured by Marketing

Orientation Rating Score (MORS) which itself was calculated from 45 statements, i.e.,

nine statements, for each of the five areas of Kotler's Marketing Effectiveness Audit.

The instrument proved to be quite reliable and valid.E

The findings showed that MORS correlated well with the performance measures

employed. It was also reported that each of the five areas of marketing orientation

has a unique and synergistic contributioru although customer philosophy was found to

be more important than others.

The major reservation about this study is in respect of its marketing orientation

measurement. While the modifications made on Kotler's instrument are

commendable, the 45 statements used, and indeed the entire methodolory, focus so

specifically on the health sector that generalization is not possible.

The last study to be reviewed in this section is a recent article which appeared in the

roumal of Mafl<crtng (Narver and Slater 1990). Noting the paucity in the literature of
the studies that have examined the link between marketing orientation and corporate

performance, the authors developed what they termed an 'Independent Effects Model

of Relationships Between Market Orientation, Business-Specific Factors, Market-

Irvel Factors, and Performance' (p.29). Using this model the authors sought to

8 It should be noted, however, that the scale did not pass one predictive validity test.
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explain the underlying relationships betrreen marketing orientation and return on

investment.

Data were collected from 113 strategic business units (SBUs) of one large corporation

in the United States. This corresponds to a net response rate of 81 percent.

Responding SBUs were divided into trvo main groups, namely commodity businesses

(36 SBUs) and non-commodity businesses (77 SBUs). Ordinary l-east Squares (OLS)

regressions were employed to test the hlpothesis that market orientation and

performance are associated positively (p. 30). The results showed that among both

commodity and non-courmodity businesses, marketing orientation is related to

profitability.

As with other previous studies, the above has at least two drawbacks. The first and

perhaps the most serious is its sampling procedure. As noted earlier, the study was

restricted to SBUs of only one firm. While this sampling procedure has some obvious

advantages, e.9., obtaining high response rates, it can also be argued that because the

companies in the sample had a similar corporate culture they were not true

representatives of a wider population. In defending their sampling procedure, the

authors claimed that pewasive corporate culture did not constrain perceptions

because of the reasonable range of responses for the three composite measures of

marketing orientation. On a 7-point Likert scale, the ranges were from 2.8 to 6.1 for

customer orientation, from 2.8 to 6.6 for competitor orientation, and from 2.6 to 5.8

for inter-functional co-ordination (p. 33). Without doubt, the ranges achieved are

commendable. However, it is the dktibution rather than the range of responses that

would more properly reflect whether or not the responses were penaded by the

corporate culture.
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The second limitation of Narver and Slater's study is in its final measures of marketing

orientation- The original measures of marketing orientation were comprehensive.

However, after conducting reliability tests two composites measuring long-term

orientation and profit objective were dropped because their respective reliability co-

efficient alphas were well below 0.5. The decision resulted into a relatively weaker

measure of marketing orientation - a measure that did not include long term

profitability of the company.

2.2.1Summary of Empiical Studies Linking Martrcting Concept and Performance

section 2.2.0 presented a detailed review of key studies examiaing the tink between

the marketing concept and company performance. Three local and four overseas

studies of the subject were reviewed. It would seem from the findings of the local

studiese that New Zealand firms have demonstrated a high level of marketing

orientation. However, available evidence on the relationship between the degree of
marketing orientation and company performance is not conclusive. Notrvithstanding

the methodological problems outlined in section 2.2.0, at least one study (Thomas op.

cit.) has reported a negative relationship between marketing orientation and company

performance. Ahie (op. cit.) was also able to demonstrate that a relationship betrveen

the two variables existed for only one out of four measures of performance. On a
brighter note, however, Lynch et al. (op. cit.), wrenn (op. cit.), and Nanrer and slater

(op. cit-) did find a relationship between the degree of marketing orientation and

company performance.

9 Stening (op. cit.); Ahie (op. cit.); and Thomas (op. cit.).
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Two studies examined the relative importance of the five areas of marketing

orientation ( Ahie op. cit.; and Wrenn op. cit.). It is encouragrng to note that in both

cases customer philosophy (the cornerstone of the marketing concept) was found to

be the most important factor.

The major drawback which is shared by all seven studies reviewed in section 2.2.0 rs

the difficulty of developing a rigorous yet reliable and valid marketing orientation

scale that can be used in many situations. It has been shown in this review that most

measures of marketing orientation were either inadequate (Stening op. cit.; Ahie op.

cit.; Thomas op. cit.; and Lynch et al., op. cit.), too specific (Wrenn op. cit.) or too

narrow (Narver and Slater op. cit.) for their application in other areas.

2.3.0 Criticisms of the Marketing Concept

Although the marketing concept has attained a status comparable to an article of

faith, several researchers have been very critical and hence have questioned both its

validity and applicability. In an article entitled Imbicative Marlccting, Kaldor (1971)

argued that the marketing concept is not an adequate prescription for marketing

strategy because sound application of the concept calls for far-sighted, consistent and

utilitarian consumers. The author argued that even if the consumers are capable of

recognizing their needs, this awareness may not necessarily lead to a clear

identification of a physical product to satisff those needs. The author cited several

examples in support of this position. The first is that of a doctor-patient relationship.

The patient describes the symptoms of his or her diseases while the doctor conducts a

detailed diagnosis to determine the correct medication needed. In essence, it is the
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doctor and not the patient who decides on the medicine (the product) needed for the

cure (the need or demand).

The second example is that of is the case of a computer and an adding machine. Both

are data processing gadgets, but before the invention of computers, an accountant

requiring fast manipulation of data could have not stated or even thought of the need

for a computer. In this respect the author observed:

The gap between product and function is a basic criticism of the logic sf ths 6arftsting
concept. The prototlpical marketing orqanization would not posses the capabilities
necessary for the invention of an unknown, but needed, product (p, 21).

On the subject of consumers'inconsistency, the author cited an example of conflicting

needs for an efficient transport system and a pollution-fr"" sayf1snment. Kaldor

argued that the two needs are antipodes whose interests are irreconcileable, i.e., the

satisfaction of one can only be achieved at the expense of the other. This view was

somewhat echoed by Bell and Emory 0971) when they argued that firms should try to

promote proper consumer values because customers' actions are not always in line

with their own or society's interests.

Kerby (1972) doubted the use of the marketing concept as a guide to product strates/.

The author argued that product stratery should be driven by innovations rather than

responding to the needs and wants of the consumers. The author echoed I(aldor's

argument of consumer short-sightedness and enumerated a chain of products such as

the electric light, colour TV sets, automobile and Xerox machine, as examples of

products which were not developed as a result of expressed consumer needs and

wants. Kerby was critical of relying on consumer research as the source of ideas for

developing new products because of the inadequacy of the current available
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techniques for measuring attitudinal elements - their interactions and the degree of

importance of each. The author did not, however, dismiss the usefulness of consumer

research entirely, but advised that if preJaunch research does not give sound reasons

for lack of interest of the product,

. . . the marketer is justified in repudiating the research findin$ and proceeding under
the assumption that sufficient demand exists, but is awaiting development (p.3t.

In his article entitled The Marlccting Concept: The Utimate In Bait and SwitchT,

Lundstrom (L976) argued that the implementation of the marketing concept is limited

by psychological and structural barriers, i.e., the man and the firm respectively. The

main source of the psychological barriers is communication breakdown between what

the consumer needs and what the firm is offering. This has resulted in product

proliferation and all the attendant problems. The article points to the rise of

consumerism as a proof of the inadequacy of the marketing concept. On structural

barriers, Lundstrom argued that firms have several interest $oups such as consumers,

suppliers, creditors, stockholders, employees, government and competition. The role

of the marketer, therefore, is to strike a healthy balance among these groups and still

maintain profits and growth. Owing to the pressures from various groups, the authors

felt that the marketing concept may have been lost in the battle for existence.

Sachs and Benson (1978) were also critical of the marketing concept. The authors

were convinced that:

Given our Srtsinsss environment, it is highly doubtful that a frm can compete vigorously
and at the srme tirne, adhere faithfully to the marketing concept . . . under such
circumstances, the marketing concept can be either deliberately discarded or left to
crumble under the weight of its own irrelevancies (p. 68).
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They further observed that:

Theorists may take the position that the marketing concept is that ideat the shining

beacon light that should guide business through the treacherous currents of martet
demand. They may lecture, scold, and rebuke businessmen for not practising their pet
theory. But if the theory cannot be implemented in a practical mrnner [the authors
wonderedl should not the theory change to conform with reality? (p.73).

On a parting note Sachs and Benson asked: "If the marketing concept is of little

practical value . . . is it not time to discard the marketing concept?" (p.74)

Perhaps the most serious of all criticisms of the marketing concept was lodged by

Bennett and Cooper (7979). Writing in Business Horizow, the authors examined the

effect of the implementation of the marketing concept on product innovation and new

business strategy. While stressing the importance of new products for continued

growth of firms, the authors observed however that the 'market pull' approach

(inherent in the marketing concept) to product innovation is incapable of bringing

about revolutionary changes in new products. The authors argued that:

. . . many of the great product innovations throughout history have been the result of a
technological breakthrough, a laboratory discovery or an invention, with only a vague
notion of a market need in mind. Often these 'great ideas' originated from men and
women far removed from customers, from market needs and wants, and the indrutry
itself. Inventors, scientists, engineers and academics, in the normal pursuit of scientific
knowledge, gave the world the telephone, phonograp\ the electric lighq aoA in more
recent times, the laser, xerography, instant photography, and the trensistor. [n contrast
the worshippers of the marketing concept have bestowed upon mankind such products
as new-fangled potato chips, feminine hygiene deodorant, and the pet rock . . . true
product innovation depends to a large e:Cent on scientific discovery which often must
proceed in the absence of a clear and definable customer need or want (p. @.

To support their clairn, the authors quoted a senior executive of an unidentified

multinational agricultural equipment firm:
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Whenever we do market research to generate new product ideas, all we get back are
descriptions of minor improvements, or v/orse yet, our competitors' features. But the
bold new ideas come fron in house (p.78).

Although not cited by Bennett and Cooper, Akio Morita, the Chairman of Sony holds

similar views. Refering to the success of the '\ilalkman', Morita noted:

The public does not know what is possible, but we do. So instead of doing a lot of
market researci, we refine our thinking on a product and its use and try to create a

market for it by educating and communicatingwith the public.lo

Bennett and Cooper also argued that strict adherence to the marketing concept could

lead to the slow acceptance of new products. To bring the point home the authors

wrote:

Picture the would-be market researcher eighty years ago attempting to gauge market
reaction to a proposed new product, the automobile. Respondents to any questionnaire
would have assured the market-oriented innovator that cars would frighten horseg make
too much noise, run too fast, and be generally unreliable. The competition of that time,
the horse, would be judged just too strong for a successful market entry. The product
would be labelled as a'bad product'with no future. Had it not been for tougb-minded
innovators and entrepreneurs who were driven by a vision of what they believed and
who persisted in spite of negative market reaction, the automobile might never have
come of age as quickly as it did (p. 78).

The authors further argued that application of the marketing concept robs the society

of resources that are diverted from major and genuine innovations to what they called

the 'nitty-gritty' world of product modifications.

On the question of business stratery, Bennet and Cooper started by defining a product

by a four-dimensional vector, whose dimensions are:

10 Reingold and Shimomura, Made in lapan: Akio Morita ond Sony, William Collins Sons & Co. Ltd,
(rew) p.7e.
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(i) the product's use

(ii) the product's customer

(iii) the product's technology

(iv) the product's production process.

The authors later argued that in firms where the first two dimensions, i.e., product use

and product customer are, decisive, the marketing concept will work quite well. In
contrast, the authors maintained that where distinctive competencs hinges on the

technologr embodied in a product or the production process, a business strategy

relying heavily on market dimensions, i.e., product use and clientele, can lead to major

problems. In spite of the criticisms, the author emphasized in conclusion that

In no way ar€ we suggesting the marketing concept is not a usefrrl tool. It is, and dozens
of successful examples will illustrate the point. Our arguments are merely that the
marketing concept is onty one approach. A blind acceptance of this conc€pt as the .one
and only' guide would be just as dangerous as failing to heed the proponents of the
philosophy (p. 8:).

In another article two years later,n the authors argued that the

provides the necessary but not sufficient conditions for success.

maintained that:

marketing concept

In this article they

The proponent of the marketing concept is rigbt when he says the product must meet a
market need. otherwise it would have no value. nui product value implies a
comparison. And so it must do more than 6g1sty satis$ 

" 
o""d; the product must meet

the needs better than the competitors' products. It is in this focus on ,being better, that
is nissing in the marketing concept (p.Sq.

The authors cautioned of the danger of relying on consumers as a source of new

product ideas because, they said, consumers are limited in three ways. The first is that

Il Bennett and Cooper (1981).
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their perceptions are restricted to items familiar to them; the second is the difficulty

of verbalizing their needs in view of the technolory required to translate the ideas into

real products; and the third, that owing to the dynamic nature of consumer needs, it is

quite conceivable that by the time consumer ideas have been translated into products,

their needs would have changed.

Drawing lessons from the Singer Sewing Machine Company, the authors stressed that

firms should do away with the habit of relying on non-product strategies such as

promotion and distribution. Instead, firms should promote a product value concept as

a key element to success. Th"y defined the product value concept as

. . . a business orientation that recognizes that product value is the key to profit. lt
stresses competing on the basis of customer need satisfaction with superior, higher value
products. Value depends on the customer's perception of the product attributes, which
are largely a function of the firm's technological, design, and manufacturing strengths
and skills (p. 59).

The authors listed product usefulness, safety, reliability, availability, and originality as

some of attributes which can be translated into value and emphasized that firms

should operate from a position of power and should build in areas where they can

utilize their existing strengths.

In the same article, Bennet and Cooper pointed to three factors as being responsible

for the shift to non-product orientation. These are: the structure of business

programmes (at Universities) which ignore new product development, performance

evaluation systems which focus on short-tenn rather than long-term performance, and

evaluation techniques for resource allocation which do not provide a healthy balance

between the lower risk ordinary ventures and the more adventurous projects with

long-term but less certain or even volatile payoff. Interestingly enough, a closer
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examination of the article under discussion leads to the conclusion that the two critics

are in a sense advocating a philosophy of consumer satisfaction but suggest only one

tool, product planning, to reach it (McGee and Spiro 19gg).

Riesz (1980) shared a similar view to that of Bennett and Cooper (op. cit.) when he

expressed his concern and worries over the increased shift from basic to applied

research due to the application of the marketing concept. The author argued that the

shift from 'science push' to 'market pull' approach can have negative effects both on

the grofih of the firm and on the society at large. The main argument raised against

the 'market pull' approach is customer inability to afticulate needs and wants for

goods and services that are technologically advanced. To illustrate the point, the

author argued that, prior to World War II, if military personnel were asked about

aircraft detection needs, they would have most likely expressed a need for a powerful

optical detection system, rather than a radar. Riesz felt that

Customers'relative inability to conceptualize product ideas or improvements beyond the
realm of their own experience means that the ideas and 

"oo""pt, 
obtained tiom the

market place will be rather conventional and modest compared io those coming from
the 'science push' of the research and development laboratory (p. 51-52).

Related to this problem, the author cautioned that a firm which is overly relying on

applied research as a source of new product ideas is denying itself the admission ticket

to the international world of science and technolory, and will sooner or later lose its

competitive edge.

In an article entitled The Marketing Concept: What It Is and lqhat It Is Not,Houston

(1986) attempts to assess the conditions under which the prescription of the marketing

concept can and cannot be followed by the marketers. The main premise of his

argument is that information is a prerequisite for making sound decisions. He
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stressed that the exercise of seeking for additional information about other parties to

the exchange (i.e., consumers) is viable to the extent thafi (1) the exchange partners

are not satiated, (2) tbe desired offering will be made available, (3) the value of such

information exceeds the cost of obtaining it, and (a) the organization or all of its

exchange paftners are not restricted from varying andf or negotiating what they will

offer. If the above four conditions are not met, then the application of the marketing

concept is not feasible. It is perhaps worth noting that the author did not explain in

what way the marketing concept does not meet these conditions.

To sum up: past criticisms of the marketing concept can be divided into four groups.

The first is the school which claims that the application of the marketing concept

discourages or hinders innovation of new products.l2 The second group claims that

the marketing concept has tailed to respond to the firm's social responsibility.tl *t
third argues that, given the complexity and the demands of different interested parties

in the modern business, the marketing concept is no longer an effective management

tool.la The fourth and last group feels that the concept is not applicable where extra

information acquired cannot be used to further the organization's goals.r In the

following section I shall present a rebuttal of these criticisms.

Kaldor (op. cit.); Ke.by (op. cit.); Bennet and Cooper (1979 and L981); Riev (op. cit.).

Bell and Emory (op. cit.); Lundstrom (op. cit).

Lundstrom (op. cit.); Sachs and Benson (op. cit.).

Houston (op. cit).

t2

13

L4

15
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2.3.L Response to Citickms

It was noted in the preceding section that in spite of its wide acceptance, the

marketing concept has been under fierce criticism from a number of directions.

While some of the criticisms may appear legitimate, others are, to say the least,

baseless.

The first criticism is the allegation that lavish acceptance of the marketing concept has

left very little room for genuine product innovation. A study of 107 manufacturing

firms in US (I^awton and Parasuraman 1980) dismisses this claim. In the cited study,

the authors sought to test three hypotheses:

(t) The greater the extent of adoption of the nsrftsring concept by a firm, the more
likely it is that it will use customer-oriented sources for new product ideas.

(ii) The greater the extent of adoption of the marketing concept by a firm, the greater
its utilization of marksting research between idea generation and commercialisation
stages.

(iii) The greater the efient of adoption of the narketing concept by a firm, the less
the innovative its new products will be (p. 20).

The extent of adoption the marketing concept was measured by four variables:

(D whether or not firms use customers as the focal point of all marketing activities

(ii) the extent of co-ordination among various departments within the firm

(iii) the frequency to which the highest marketing executive participate in top

management decisions

(iu) the percentage of management-level personnel having some marketing

experience.
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Customer-oriented sources of new product ideas were operationalized to include

suggestions or complaints from ultimate users and a formal market research of users

and their needs. Product innsynlisa was defined from two angles - the degree of

change in the user's consumption pattems as a result of adopting the product and the

degree of difference between the new product and those products already on the

market.

After conducting a Chi-square analysis, the authors could not substantiate any of the

hlpotheses and thus concluded:

If the procedures used for measuring the extent of adoption of the marksting concept
were adequate, the results of this study would suggest that adoption of the iarketing
concept is nof an impedimsnl to the development and introduction of breakthrough
innovations (p. 241' emphasis mine).

Still on the first criticisnq critics of the marketing concept argue that application of the

marketing concept has discouraged product innovation because of the resulting shift

from basic to applied research. On this issue, one of the critics himself (Riesz op. cit.)

gave a good summary of some of the reasons which have led to this state of affairs.

They are: changes in accounting practices for Research and Development (R&D)

expenditure, consumerisrn, product liabitity, increased sensitivity to pollutiorq and

what the author termed as the 'MBA Syndrome, in management, i.e., employing

supercautious managers who are averse to risk.

Some critics argue (and perhaps rightly so) that the marketing concept puts a stress on

consumer (applied) research at the expense of basic research. While this may indeed

be the case, it does not imply that consumer research is the only and all-important

consideration in making strategic decisions. Total dependence on customers'

expressions of their own needs and wants is in itself an indication that a long-term
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view of the marketing concept has not been well-grasped. This is a myopic view of
understanding the marketing concept and should not be confused witb anticipating the

long-term needs of the customers. As noted by McGee and spiro (op. cit.):

. . . the markel:"g philosophy as originany defined does not preclude the recognition and
use of distinctive competencies. In fact, the marketing 6ncept's focus oiconsumer
satisfaction and profis demands that a company op"t"tii-g in a competitive environment
find a position in the market in which its distinctive coJpetencies provide competitive
advantage (p.43).

Searching for a position in the market and the use of distinctive competence is

associated with the innovation of new products. This position was expressed by

Houston (op. cit.). Responding to Kaldor (op.cit.), Houston noted that

The marketing concept focuses the marketers' attention on the customer but does not
tell the markeler to disregard his/her unique capabilities and resources *tr"o 6sciding
how to serve the customer's needs and wa"ts Uesf 6. AO;.

In 1984, Kiel defended the marketing concept against criticisms raised by Bennett and

Cooper (1979;1981) and Riesz (op. cit.). The author advanced three arguments to
prove that the marketing concept is innocent of the charges raised by its critics. The

first, while acknowledging the importance of basic research, was that the high risks

and the length of time associated with that research render the approach unsuitable

for marketers to rely on.

The second defence of the marketing concept [wrote the authorl draws on the
considerable research evidence on suicessful innovations. There t overwhelming
evidence from studies of more than 1g00 innsv.lisns that marksting and related
production factors are the most important influences on innovation . . . betr*,een 60 to g0
percent of technological innovations over a wide variety of different products and
markets have resulted from market-related forces (pp.9-fO;.r

16 Carroad and carroad (19s2 p. 29) added evidence to the defence when they cited a study which
showed that 'of 131 barriers to successful innovation researched" seven of in" oi"" most severe
barriers were related to lack of information about market characteristics'.
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Kiel continued: "How can these results, drawn from many sfudies be reconciled with

the criticisms of the marketing concept?" (p. 10). For his third argument, the author

maintained that the critics of the marketing concept have portrayed the concept in an

overly simplistic way. He argued that

The view that market pull models require esensive oonsumer research as a first stage
and, consequently, that the approach is constrained by the consumer's limited vision of
the technological future ignores the varions other means by which market requirements
can be translated into technological innovation (p. 10; emphasis mine).

The author cited competitive response on quality and price (cost saving) as possible

sources of information which can lead to technologrcal innovation. Winding up his

defence, the author noted that

. . . studies on innovation show that market research is only one means by rvhich an
oreanization can determine market requirements. The marketing concept, tr i
managerial philosophy, draws attention to the need to be responsive to ch^nging
markets as the key to long-run corporate suscess. It does not speciS that the only way
to find out about market requirements is through the slavish use of marketing research
(p. 10; emphasis mine).

Addressing the criticism of social irresponsibility, McGee and Spiro (op. cit.) observed

that marketing-oriented firms will always refrain from markets which have long-term

negative effects on consumers because, upon realizing the consequences, the

consumers will vote against such products. Such firms, therefore, will always respond

to consumers' concern about their product's safety, value or environmental impact.

Finally there is the question of the inappropriateness of the marketing concept in

certain situations. It suffices to note that the critic (Houston op. cit.) did not

demonstrate the situations in which the marketing concept cannot be applicable.

To sum up: in the last two sections both the criticisms of the marketing concept and

the responses given by its protagonists have been presented. The views of the
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defendants of the marketing concept are supported for three reasons. The first is that

as has been demonstrated in Chapter 6, the marketing concept is a useful philosophy

and is associated with better performance. The second reason is that most of the

criticisms raised are in fact directed to firms which have a narrow view of the

marketing concept. Over-reliance on consumer research is one such example. And

the third and most telling reason is that a closer examination of the *litings of the

critics leads to a cnrcial and interesting observation: without exception, all the

criticisms mentioned are armchair reconstructions with no empirical evidence.

2.4.0 Studies of Export Performance

In this section, a detailed discussion of some empirical studies on export performance

is presented with the intention of identifying those variables which researchers have

associated with export performance. These variables are in turn used to construct a

research model that would explain the relationships that might exist between export

performance and marketing orientation. As the literature has reported numerous

such studies, major studies are reviewed in detail, with other studies being

summarized in the table at the end of the section.

In a widely cited British study, Tookey (1964) sought " . . . to collect information on

the factors which influence aims and attainment in exporting among manufacturing

firms in the hosiery and knitwear industry" (p. 48). The investigation was intended as

a pilot study and the data were collected from 54 hosiery and knitwear firms based in

the I-eicester area. Export performance was measured by export intensity, i.e., export

sales as a percentage of total sales. The findings of the study showed that size of firnr,

the willingness of exporting firms to adapt their products, the use of foreign agents,
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frequency of visits to the foreign markets, the quality of the products (presumably as

perceived by the customers), export policies and export services such as credit

guarantee and export risk insurance all had an influence in determining the export

success of a firm.

The major drawback of the study is that export performance wzu measured by a single

index, namely export intensity. The use of export intensity as a measure of export

performance poses a number of problems. These are discussed in detail in the

following chapter (Chapter 3).

In an extensive study of six manufacturing industries in Denmark, Holland, and Israel,

Hirsch (1971\ aimed at identifying variables which are associated with export success.

Specifically, the author sought to answer six questions pertaining to the characteristics

of successful exporters. The questions were

What technologies do they use? Is their performance associated with size? What is the

nature of their domestic and foreign affiliation? How important for their export
performance is the domestic market? What product policies do they follow? Where do

they export? (p. :rvi).

Export performance was measured by weighted-average export intensity. The results

of the study were as follows:

In Denmark, export performance was found to be weakly related to skill intensity;

there was no clear relationship found between export performance and man/months

spent abroad; no relationship was found with asset per employee. On the other hand,

positive correlation was found between the dependent variable and percentage of

sales spent on R&D. Success was also associated with the age of the product, i.e., the

length of time the product takes to be introduced in the foreign market.
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In Holland. six variables were found to relate positively to export performance. These

were: production process, skill intensity (the relationship was weak), asset per

employee, expenditure on R&D, product age, and man/months spent abroad.

Finally, in Israel, no clear relationship was found between export performance and

production process variables. Furthermore, the correlation between export

performance and skill intensity was found to be negative. On the other hand, two

variables were positively related to export performance. These were: man/months

spent abroad and product age. In conclusion the author noted that

the one characteristic which is common 1s high e:rport performance groups in all three
countries is the low mean 'age difference' of their major export product. The more
successful the exporterg the fewer the years that lapse benveen the producfs
introduction on the domestic and export markets @.1n).

As with Tookey's study, the major drawback here is the over-reliance on export

intensity as a measure of export performance.

In a doctoral research involving 83 Swedish firms in the chemical and electronics

manufacturing industries, Khan (1978) wanted to find out why some exPort ventures

are successful while others fail, i.e., which variables affect the success and failure of

the firm's export ventures and how these variables interact. After seaducting a

literature review and nvo pilot studies, 13 variables divided into 12 groups were

investigated.

E:rport performance was measured by three criteria. Pre-ta:r profits and export sales

were used as the objective criteria. The second measure was semi-objective. On a 5-

point scale, firms were asked to indicate if their expectations with respect to costs,

sales volume, and profits were being met. The third, a subjective one, was used to
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rate the overall export performance of responding firms. In addition to these

measures, two open-ended questions were included in the questionnafue.

Respondents were asked for the factors which they consider to judge if exports have

been successful or not, and also for the reasons for their own success or failure. The

data were analyzed by multiple regression and multiple discriminant analyses. The

findings showed that seven variables were found to correlate positively with export

success in both industries. These were: (1) the foreign market share of a firm

compared to that of its competitor, (2) export travel, (3) expenditure on market

research and promotion, (4) exporting through an off-shore subsidiary, (5) export

price compared to domestic price, (6) product uniqueness, and (7) post-sale services.

Khan's study suffers from one major drawback; his objective criteria demanded

respondent firms to furnish him with export profitability data based on full cost

accounting methods. Because of numerous problems and the simplifications made in

order to solve them, it is doubtful if the criteria used were indeed objective and if the

information obtained wzrs accurate and comparable. The author himself

acknowledged this problem when he stated

. . . this difference arises mainly as a result of the different criteria used by the firms and
those used by myself in the present investigation. Profit criterion is based on nfull-cost"

basis, whereas several firms did not take costs such as interest expenses or depreciation
when making the calculations for a product on the export market in the study G. f58).

In a doctoral study of 29 British firms exporting industrial equipment to Saudi Arabia,

Kuwait, Iraq and Syriq Mirzaian (1982 p. 20) sought "to identiff and analyze the

major export marketing factors that are associated with success in exporting to the

Arab countries of the Middle East (ACME)". As a subsidiary objective, the author

wanted to find out if there existed any significant differences in success between the

free economy and the plannsd economy Arab countries.
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Mirzaian's study is different in two ways from most of the previous studies on export

pedormance. Firstly, it tackles the problem from both sides of the transaction, i.e., it

focuses on both the exporters and the importers. Secondly, the study is confined to

one regional market, the Middle East. In this respect the findings make it possible to

rank expofters according to their performances since they were all subjected to the

same external local and foreign conditions.

From his literature, the author identified several variables which, in the past,

researchers have associated with export success. The author then consulted relevant

parties involved in exporting to the Middle East in order to come up with a list of

factors which were most relevant to that region. Constrained by the desired length of

the questionnaire, the author felt that variables such as management attitudes,

availability of credit, qualified personnel, and a good contact in the Middle East were

not sufficiently important to warrant their inclusion in the research instrument. On

the other hand, the author realized that things such as bribery and comrption are

critical factors when trading with developing countries, but decided not to include

them because of the difficulties in getting valid responses to questions dealing with

such sensitive matters.

Export performance was measured by six different criteria: (1) export intensity, (2)

export growth, (3) export profitability to total profitability, (4) the Queen's Award for

Export Achievement and the Queen's Award for Technology, (5) respondents' own

evaluation in respect of their overall performance in the Middle East, and (6) their

clients' satisfaction; and a conjoint analysis correlation coefficient of the Cluster

Analysis. A five-year (1975-1979) time frame was chosen. The results showed that

five variables were particularly instrumental to export success. In order of importance

the variables were: (1.) product characteristics and reliability, (2) export company
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reputation, (3) competitive price, (4) punctual delivery, ild (5) after sale services.lT

The author also analysed the five most successful companies and found that

marketing research, product uniqueness, quality reliability, after sale services,

frequent visits to the Middle East, delivery reliability and size of frrmlE were

contributing factors toward their success.

While Mirzaian's methodological contribution is acknowledged, his decision to

exclude 'good contact' in the Middle East (as a variable) is puzzling. Cateora (1987 p.

13L) noted that firms attempting to do business in the Middle East are admonished to

do business through a'connector'who often knows the right people in the right places.

In another doctoral research involving 142 Camdian electronics firms, Kleinschmidt

(1982 p. 8) sought:

D To identify possible international marketi'g strategies (export strategies) based

on market selection and product parameters for Canadian industrial manufacturing
firms.

ii) To identi$ those firms and managerial characteristics that are associated

with strong export performance at the firm level for a group of heavy erporfing
firms.

iii) To analyse empirically the impact of firm and managerial characteristics as

explanatory'determinants of a firm's performance for different tlpes of enport

strategy.

Specifically, the author was seeking answers to the following questions:

t) What market selection and product parameters are relevant in defining alternative
e)rport marketing strategies for electronics fums in Canada?

17 Taken together, the variables accounted for 72.1 percent of important manageable factors for
marketing successfully to the Middle East.

18 Four of the five most successful British exporters had a labour force of more than 1000 employees.
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ii) Does adopting one or another of these export strategies affect eraort performance?

iii) What are the firn and managerial variables that help to explain export
performance? (p.8)

Export performance was measured by export level (export intensity) and export

growth. The author hypothesized that export performance depends on two main

factors, namely firm and management variables and export marketing strates/. The

former includes export planning, management perception (on e4port potential,

product adaptation etc.) and parameters such as size and age. The latter consists of

variables such as market selectioq segmentation and product stratery, i.e., the level of

product adaptation. Six export strategies were outlined: world marketer, world quasi-

marketer, world seller, US marketer, US quasi-marketer, and US seller. The authors

expectations were " . . . that firms which follow a'many foreign countries' stratery with

product adaptation and multiple segmentation will show the best export

performances, while those companies that concentrate solely on the US market

without product adaptation and segmentation will perform the worst" @.24).

Data were then collected and analysed at three levels. The first was an overall

performance analysis in which performance results of all firms were bivariately and

multivariately related to independent variables. The second was an analysis of high

vis-a-vis low export performers on each performance criterion (i.e., export level and

e4port growth). The last was a polar extreme performance analysis in which both

performance criteria were taken simultaneously. Firms which registered a high export

performance on both criteria were categorized as extremely high perfonnance

exporters. The opposite was the case for firms which scored a low export

performance.
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After conducting a chain of statistical analysis, the author drew a profile of extreme

high performance exporters. Such firms:

were young and had short experience

perceived fewer expoft barriers

had a low opinion of the Canadian market

viewed foreign markets positively

had high perceived product advantage and minor relative price advantage

had no internal expoft policy constraints

had greater differential advantages e.g, distribution

had high export expectations

: spent significantly more on all export support activities e.g., R&D (except the

use of external information source)

: made frequent visits to foreign markets.

Except for one variable (the use of external information sources), the profile of

extreme high perfonner exporters was found to be similar to that of world marketers,

i.e., firms which concentrated on countries outside the US adapted their products

beyond mandatory requirements and served multiple segments.

A study by Beamish and Munro (1986) aimed to identi$ the variables which are most

closely associated with the export success of small and medium-sized Canadian

manufacturing firms. Two measures of export performance were used, namely export

intensity and export profitability. The use of these measures was justified by the fact

that the measures accommodated different strategies that might be used by different

firms. For example, some firms may have a high export intensity (by accepting a

relatively low price) because of the policy of viewing exports as a means of providing a

contribution to fixed costs. Other firms may charge a relatively high export price to
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compensate for the extra effort needed in erporting. Consequently, their export

intensity will be low but their export profitability will be high, ceteris paribus.

The study examined the effects of 64 variables on the two measures of e)Port

performance. Of the 64, 20 variables correlated with one or both of the nro measures

used. The variables were then grouped and analysed in six areas. These were:

motivation for exporting - denoted by the manner in which a firm ventured into

exporting.

commitment to exporting - as exemplified by the proportion of export employees

to total employees, the proportion of president's time devoted to oqporting etc

geographic (market) emphasis - number of markets served etc.

product characteristics - the degree of product modification, the degree of

product uniqueness in foreign markets, the extent to which the product enjoys

competitive advantage etc.

distribution selection - the extent to which firms use their own sales force and the

degree of similarity between foreign and domestic channels

marketing activities - importance of customer service and the degree of

involvement of foreign representatives in marketing planning.

A stepwise multiple regression analysis was then conducted. Only those variables

exhibiting significant correlations with the performance measures were entered into

the model. The tindings showed that export commitment as indicated by the ratio of

employees with export responsibilities to total employees was the only variable which

correlated to both expoft intensity and export profitability.
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A recent New Zealand study on exporting was done by Undsay (1990). The study was

intended to apply the model of success in exporting to a larger group of 60 small and

medium-sized firms. The model was developed in an earlier study of.l1 companies

who had a 'proven' record of success (Lindsay 1989). Data were collected through

personal interviews with managing directors and/or export managers of each of the 60

companies. The results showed that seven factors were critical to success in exporting.

Listed in their order of importance, the factors were: (1) R&D, (2) product quality (3)

active investment, (4) management style, (5) market selectioq (6) strategic marketing

orientation, and (7) personal contact.

The main limitation with Lindsay's study lies in the choice of subjects used for the

study. As noted earlier, the study was based on sample of 60 firms who had a 'proven'

record of success. While the author mentioned that the 'majorit/ (the exact number

was not grven) of these firms were recent winners of The New Zealand Export Award,

it was not clearly stated what the criteria were for selecting the remaining firms. It

would seem that Lindsay's study relied heavily on the export award as the criterion for

measuring export success. This practice has some drawbacks which will be further

explained in the next chapter.

To sum up: in the last section key empirical studies that have examined factors

associated with a firm's export performance have been reviewed. Although the

exercise provided invaluable insights as to how different variables influence the

performance of the firn\ it was also apparent that, in many studies, export

performance was not measured in a rigorous way. Since the construct (i.e., export

performance index) is central to studies covering this subject, a more thorough

approach is required to develop a multiple measure of performance which has both
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high validity and reliability. Indeed this is the approach employed in this study and

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.

2.5.0 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has reviewed pertinent literature on both marketing orientation and

expott performance of the firm. The insights gained from the review have been

synthesized into a research model of the relationship between export performance

and marketing orientation. This model is presented in the following chapter.

To conclude, a summary of studies that have examined different variables and their

effect on export performance of the firm is presented in table 2.1. In this summary

the variables are divided into five main groups: (1) firm differential advantage, (2)

marketing strategy and foreign market conditions, (3) management attitude and

commitment to exporting, (4) managers'personal traits and (5) govemment support.

These composites of variables constitute paft of the research model which is

presented in Chapter 3.
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A Summary of Studies of Export Performance of the Firul
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Rclrdonrhlpwtth
Export Pcrfomance

acptivc

pocitive rith short

crpcricmc

po6idr,€

no relatiorship

Varlablc Author(s)

f FirmDifierendalAdvantage

i) sizc Tootey(op. cit.); Hirrh (oP. cit) Mirzeirn (op. cit) Pocitirc

Nei<lclf (1911); Stcoing (oP. cit ); Biltcy strd Tcror (\fi;
(Khan q.cit.); Klcinschmidt (oE. cir); Cavusgil (U8ae);

Diam.ntopoutc (19S8); Lindray (op.cir) no rchtionrhp

ii) erport cxpcrienoc Alcnndridis (1971); Fcnwick and Arninc (19?9); Bilkcy (1982);

Stcning (op. cit.) Faiti9t

Ncidcll (op. cit); Aytl and Hirech (198i1); Unic aod

Czinlota (1984); Diamantopoubc (oP. cit.) findeay (op. cir) no rclatioorhip

Bilhcy (op. cit.)

Klciocchmidt (op. cit.I

iii) domcstic basc Undsay (op. cit.)

$cning (op. cit.)

2 Marketlng Stnbgles and Markct Conditlons

iv) prodrat adaptatioa Tootcy (op. cit.); Fcnwict. aad Aninc (op. cit.); Ik"nak 8Dd

Notbsri (19&{); Klcinscbmidt (op.cit} Lindsay (op. cit.) F6itiw

Koh and Robichcaux (1S8); Diam.ntopouloe (op. cit ) no rclationehip

v) product quality Tookcy (op. cit.); CuoninBham and Spigcl (o?. cit-);

Mirzaian (op. cit.); I(apat and Kothari (oP. cit.);

Burtoo md Scblegclmilch (op. cit) Undsay (op. cit-) Po6itilc

Apl and Hirsch (op. cit) no rclatbnrhip
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vi) product uniqucncss

viia) dishibution

viiQ dclivcryschcdulec

viii) bcforc and aftct salcs scnricc

ix) pricing strategr

cxport initiation

xi) oumber of countrics served

xii) degrcc of compctition

Alcnndridis (o'p. cit.); I(ltan (op. cit); Mirzaian
(op.cit.); Klcinschmidt (op. cit)

Ayal and Hirech (op. cit.); Cavusgil (op. cit.)

Tooecy (op. cit ); Cunningham and Spigel (op. cit.);

Lindeay (op. cit.)

Khan (op. cit.)

Khan (op. cit.)

Mirzairn (op. cit.) IGlnak and lbthari (op. cit.); Cody (198E)

Ncidcll (op. cit.)

Cunningham and Spigcl (op.cit.)

Ncidell (op. cit.I Czi$kota ad Johnston (19&l);

Cavusgil (1984b); Undsay (op. cit.)

Stcning (op. cit.); Diamsntopoulc (op. cit.);
Beamish and Muam (1!186)

Bcamish and Munro (op. cit.)

McGuinness and Uttle (1981)

Bilkcy (op. cit.)
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pocitir'e

no rclrtftrodip

pocitir't with
urc of forcign

a8ctrt6

pcr{tirlewith

forcign rubcidirry

folNitiw

poeitivc rvtcn
qport pricc is

highcr

poeitivc rtten
G|portpric it
lo*rr

trrdtiwwith
coopctitivc prie

pocitiwwithFOB

pqiitivr with

epccial pdccs

poeitivc with

praectirlg bchaviour

paitirc

no rclationship

positive

no rclationship

Jackeon (l%1); Khen (op. cit.I Mirzrian (op.cit.)

Cunniogham and Spigcl (op.cir); Khaa (op. cit.);

Mizaian (op.cir); Xaynat and Kothri (op.cit} Undeay (op.cit.) positir,€

Bilkcy (op. cir); Koh and Robidcaux (op. cit)
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3 Management Aitltude and Commitment to Exportlng

xiii) language skills Ornninglram and Spigcl (1971) Burton and

Schlcgclmilcl (f9tr/) Ff,itiYG

Mirzaian (op. cir) no rctrrtkrmhiP

xiv) ristsandpofitability Stcning(op.cit.); Crn|sgilcg8le) pqtitiwsithhigh
prcfitctgccrrt'tmr

Royaad Simpcon (19S1) roclatioorhip
xith rbk

n) orrcccas visits Tootcy (op' cit.) Hitsch (op. cir); Grnningban and

Spgcl (op. eiL); Neithll (q'' dt ); Stcning (op. cit.); fh! (op. cie);poertit'c

Jaclson (op.cir); Mirzatum (op. cir); Klcinecbmillt

(op. citl C8vu68il (19S4b); L,indray (op.cit)

Hitrch (op. cit.); Koh and Robichcnu (op. clr) oo rcletimblp

rvi) cqnrt unit Stcning (op. cit.) Bi&cy (op. cit ); Koh

and Robichcaux (ap. cit.); DismmtoPoulo. (op.cit.)

xvii) R&D spcoding Hirech (op. cit ); Stcning (op. cit); Xlcinsc'hmidt (op. cit.);

Burton and Schlcgclnilch (op. cit.)

podtit'e

ptritiv!

niii) inportaacc givcn tocl@ortitrg Tootcy (op. cit.); Stcniog (q. cit.I Bcambh and

Munro (op. cit.); C8t'nsgil (1S4a) Diatmotopouloc (op. cir) Podtivc

4 Managers'PersonalTraits

xix) cducation and cxpcricncu Simmonds and Smith (f968); Sinpeon and Kuj*a(1fi4)|
Burton snd Schlcgslmilch (oP. cit); Axino (1S8) Positittc

5 Government Suppofi

n) srpo,rt inocntirres Stcoing (op. cit.); Culhrict and Mcllalhu (1961);

CzinLota and Johostoo (op. cit.); Undeay (op. cit.) Pocitivc

Diamantopouloc (op. cit.) to clationrhip
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCHMODELAf'IDOPEKA-TIONALDEFINITIONS

3.0.0 Introduction

This chapter has two objectives. The first is to present a theoretical framework of the

relationship between marketing orientation and export performance and the second is

to construct operational definitions of both dependent and independent variables

used in this research.

An introductory overview of the conceptual model of marketing orientation and

expoil performance is presented, followed by a detailed discussion of each of the

components of the model. A visual representation of the model of marketing

orientation and erport performance is included.

3.1.0 The Model of Export Performance and Marketing Orientation: An Overview

The relationship between export performance and marketing orientation can be

sxamined in a number of ways. In order to give this study some focus, a research

model has been developed to assist in explaining the underlying relationships that

might exist between marketing orientation and export performance.

The basic proposition of this study is that the firm's export performance depends on

the degree to which the firm has embraced the marketing concept. The model further
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postulates that the degree of adoption and implementation of the marketing concept

is not the only factor that influences the frrm's export performance. The model

acknowledges the existence of certain variables that previous research has associated

with export performance. For this reason, such variables are identified and controlled

wherever it is appropriate to do so. Diagrammatically, this relationship is presented

as:

Market Orientation Export Perfonnance

Control Variables

Figure 3.1 Reduced Model of Export Performance and Marketing Orientation

In the following pages, each component of the model is examined in more detail.

3.2.0 Export Performance

The contribution of the export sector to the economic development of any country can

not be over-emphasized. Cavusgil (1984), among others, reported the advantages of

exporting at both macro and firm levels. At macro level, restoration of a balance of

payments deficit and creation of employment are among the positive effects. At the

firm's level, exporting, which is normally triggered either by a problem (Woo Young

and Brasch 1978) or an opportunity (Kaynak and Kothari 1984), could help firms in a
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number of ways. Some of these are: accelerating technological and marketing

innovation Cavusgil (1984), improved profitability, increased sales growth, risk

reduction through market diversification" smoothed production runs, economies of

scale in productiorl access to raw materials supply, and opportunities for management

development (C\rllwick 1978).

Almost without exception, researchers agree on the role exports can play in the

economic well-being of a country. However, there are great disagreements among the

researchers on how to measure the firm's export performance. The literature on

export marketing has documented several export performance evaluation methods.

Of these, five methods have been widety used by researchers both in New 7*aland

and overseas. These are: (1) export intensity, (2) export Fowth rate, (3) expoft

profitability, (4) export award, and (5) self-evaluation. Each of these has its

advantages and drawbacls. In the following section a brief review is made of each of

these methods and their respective advantages and disadvantages.

3.2.1Past Research on Measwing Export Performurce

i) Export Intensity

There are wide disagreements among the researchers on how to measure export

performance. The most frequently used indicator is export intensity.t Hirsch (1971p.

1 See Tookey (1964); Hirsch (1971); Hirsch and Adar $n\; SteniBg $n\; fenwi$ and Amine

(tryg);Mcbiinness and Little (r9Sr); Kleinschmidt (1982); Mirzaian (19ff2); Beanish and Munro

(1936); Adnn (1988); Diamantopoulos (1988).
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21) gives a standard formula for computing this index.2 The index is derived by

expressing export sales as percentage of total sales as shown below:

EP=
rk

Et = Exports in year t

St = Total Sales in year t

1 = (1..........n)

k = l when Et/St is defined

k = 0 when Et/St is undefined due to lack of data.

The formula has two main implications. The first is that higher weight is given to the

most recent exports so that such exports should influence the fi.rm's ranking more thatr

historical data, i.e., 911/Str (export intensity of 19Xr) will be given the weight 1;

Et2/Stz(export intensiry of 19Xz) will be glven the weight 2, and so on. The second is

that in the event that data is not available in any particular year, the formula

computes average weighted qport intensity for the fewer years for which data is

available.

Many researchers have expressed their reservatiors on the use of export intensity as a

measure of export performance. The measure is very limited in that it does not

consider the profitability of export sales (Tookey op. cit.; Cunningham and Spigel op.

cit.); nor does it take into consideration the firm's success in individual markets (Khan

Z Of 26 export performance studies reviewed in the current researcll 20 focused directly on the

relationship be-nneeu export performance and some independent variables. Of these, 11 studies (55

percent) used export intensity as a criterion for measuring export performance.

i* H
ns
Ll
t=l

where:
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1978); and it ignores lost opportunities and inadequate response in exploiting new

markets (Cavusgil 1984a).

Put another way, export intensity does not show if a firm is maximizing the export

opportunities open to it. In the words of C-avusgil (1984a p. 10):

. . . a standard for judging export performance should incorporate the degree of
responsiveness shoum by firms to acfual market forceg as well as the idea of
'optimization' of exports in relation to the co--ercially ideal size of output in each
industry.

Ursic and Czinkota (1984) also expressed their doubts on the suitability of export

intensity as a measure of export performance. They argued that variations in total

sales (denominator) could result in misleading conclusions about export volume. In

this regard, a change in e4port intensity may not necessarily be a result of a change in

the total volume exported.

McGuinness and Little (1981 p. 115) too were critical of the rationale of using expoft

intensity as a measure of export performance. They argued that

As a measure of foreign performance, sales intensity is at best only a rougb gauge.
Some problems with it can be illustrated by the following e:ramples:

A firm doing an inadequate export job with a new product having a very large foreign
market might appear to be a superior performer to another nrm with a large market
share of a relatively small foreign market.

A firm pushing a new product hard to yield a high growth rate overseas might appear to
be a weaker performer to another firm with 3 higfier overseas sales and a declining
growth rate.

In addition to the problems discussed thus far, implicit in the export intensity is the

assumption that firms exporting more of their ou@ut are good performers compared

to those which sell more in the domestic market. This may not necessarily be the
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case. For, conceptually, a globally oriented firm will search for and serve the markets

which are more profitable even if this means selling all or a very substantial amount of

its output in the domestic markets. Were export intensity to be used as a measure of

export performance, such firms would certainly be rated very poorly, though in reality

they are more profitable than those firms which have a higher export intensity.

In spite of these reservations, export intensity has at least two advantages. The first is

that the data required to compute the index are often readily available and somewhat

less commercially sensitive. The second is that export intensity at least serves as a

good indicator of the overall importance of exports to the firm.

ii) Export Growth Rate

Export growth criterion measures change in exports over a certain period of time.

Several researchers in the past have used export growth as a measure of export

performance.3 Whilst export growth rate shares some of the problems inherent in

export intensity, it is in some ways superior. Its main strength lies in the fact that it is

dynamic.

In this study, a slight variation in export gowth rate was proposed (and finally used)

as one of the possible objective measures of export performance. This is the absolute

export sales index.a It is however, believed tlat, as a measure of export performance,

absolute export sales index is superior to the simple index of export growth rate

See Kleinschmidt (op. cit.); Mirzaian (op. cit.); Fenwick and Amine (op. cit.). In addition to these,

Kleinscbmidt cited'tin studies which employed export growth (financial" sales, manpower etc.) as a

measure of export performance.

The index is calculated by the formula:

crno te * 
sS!2

ndrz = . saler z
expo z I -16-

Whcndrz = absolutccxpstsalc indcrforyarz
1989 = drcbercyan

qpo z = apon salcs fc ycar z AA
selcs z = total seles for yan z
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because the former takes into account changes in both domestic and export sales. In

as much ils export growth rate is derived from export intensity, there are reasons to

believe that a mere contraction in export grourth rate does not necessarily imply poor

export performance.

iii) Export Award

The use of the export award as a criterion for measuring export performance has also

found favour among some researchers.s Where this measure is employed, firms are

broadly categoized into two groups, namely the achievers (winners of the award for

the time-frame under investigation) and the non-achievers. The chief advantage of

using the export award as a criterion for measuring export performance is that more

often than not a comprehensive list of the winners is readily available and easily

accessible.

The measure itself is, however, open to criticisms on two main fronts. The first is that

while in most cases certain guide lines are set to discriminate the achievers from the

non-achievers, the measure is not entirely objective in that some form of judgement is

normally applied to selecting the winner(s). This judgement is used not only in

making the final selection of the winners, but also in interpreting key terminologies

and weighing them against each applicant. For example, in the case of the Queen's

Award to Industry for Achievement, Cunningham and Spigel (op. cir p.3) noted that

5 Lindsay (1939); Cunninghan and Spigel (1971). See also Mirzaian (op. cit.) who gave a detailed

discussion on four studies (one of which is a Ph.D Dissertation) that have used export award as a

measure of e:rport performance.
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terms such as 'substantial' and 'spectacular' increases in exports used in criteria 1,2 and

4 provide no quantifiable measures and the phrases 'breakthrough' and'a partiarlarly

difficult market'in criteria 5 are subjective statements.o

Perhaps it is this lack of objectivity in the selection process that Mirzaian (op. cit.)

referred to in a study7 in which the author found a sizeable number of disgruntled

companies which could not understand why they did not win the award. Uttle wonder

that an article published in 19818 revealed two embarrassments in The Queen's

Award to Industry for Achievement winners. The first was Rolls Royce which

received its fifth export award just the year before it went bankrupt! The second was

that in early 1981 a previous winner's award was annulled after investigations showed

that the winner had falsified figures. This in part explains the degree of subjectivity in

both interpreting the criteria and making the final selection.

The second difficutty with the use of the export award is that, for different reasons,

some firms do not apply for it. One of the results of this is that the export award is at

best, a relative measure of performance for the companies that have applied. It is

therefore quite conceivable (at least in theory) that a winner of the award could be

the best out of only a small subset of potential recipients.

Against this proposition however, some people might have reason to believe that a

good number of hrgh export performers would apply for the award. Hence the

exclusion of firms which did not apply for the award would in itself not invalidate the

The same can be said of The NZ Export Award for which one criterion reads: '. . . account will be

taken of a breaHhrough into or holding a market in the face of *remely dilficult or conpetitive

trading conditions' (emphasis mine).

D. Hollier, 'lthe Plain Man's Guide 1s \ryinning a Queen's Award", The Business Adminisfrition,

(May 1977), pp.6-26.

The Times, April 22, 1981.
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findings of the results. It is argued that the non-applicants would mainly consist of

relatively poor export performers who would not have won the award even had they

applied.

Notrvithstanding the reservations raised, the export award was initially included

among possible judgemental criteria for measuring export performance.e

iv) Self-evaluation

Several researchers have acknowledged the importance of self-evaluation as a

measure of export performance.lo As noted by Cunningham and Spigel (op. cir p.2):

Success, like beauty, is in the eye of the beholder . . . a company may consider itself to
be successful in exporting if it achieves its own objectives predetermined for a specific
market over a certain period of time. Such objectives may cover the securing of a
particular high value order, the penetration of a new marke! or the attainment of a
viable market share in a particular overseas country.

Fenwick and Amine (op. cit. p. 7a8) also stressed the importance of self-evaluation

when they obsenred that

. . . it can be argued that the only reasonable measure of the success of a company's
policy is its ability to meet the particular goals set for it. Thus any mea$re of export
performance should include some assessment of the compaq/s suoc€ss on its own
terms, albeit measured subjectively.

I(han (op. cit.) found some support for the use of the firm's self-evaluation among the

measures of export performance. The author was told by one of his respondents that

This criterion was later dropped from the final scale. For a full discussion, see Chapter 5.

See Cunningham and Spigel (op. cit); Fenwick and Amine (op. cit.); Mirzaian (op. cir); Khan (op.
cit.).

9

10
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we are the main employers in this 4sp6rnigr. Therefore we have a moral responsibility
to our employees. More than half the employees' jobs are directly dependent on exports
andwe consider ourcelves successfulll if we don't need to sack any one of them (pp. 14+
145; emphasis mine).

The main drawback of this measure of performance is its subjec'tivity. In some cases

this problem makes comparison across companies diffrcult and in others even

meaningless.

In this research, self-evaluation was proposed and finally used as a measure of export

performance. This decision is justified by the fact that this study focused solely on

manufacturing firms, making it possible to compare across them.

v) Export Profitability

Export profitability is a measure which has found a considerable degree of support

from researchers.r2 Without doubt, long-term export sales profitability is the best

objective criterion if sufficient and reliable data are available. However, the

difficulties involved in obtaining accurate profitability datar make this measure least

suitable. And even if such information was readily available, differences in firms' cost

structures and accounting policiestr makes comparison difficult and less meaningful.

Indeed, some of the firms reported continuous losses while considering themselves successful. In
contrast, some firms had a record of continuous proliS but rated themselves as unsuccessfuI.

See Mirzaian (op. cit.); Beamish and Munro (op. cit.); Bilkey (op. cit.); Khan (op. cit.); Koh and
Robicheaux (1988).

Hirsch and kv $n3 p. 84) appreciated this problem when they observed that "a direct
measurement of export profitability is difficult (or even impossible) since it requires an allocation of
tle firm's costs over domestic and export sales. Such cost accounting allocations (especially of
adminislmlivs expenses) are known to be largely arbitra4f.

Bilkey (Dg2) noted that out of 168 respondents, only ?A percent reported the use of careful cost
accounting methods in determining their export profitability; 23 percent used subjective business
judgements derived from e:rperience; 36 percent used a combination of the two; 17 percent used
ssanindul proxies for profitability.

t2

L4
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This problem was appreciated by Mirzaian (op. cit. p. 270) who reluctantly used

export profitability as a measure of export performance because

the majority of respondents indicated that they do not make a practice of distinguishing
between home and exports profitability, with the result that any assessrnent of . . .

exports' profitability was virtually irnpoasible. In addition the numerous limitations that
were faced during the interviews led to the conclusion that using the export profitability
criterion would be difficult to evaluate due to the number of arbitrary as$essments that
were to be used to overcome the various limitations in the response of each individual
company.

For these and other reasons, elport profitability was not considered as a possible

criterion for measuring export performance.

vi) Peer Evaluation

Peer evaluation involves the researcher asking the firms in the sample to evaluate,

rank or mention the name of peers whom they think have been good perforrners,

either based on laid down criteria or through their general impressions of the peers.

Although not popular in the literature, peer evaluation could serve as a useful gauge

of performance in a setting (such as in New Zealand) where virtually all the players

know each other. The obvious difficulty associated with this evaluation approach is

the bias the technique has toward large and well-known firms.

3.2.2 Summary

This section has examined varylng views on measuring export performance. It has

been noted from the literature that researchers are at variance on how export

performance should be measured, although the most commonly used measure of

export performance is export intensity. Furthermore, problems associated with the
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use of export intensity as a measure of export performance have been identified.

These problems are further compounded when, as in most cases, export intensity is

used as rfte measure of performance. Kleinschmidt (op. cit. p. l?2) conealy

remarked:

it is probable that this exclusive reliance on erport level [export intensityl as a measure
of export performance for both conceptual development and empirical analysis has
resulted in too narrow an interpretation of firms' e4lort performance. The
determinants of 'good export performance' found in previous studies relate to only one
kind of performance - export level and fail to capture the total performance.

In my view, the best way of measuring export performance is through the use of

multiple criteria rather than relying on any single measure.ls In this study, two

objective and two judgemental measures were used: export intensity, the absolute

export sales index, self-evaluation and peer evaluation respectively.

The criteria used may not fully address all the questions and criticisms levied against

the use of and over-reliance on export intensity. Nonetheless, the use of multiple

criteria will, among other things, help to minimize the biases and inadequacies

inherent in a single criterion.

Diagrammatically, the measures of export performance proposed for this research can

be presented as:

15 Indeed this approach is increasingly fiodiog favour in the literature. See for example, Khan (op.
cit.); Fenwick and Amine (op, cit.); Kteinschmidt (op. cit.); (Mirzaian 1982); Beamish and Munro
(op. cit.).
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E)PORT PERFORMANCE

Objective Measures

export intensity for 1984 to 1989

absolute export sales index for 1984 to 1988

Judgemental Measures

importance of and company's self-evaluation of export market share

importance of and company's self-evaluation of export profitability

importance of and company's self-evaluation of export market diversification

importance of and company's self'evaluation of customer satisfaction

company's self-evaluation of its overall e4port performance five years ago

company's self-evaluation of its current overall export performance

company's self-evaluation of overall export performance three years hence

peer evaluation

export award

Chapter 3: Reseatrh Model and Operational Definitions

Figure 3.2 Proposed Measures of the Firmts Export Performance

3.3.0 The Marketing Concept

Chapter 2 explored different definitions of the marketing concept, traced its evolution,

and reviewed empirical studies that have examined the link betrveen marketing

orientation and export performance. The same chapter also covered both the various
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criticisms of the marketing concept and responses to the criticisms. This section

presents a workable definition of the marketing concept and the criteria used in

measuring it.

Though researchers have studied the marketing concept from almost all view points, it
is surprising to note that relatively little has been written on how to measurer6 the

extent to which firms are marketing oriented, and less still on the relationship

between the marketing concept and performance.

For the purposes of this study, the marketing concept is defined as a continuous and

systematic corporate effort to identi$ and satisff latent and expressed consumer

needs with the view of achieving long-term profits. Its main features are similar to

those proposed by past researchers such as stening (op. cit.) and others:

(i) company-wide acceptance that the consumer is the focal point of company,s

activities;

(ii) company-wide recognition of the fact that an organization is a total system

whose equilibrium is maintained through proper coordination of activities of

all sub-systemsl?; and

(iii) importance of and concern for long-term profitability and the establishment of a

mechanism for constantly monitoring the profitability of operations.

This definition of the marketing concept is similar to most other definitions in a
number of ways. The definition presented here recognize5 the central position that

16 Notable exceptions_arethe work by wrenn (1989) and Narver and Slater (1990). However, the cited
studies are limited for the reasons mentioned in Chapter 2.

L7 This is what Kotler (19SS) termed.coordinated marketing'.
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consumers occupy in the formulation of marketing strategies; the importance of a

coordinated effort throughout the organization; and the importance of long-term

profitability of the firm. In spite of these similarities, there is a marked difference

between *qs dsfinition presented here and those found elsewhere. Notably, the

definition adopted in this study, does not subscribe to the idea that the marketing

department should be given more importance than others. It is argued that in a

marketing-oriented firm all departments have, in their own right, an important role to

play in the realization of the firm's objectives. In such firms each department, and

indeed each job, is seen to aim at customer satisfaction. It is the chief executive

officer, rather than the chief marketing executive, who should steer the firm to a

marketing (or rather customer) orientation through a proper coordination of

'decentralized' marketing activities. This is the true application of the marketing

concept. Hayes (1988 p. 14) is also sympathetic with this view when he writes:

. . . marketing concept is too important to be delegated solely to the 63rftsting
department. Certain activities, of course, are logically assigned to the marketing
department; sales, advertising, and market research are the obvious ones. In many
organizations, such activities as physical distribution and after sale services are also
functions of the marketing department. But the marketing conc€pt - the notion that the
firm has as its primary purpose the satisfaction of customer wants and needs - is the
responsibility of top management. If this philosophy is to become ingrained in the
beliefs and values of the organization, top management must define it in
organizationally relevant terms and must constantly reiterate and reinforce it.

It was noted in Chapter 2 that the degree of marketing orientation of the firm is

measured by the extent to which the firm has adopted and implemented the

marketing concept. In this research, adoption of the marketing concept is measured

by three variable groups: (1) customer focus, (2) long-term profit orientation (as

reflected by the extent to which the firm monitors performance), and (3) the system of

evaluating marketing staff. The extent of implementation is measured by two
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variables: integration and organizational structure (a reflection of the extent to which

the marketing department has control over certain marketing functions).

In this research, as in others, the marketing concept has been deliberately split into

two main components (adoption and implementation) because each of the two

influences performance differently. Conceptually, it is quite possible to see a firm
registering high perfonnance as a result of adopting the marketing concept with

relatively little implementation, and vice versa.

The variables used for measuring the firm's degree of marketing orientation were

drawn from three Upes of literature: empirical, normative and critical studies of the

marketing concept.ls The reasons for drawing independent variables from the first

two sets of literature are obvious. Those are variables which have received wide

publicity and have been regarded by both normative and empirical writers as

reasonable measures of the firm's degree of marketing orientation. However, for the

third set of literature, it is believed that some of the criticisms are genuine and need

serious consideration. In the following pages each of these variables is described.

Customer Focus

i) use of customers as a source of new product ideas

The extent to which the firm uses customers as a source of new product ideas, i.e., the

machinery established by the firm to listen to and accommodate consumers' ideas.

These can be either in the form of suggestions or complaints, or both.

18 See Chapter 2.
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ii) use of customers to evaluate new produc't ideas

The extent to which firms use customers to evaluate new ideas (whatever the source).

iii) measuring customer satisfaction

Although customer satisfaction is at the very heart of the marketing concept, past

research has not attempted to measure it directly or otherwise. This problem is not

confined to marketing scholars. In a fairly recent study which sought to explore the

reasons for failure to achieve a true marketing orientation, Hayes (ibid. p. 14) noted

that most firms do not attempt to measure customer satisfaction directly. Instead

many firms gave more attention to monetary measures of performance, and customer

satisfaction was grven little or no attention at all.

iv) marketsegmentation

The extent to which the firm develops different products to serve different market

segments. Marketing segmentation contributes to customer satisfaction because the

former is a response to differing consumer needs.

v) training of non-marketing staff

The extent to which staff in departments other than marketing are given marketing

related training. For an organization to 'think' marketing, staff in other departments

need to be exposed to some basic principles of marketing so as to make them

appreciate and fully participate in achieving the goal of customer satisfaction-
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Evaluation Systems

The extent to which firms use marketing-based performance measures in evaluating

managers. In this sfudy, four such mea$ues were used: customer satisfaction, profits

on products, profits on markets and overall market share.

Profitability

Commitment to long-term export sales profitability is a difficult variable to measure.

Many firms do not have accounting systems elaborate enough to separate domestic

from export sales profitability. And where they do, there are still problems of

confidentiality, and hence of accessibility to such information. There is a further

problem of comparability of data among firms which adopt different accounting

systems. Due to these practical difficulties, commitment to long-term export

profitability was measured by a dichotomous question" i.e., whether or not the firm
conducts profitability analysis by products, by markets and by key customers.

Integration and Coordination

The marketing concept dictates that there should be a high degree of integration both

within the marketing department and throughout the organization. I-ack of
coordination within the marketing department is illustrated by Kotler (l9SS p. 20)

who cites an example where the firm's engineer was upset by the marketing staff

because they (the marketing staff) 'bere always protecting the customer and not

thinking of the company's interests!" Integration with other departments is also
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crucial. Commenting on the role of each department in a marketing oriented

organization McCarthy and Perreault (1990 p.29) wrote:

The 'fences' come down in an organization that has accepted the marteting concept.
There are still departmentg of course, because specidization makes sense. But the total
system's effort is guided by what customers want - instead of what each department
would like to do.

In this study, integration and coordination was measured by the extent to which the

marketing department shared information and made joint decisions with other

departments, notably the productioq finance and sales departments.

Organizational Structure

Many researchers in the past have argued that implementation of the firm s marketing

concept requires a proper organizational structure to place the marketing department

on an equal footing with other departments. In the past this was measured by the

status of the chief marketing executive (denoted by the officer to whom he or she

reports), the number and type of committees of which he or she is a member,le his or

her title and the responsibility that the marketing department has for various

functions.m

In this study, this variable was measured by the extent to which the marketing

department was responsible for nine functions in the organization. These functions

were: (1) product planning and development, (2) packaging, (3) pricing, (4) credit

McNamara (1970); Stening (op. cit.).

Stening (ibid.).

19

20
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extensioq (5) advertising (6) personal selling (7) transportation, (8) inventory

control, and (9) quality control.2l

Presented below is a visual presentation of. proposed mcasures of the frrm's degree of
marketing orientation:

2l Vrna et !' (tNl 
P. 1+1t and McCarthy and Perreault (op. cit. p. 31) prascnt a list of frrnctions

over which 66[efing-departments-ought to have some sorf oi control. Atjeast one study has used asi'mitar method. See Stening (op. cit ).
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1 Customer Focus

use of customers as a source of ideas
use of customers to evaluate new ideas
measuring customer satisfaction
developing products for different segments

2 MonitorlngPronhbillty

: profitability analysis by products
: profitability analpis by markets
: profitability analysis by key customers

3 System ofEvaluation

: using customer satisfaction as a criterion in evaluating the performance of marketing
department

: using profits on market(s) as a criterion in evaluating the performance of markerirg
department

: using profits on product(s) as a criterion in evaluating the performance of marketing
department

4 Integration

sharing information with production department
shar-g information with finance department
sharing information with sales department
joint decisions with production department
joint decisions with finance department
joint decisions with sales department

5 Organization Stnrcture

the extent of responsibility of marketing department over product planning and development
the extent of responsibility of marketing department over packaging
the extent of responsibility of marketing department over pricing
the ertent of responsibility of marketing department over credit e:(ension
the extent of responsibility of marketing department over advertising
the efrent of responsibility of marketing department over personal sslling
the extent of responsibility of marketing department over transportation
the extent of responsibility of marketing department over inventory control
the extent of responsibility of marketing department over quality control

Chapter 3: Research Model and Operational Defnitions

Figure 33 Proposed Measures of the Firm's Marketing Orientation
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3.4.0 Control Variables

It was noted in section 3.1.0 that the degee to which a firm is marketing oriented is

not the only factor that determines its export performance. It is therefore appropriate

to identiff those factors that need to be controlled when examining the relationship

between marketing orientation and export performance. This section sets out to

achieve this.

The control factors are divided into five main constructs: (1) the firm's differential

advantages, (2) marketing strategy, (3) management attitude toward exporting, (4)

managers' personal traits, and (5) the level of government support. In the following

pages each of these is addressed in detail.

1. Firm's Differential Advantages

With respect to the firm's differential advantages, three aspects were investigated: size

of the firnr, export erperience, and domestic base.

i) Size of the Firm

There are several ways in which the size of the firm is defined and measured. Hirsch

(op. cit.) gives a summary of some of these measures and their shortcomings. The first

is the total fixed assets of the firm. This measure is not suitable because it ignores the

contribution of other inputs such as labour, scientists, and engineers. A further

inadequacy of this measure rests on the fact that it represent historical costs rather

than current or replacement costs. Even without this, the measure is still unsuitable in
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situations where the equipment is hired and the premises rented rather than owned by

the firm.

The second is the total work force. The main advantage of this measure is that it is

responsive to temporary changes in market conditions. When the demand falls,

employees are put on shorter hours and when it unexpectedly increases, workers are

asked to work extra hours. If the changes are likely to be more permanent in nature,

then the management will resort to hiring or firing of workers as a logical solution to

the problem. A serious drawback to using total work force as a measure of size is that

it ignores the contribution of capital.

The third is the total sales of the firm or plant. Though this is a commonly used

method, at times a wrong impression of the fum's true size could be given due to large

changes in inventories. A high reduction of inventories gives an inflated picture of the

size and vice versa. Commenting on the paper by Czinkota and Johnston (1983), Reid

(1985) for example, challenged the use of total sales volume as a measure of size by

stating that ". . . sales volume as a size criterion for distinguishing between firms'

erport behaviour may have less merit than using export sales volume". The author

further argued that unless an assumption is made of some equivalent relationship

between export sales volume and the variables under investigatioD, ". . . export volume

is an intervening variable capable of confounding the research results" (p. 154).

Against this reasoning, one can argue that total sales gives a better estimation of the

firm's size, because the amount of resources a firm has to suppoft the export arm of its

business is, by and large, contingent upon the total rather than export sales only. If

one was to follow Reid's suggestion, two firms will be regarded as having the same

size even though one is exporting 50 percent of its total sales of L million tons while

the other one exports only 5 percent of its total sales of 10 million tons.
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Finally' Hirsch points to value added as an adequate measure of size. He defines

value added as " . . the market value of one year's output less the value of purchases

and inventory adjustments. This measure represents the contribution to output of
both capital and human resources utilized by the firm' (p. 72). The author realized

the distortions which random and cyclical factors may have toward the firm's true size

and as a remedy, he suggested the averaging of the value added over a number of
years. After presenting different vieupoints on measuring the size of the firm, Hirsch

advocated the use of present value of the total resources available to the firm as an

ideal measure of size, and suggested that the value added could be conveniently used

as a prory for the present value of total resources available to the firm.

Empirical evidence on the influence the size of the firm has on export performance is

mixed. on the one hand, Neidell (7971), Stening (op. cit.), Bilkey and resar (Lg77),

Khan (op. cit.), Kleinschmidt (op. cit.), Cawsgil (1984a2), Diamantopoulos (19gg),

and Lindsay (1989) found no relationship between the size of the firm and export

performancs.23 on the other hand, Tookey (op. cit.); and Hirsch (op. cit.) reported

the existence of a relationship between the two variables. Hirsch in particular noted

that such a relationship existed only within a certain range, beyond which the

relationship did not hold.z

In a study of 70 Wisconsin and lllinois manufacturing frms Cavusgit (1984b) obtained conflicting
re-sults. Although no relationship was found beffie"o Ih" size of the-firm (measured by G number
of employees) and commitment to_exporting the author did frnda significant relationship between
the two variables when size of the firm was ieasured by annual sales.

YTit- (oP."it) cited wo articles (Financial Times, April21, tVIg andThe Times, Apnlzz,lgflt)
which revealed that small firms have-won export awards in nritab hence implyingtnat size or nefirm has no relationship to export performance.

Although in one of the nnlings of the quoted study the author did not find a clear relationship
between size of the firm and export inteniity, he nonetheless noted that ". . . it would Ue possible to
say that 1fos high export ratio was more evidint in small compenigs than large oo"r" 1p. ZOij.
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There are several reasons for believing that there exists a positive relationship

between size of the firm and export performance. The relationship is e4plained by the

fact that large firms can, as a rule, reap the advantages of financial, marketing,

procurement and other economies of scale. These firms can also afford to assume the

risks involved in new product development as well as other forms of business and

erport-related risks. l-arge firms also have the ability to allocate more resources to

exporting by opening a separate export unit which will handle complex documentation

and other exporting procedures. Furthermore, such firms often have more ability to

employ competent business school-trained managers who are capable of monitoring

and adjusting to changes taking place in the environment. It can therefore be argued

that, though there might not exist a direct relationship betrveen the size of the firm

and export performance, it is the characterisfics which are associated to the size (e.g.,

management capabilities and financial resources) which could lead to a positive

relationship between the two variables.

Nonvithstanding Reid's (op. cit.) criticisnr" in this study, size of the firm was measured

by both total sales and the total number of employees. Since empirical evidence on

this variable is not conclusive, a significant relationship was not necessarily expected.

ii) Export Experience

Owing to peculiar problems such as documentation, mode of payments, product

adaptation, use of foreigu language etc., export markets often pose economical,

administrative, psychological and cultural barriers to new exporters. However, as

exporters acquire more experience, one would expect that these barriers and

problems would be minimized. It might, therefore, be reasonable to believe that

there exists a positive relationship between exporting experience and export

performance.
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Contrary to such expectations, empirical evidence on this variable is not conclusive.

While some researchers indeed found a positive relationship,A othersx contradicted

this view.

In this study, export experience is defined as the number of years the firm has been

exporting. There was no specific expectation about the direction of the relationship.

iii) Domestic Base

The effect domestic base has on export performance is a variable which has received

less attention in overseas literature on export performance. Of all the literature

sumeyed, only two (both of them New Zealand studies) investigated the effect that

domestic base might have on performance. It would be reasonable to assume that

firms which have a strong domestic base will feature relatively better in foreign

markets than firms which do not have such a base. However, this assumption is not

conclusively supported by the available evidence. The evidence reported by the two

cited studies is split. Whilst Stening (op. cit) dismissed the assumption, the findings

by Lindsay (op. cit.) reinforced it.

In this study, the strength of the domestic base was measured by the firm's domestic

market share over the last five years, and it was expected that, in the event of a

significant relationship, it would be positive.

See for example, Alexandridis (1971); Stsning (op. cit.); Fenwick and Amine (op. cit.); Bilkey (op.
cit.). Bilkey however, found a negative correlation with export profitability (the main dependent
variable) though in the same study export experience was positively correlated with export intensity.

Neidell (op. cir); Ayal and Hirsch (1982); Kleinschmidt (op. cit.); Ursic and Czinkota (op. cir);
Diamantopoulos (op. cit.); and Lindsay (op. cir). Ursic and Czinkota however, examined the
relationship with business experience generally and not export experience particularly.
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2. Marketing Strates/ and Market Conditions

The effect of marketing stratery and market conditions on export performance can

not be over-emphasized. Several studies have reported the importance and the

contribution of these two factors to the firm's export performance. In this study, the

two factors were investigated under nine different sub-headings. These were: (1)

product adaptation, (2) relative product quality, (3) product uniqueness, (4) channels

of distributior\ (5) before and after sale services, (6) pricing, (7) export initiation (the

first export order), (8) number of markets served; and (9) the degree of competition in

export markets. The fust eight variables are related to the firm's stratesf while the

last one gives a 'feel'for foreign market conditions. Presented below is a description

of each and how it was measured.

i) Product Adaptation

The literature on export performance has frequently associated product adaptation

with high oiport performance.2T Product adaptation was defined by Kacker (1975 p.

62) as

. . . any change, adjustment or compromise made by an . . . exporter in his product
offering (shape, desig4 components, measurements or other specifications) to sain
entry into and serve the needs of an overseas market.

The main objective of adaptation is to achieve a long-term $ofih in exports through

the lasting satisfaction of overseas buyers. To underscore the importance of product

adaptation, Kleinschmidt (op. cit. p.24) stressed that

n See Tookey (op. cit.); Fenwick and Amine (op. cir); Kleinschmidt (op. cit.); Kaynak and Kothari
(19&a); and Lindsay (op. cit.). There are however, two known studies that contradisf this view. See
Koh and Robicheaux (op. cit.) and Diamantopoulos (op. cit.).
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firms which voluntarily adapt their products beyond compulsory adaptation to demands
in foreign markets, . . . are operating in a manner consistent with the marketi.g concept.
Such firms . . . should perform better than those firms which do not adapt and segnent
their markets.

According to Kacker (op. cit.) product adaptation can be placed on a continuum. One

end of the continuum indicates a minor degree of adaptation incorporating a limited

number of extremely necessary modifications in the product. Changes in the voltage

systern, units of weight and measurements, and the use of Arabic script on qpewriters

and computers are a few examples of minimum form of product adaptation. The

other end of the continuum represents a level of maximum adaptation" a stage at

which the identity of the original product is completely lost and an altogether new

product emerges as the outcome of a series of major modifications. A typical example

of this form of adaptation is the non-alcoholic beer exported to some of the Gulf

countries. In between these two extremes is an area of voluntary adaptation. This is a

deliberate strategic decision aimed at meeting specific needs of the markets. Often

such decisions go beyond mandatory forms of adaptations. To illustrate the point,

Kacker (op. cit. p. 65) cited a case in which a bicycle manufacturer took customer

preferences into consideration by adjusting the mudguards from the round shape to a

'LJ' shape. In another case, the bicycles exported to a certain country went completely

unpainted because the buyers preferred them that way.

In this study, product adaptation was measured by the frequency at which firms make

voluntary modifications to meet the needs of overseas buyers. Since there are only

two known studiesa which contradict a seemingly overwhelming majority of consistent

findings, our expectations were that firms making frequent voluntary product

?A Koh and Robicheaux (op. cit.) and Diamantopoulos (op. cit.).
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adaptations will have a better chance of showing higher oport performance than

firms which seldom do so.

ii) Relative Product Quality

Like adaptation, many researchers have associated high quality products with high

export performance.2e Only one study is known of that holds a different view.s

Conventional wisdom would suggest that the higher the perception of quality that

overseas buyers have of a product, the higher are the chances for that particular

product to succeed in the glven market.

Product quality is rather a difficult variable to measure.3l Perhaps the best way to

measure this variable is to survey overseas buyers for their impressions of the

products. Owing to obvious practical difficulties, this option was not taken further.

Instead, information was sought on exporters' own perceptions of the quality of their

products relative to those of competitors in the same market segment and price range.

The expectation was that relatively high quality perception would be associated with a

high export performance.

iii) Unique Product Advantage/Product Uniqueness

A unique product is one for which no comparable product exists on the market in

which that product is sold. Although a unique product might not necessarily be a

desired or needed product, nonetheless many people would expect and associate a

29 See Tookey (op. cir); Cunningham and Spigel (op. cit.); Mirzaian (op. cit.); Kaynak and Kothari
(op. cit.); Burton and Schlegelmilch (l-987); and Lindsay (op. cit.).

30 See Ayal and Hirsch (op. cit.).

3L Khan (op. cit.) and Ayal and Hirsch (op. cit.) also appreciated this problem. In the former study,
product quality was measured by exporters' quality problemg while in the case of the latter, relative
skill intensity was used as a prory for product quality.
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unique product with a high export performance. Surprisingly, available empirical

evidence on this variable is not conclusive. Whilst Alexandridis (op. cit.), Khan (op.

cit.), Mirzaian (op. cit.), and Kleinschmidt (op. cit.) found a positive relationship, Ayal

and Hirsch (op. cit.), and Cavusgil (198aa) held a different view. Again it was not

practically possible to measure product uniqueness directly. Instead, exporters were

asked if they considered their product unique or cornmon in their major market(s).32

Since available evidence is mixed it was orpected that the direction of the relationship

could go either way.

iv) Channels of Distribution

The importance of channels of distribution in both domestic and international

marketing is obvious. Terpstra (1987) sees selection of channels of distribution as one

of the most critical decisions in international marketing, and suggests that the

selection depends on four main factors. These are: (1) the company's goals (with

regard to the volume of international business desired, geographical coverage and the

time span of foreign involvement); (2) the size of the company in sales and assets; (3)

the company's product line and the nature of its products (i.e., industrial or consumer

goods, high or low priced goods, and the technological content); and (4) the

competition abroad.

Cateora (1987 p.572) too stressed the importance of the channels of distribution and

obserrred that

To complete the components of the marketing mix and to get the product to the target
market, channels of distribution must be developed. Each country or target market area
presents the international marketer with unique middlemen and distribution patterns.
The challenge for the international marketer is to forge channels from available

32 A major market is a market to which a firm exports more than 50 percent of its total sales.
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middlemen that will be effective in meeting the needs of the target market within the
constraints imposed by company policies aod ,esources.

Cateora went on to suggest four key elements in distribution decisions. These were:

the functions performed by middlemen (and the effectiveness with which each is

performed), the cost of their services, their availability, and the extent of control

which the manufacturer can exert over middlemen activities.

Keegan (1984 p-374) also acknowledged the importance of the channel of distribution

when he noted that ". . . channel strates/ is one of the most challengng and the most

difficult components of an international marketing program". Hence he suggested

that "Channel stratery in an international marketing program must fit the company's

competitive position and overall marketing objectives in each national market, (p.

375). He further argued that the process of shaping international channels to fit
overall company objectives and competitive position is constrained by four factors.

These are: customer characteristics (such as number, geographical distribution,

income, shopping habits etc.); product attributes (degree of perishability, service

requirements, unit price etc.); middlemen characteristics; and environmental forces

(i.e., economical, social, cultural and political foreign environment).

As in the study by Khan (op. cit.), channel strategy in the current research was

investigated along two basic flows, namely ownership and the physical flow.

Ownership flow refers to the number of intermediaries a product passes through

before reaching the overseas buyer. This can be done by selling io any of the

following: through an agent, through a wholesaler, through an off-shore

subsidiary/domestic-based export department, or through a state owned corporation.
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Several researchers have examined the effect of the type of distribution channel and

dealer support on export performance. Tookey (op. cit.), Cunningham and Spigel (op.

cit.), and Lindsay (op. cit.) found successful exporters were making effective use of
foreign agents. On the other hand, Khan (op. cit.) found the use of a foreign

subsidiary was a contributing factor to export success. In Bilkey's study (op. cit.) of
Wisconsin manufacfuring firms no constant pattern emerged. The results showed that

the importance of a channel varied according to the type of product and market to
which the product is exported. In this study, expectations were that for industrial

products, direct selling would positively correlate with export performance, whereas in
the case of consumer goods, selling through agents would contribute more toward

export performan ce, ceteris paribw,

The second basic flow is physical. It involves all transactions necessary for the

physical movement of goods through transportation and storage. It consists of both

physical distribution and promptness in delivery (Khan op. cit.). The former is to
some extent a non-controllable factor, while the latter is in most cases under full
command of the firm. This research focused on the second aspect of physical

distribution, i.e., delivery time, because the only known studys that had examined the

effect of physical distribution on export performance found the variable to be

insignificant.

The importance of promptness in delivering the goods, be it in a foreign or domestic

market' can be best illustrated by the case described by Lindsay (op. cir p. g7). The

author related a story of a managing director of a New Zealand company who had to
require extra hours from his staff so that the company could meet the new deadline

33 See Khan (op. cit.).
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brought forward by a US customer. When the product was ready, for fear of any

delays, the managing director took the first available flight to the US to deliver the

goods personally. The US customer was highly impressed and the trpo frrms had

continued warm business relations.

Available empirical evidence on the relationship betrveen promptness in delivery and

export performance shows that strict adherence to delivery schedules often leads to

high export performance,s and that when fewer delivery problems were encountered

by exporters, the higher were the chances of export success.$ In this study, delivery

time was measured by the extent of the importance the firm attaches to meeting

detvery deadlines. An alternative operationalization was to use delivery problems

encountered (Khan op. cit.). The problem with this definition lies in its limitation in

comparing firms which export different products to different markets. Conventional

wisdom would suggest that importers would prefer suppliers who are relatively free of

delivery problems, but the reality is that different markets have different delivery

standards. A firm exporting to the US, for example, may report more delivery

problems (partly because of relatively high customer expectations) compared to a

similar firm exporting the same product to, say, India. Khan's measure is more useful

in situations where firms in the sample export the same product to markets having

similar characteristics. It was expected that attaching high importance to delivery

schedules would correlate positively with export performance.

See Jackson (1981); and Mirzaian (op. cit.).

Khan (op. cit.).

v
35
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v) Before and After Sale Services

The level of before and after sale services is another variable which has been

associated with export performance. Services refers to activities provided by the

manufacturer (or someone on his behalf) to the customers. Services can be generally

divided into three groups, namely commercial, financial and product suppolt services

(Piercy 1982). Commercial services take the form of ability to beat the deadlines,

ability to meet emergency order, delivery of goods in acceptable condition, the policy

on returned goods etc. Financial services include direct customer credig helping the

customers to establish linl$ with the sources of finance or in some cases even

advancing loans to the customers. Product support services is divided into trvo. The

first part is pre-sale activities which include physical demonstrations, installation etc.

The second is post-sale services which are normally in the form of supply of spare

parts, maintenance and repairs, training etc.

Without exceptior5 all known researchers who have investigated this variable have

associated it with high export success.36 The level of service provided to the customers

can be measured in different ways. One such possibility is to use the firm's service

budget. However, this study did not use this operationalization for fear that such

financial data might be considered commercially sensitive, and hence classified. As an

alternative, on a 4-point Likert scale, exporters were asked to indicate the degree of

importance their firms attached to the services listed. It was expected that attaching

more importance to clrstomer service would be associated with high oiport

performance.

X See Cunningham and Spigel (op. cit.); Khan (op. cit.); Mirzaian (op. cit.); Kaynak and Kothari (op.
cit.); and Lindsay (op. cit.).
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vi) Pricing Strategy

Simply stated, a price is a monetary sacrifice which the buyer makes in exchange for
goods and/or services. Under normal circumstances, the price is set between the unit

cost of production (the floor) and what the market will bear (the ceiling). For obvious

reasons' export prices are in most cases different from domestic prices. The literature

has documented several pricing methods from different disciplias5 langing from

economics to psycholog5t. Some of these methods are cost-plus, marginal pricing and

market based pricing. Cost-plus pricing is the commonest of all the pricing methods.

Its popularity comes from its simplicity. Though it is commonly used, cost-plus pricing

suffers from at least two drawbacks (Piercy 1982p.156). The first is that the mark-up

is often set arbitrarily and is based on targets rather than opportunities. And the

second, which is more disturbing than the first, is that the logic of the method is

tautological. The price is arrived at after the allocation of all the costs including the

overheads. The allocation of the overheads is based on an assumed sales volume

which in turn is influenced by the set price!

A researcher investigating the relationship between price and export performance has

several price measurement options. Some of these are: (1) price quotation strategy,

e'g', FOB, and CIF, (2) pricing and invoicing currency strategy, (3) relative export

price, i.e., exporters'price compared to competitors'price, (4) export price compared

to domestic price, and (5) the basis for determining export price, e.g., price based on

costs; using prevailing market prices; entering into price agreements; charging what

the market can bear etc. There is overwhelming evidence in the literature pointing to

a positive relationship between pricing strategy and export performance. Whilst

Cunningham and Spigel (op. cit.) found special prices to be a contributing factor

toward export success of winners of The eueen's Award to Industry, a study by

Weinrauch and Rao (1974) showed that price is the most important variable and as
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such required adaptation and adjustments when exporting to foreign markets. Other

researchers such as Bilkey (op. cit.), and Koh and Robicheaux (op. cit.y found that

when export prices are higher than domestic prices, export performance was also

high.* Yet others such as Mirzaian (op. cit.), and Kaynak and Kothari (op. cit.)

associated competitive pricing with export success. Contradicting Koh and

Robicheaux (op. cit.), Neidell (op. cit.) did find a significant positive relationship

between price quotation strategy (in this case FOB) and export performance.

In this study, pricing stratery was investigated under three different headings as shown

below:

(1) method of price determination, i.e., costs, prevailing market prices and what the

market will bear

(2) crurency strategy - this is especially important in New Zealand where

exporters have been complaining of a high exchange rate. A follow-up question

was asked to probe the frequency with which exporters cover themselves against

foreign exchange fluctuations.

(3) relative export price, i.e., firm's price compared to that of major competitor(s)

The expected results were as follows:

(1) method of price determination - prevailing market prices, and what the market

will bear will positively correlate with export performance, ceteris paribus.

[alslsstingly enough, in the some study other dimensions of pricing strategl were not found to be
significantly related to oxport performance. These were: export flurency strategy, method of price
determination, and orport price quotation stratery.

Khan (op. cit.) found exact the opposite of this relationship.
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However, with regard to cost-based pricing, the relationship could be positive

or negative depending on how prohibitive the costs are and the elasticity of

demand for the product in a particular market.

(2) currency stratery - invoicing in the importers' currency will positively

correlate with export performance.

(3) relative erport price - negative relationship with success, i.e., the lower the

price compared to competitors'price the higher is the chance of success.

vii) Export Initiation

The literature on expoft marketing divides exporters into pro-active and re-active

firms. Studies by Neidell (op. cit.), Czinkota and Johnston (op. cit.), (Cavusgil 19g4b),

and Lindsay (op. cit.) showed that successful exporters were pro-active, i.e., firms

which actively sought for their first export order. In a stightly different vein Stening

(op. cit.) found that firms exporting for positive reasons were among high export

performers. The conclusiveness of the evidence in the literature is not surprising

because, due to the peculiar nature of e4port markets, success in exporting requires

careful planning systematic evaluation of foreign markets and a purposeful decision

to export.

In this research, respondents were asked whether involvement in exporting was

primarily a result of an unsolicited order or a deliberate export decision. A similar

operationalization was used by Piercy (1981) and Diamantopoulos (op. cit.). It is

therefore expected that pro-active export behaviour would be associated with high

export performance.
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viii) Number of Markets Served

One important aspect of export stratery relates to the number of markets that the

exporting firms choose to serve. Basically, there are two market coverage strategies

which firms can choose from. These are concentration and diversification. Exporters

adopting a concentration stratery are better able to monitor and adjust to changes

taking place in the foreign markets. This stratery also permits effective use of merger

resources and facilitates manpower specialization. Furthermore, exporters using this

market coverage strategy have the advantage of fewer distractions from important

tasks created by small orders which, in most cases, originate from serving too many

small markets.

In spite of its usefulness, the strategy of market concentration has some limitations.

The first is that if care is not taken, the stratery can lead to over-reliance on too few

markets. Related to the first, the second problem of market concentration stratery is

that foreign markets are often surrounded with a relatively high degree of uncertainty,

partly because of difficulties involved in getting complete information about the

markets and partly because of the relatively high degree of political risk. Owing to the

character of the market, an exporter using a market concentration stratery needs to

exercise great care in selecting the markets so as to minimize the probability of

failure. Finally, it should be noted that international markets contain many groups

with varying degrees of power and influence. According to Piercy (1982p.57), market

concentration stratery is associated with high market share and an exporter using this

strategy stands more chances of being accused of dumping and unfair competition.

Such accusations could beget laws and other forms of non-tariff barriers from the host

country.
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The second type of export stratesf is market diversification which is also referred to as

market spreading. The protagonists of this approach to exporting argue that market

spreading not only reduces the dependence on too few markets but also reduces the

overall market risls through operating in a portfolio of markets. In additiotU the

stratery helps the exporters to acquire more experience through exposure to different

market conditions. They further argue that this stratery offers better prospects for the

use of product specialization as a competitive tool. They also maintain that since

most of the expenses involved in serving overseas markets are overheads rather than

variable costs, market spreading is especially attractive because the necessary

administrative expenses do not markedly increase with the increase in market

numbers. Finally, they hold that where country differences are less important than

buyer differences between groups of similar countries, market clustering becomes a

very useful marketing technique. The technique does however call for a market

spreading stratesf.

Like any stratery, market spreading is not free of flaws. The mnin danger is that when

too many markets are selected, the span of control is increased, visits become less

frequen! distributors are not adequately motivated and no in-depth market

penetration is made in any one market. Thus, when competition (from any source)

builds up, it becomes difficult to withstand.3e

Available empirical evidence on the relationship betrveen market coverage strates/

and export performance is somewhat mixed. While on the one hand Stening (op. cit.)'

Diamantopoulos (op. cit.) and Lindsay (1990) have reported a high export

performance when the number markets served is increased, on the other hand a study

39 For a good summary of factors which determine the choice between market concentration and

market spreading strategies, see Piercy (Ch.6 op. cit.).
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by Beamish and Munro (op. cit.) found that results were not conclusive. A positive

relationship was found when export performance was measured by erport intensity -

this was not found when export profitabilitywas used as a performance measure.

In this study, a simple count of the number of countries which a firm exports to was

used to measure this variable. Given the weight of evidence, it was expected that

market diversification strategr would be associated with high e4port performance.

ix) Competition

As with domestic markets, export markets' competition plays a major role in

determining the firm's success. In foreign markets, competition emanates from three

main sources. These are: domestic firms which are in the same line of business,

foreign firms, and the exporter's compatriots. Such competition can take the form of

price or non-price competition. The use of the former largely depends on the price

elasticity of demand and the tool can be very effective if the objective is to obtain a

substantial increase in short-term export volume. However, the danger of relying on

price as a competitive tool is the risk of eroding corporate and brand images and a

bad association of the price with quality. Furthermore, substantial price cuts could

lead to accusations of dumping or could entice a price war which in turn could lower

the profits. In this world of fierce competition, many firms have resorted to using non-

price competition in the form of design flexibility, product quality, before and after

sale services, personal visits etc. as competitive weapons. Piercy (Chapters 8 to 10 op.

cit.) gives a good summary of empirical evidence showing how both price and non-

price competitive tools have led to success. It is important to note that no sweeping

generalizations can be made about the best competitive strategr. In the real world,

firms use a combination of both price and non-price competition rather than relying

on one single factor. The emphasis on any of the two will depend on the price
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elasticity of demand for the product, the market structure, government regulations

and a host of other factors.

Empirical evidence about this variable is not conclusive. While McGuinness and

Little (op. cit.) unexpectedly found a positive relationship with export performance,

Bilkey (op. cit.) found a negative one. In this study, respondents were asked to rate

the degree of competition (in export markets) relative to the domestic market. An

alternative measure of competition is to use the number of major competitors in

domestic and major foreign markets. It was decided not to use this option because, in

the case of foreign markets, it is very difficult, if not impossible, for firms to obtain

accurate data on the number of competitors they have; even more so if they are

serving huge, complex and very competitive markets such as Japan and the USA

Were accurate data available, one might argue that the sheer number of competitors

would not necessarily give a better indication of the intensity of competition"

Although conventional wisdom would seem to associate a lower perception of foreign

competition with high export performance, there are reasons to believe otherwise.

The argument is simply this: firms reporting a high perception of foreign competition

are likely to be more prepared and better able to cope with the situation than those

which have a low perception of the degree of foreign competition. Expectations were

that the direction of the relationship between the level of foreign competition and

export performance could go either way. This is so because, conceptually, both

relationships are possible, a fact which is further supported by the split in the

empirical evidence.
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3 Management Attitude and Commitment to Exporting

i) I^anguage Skills

Language skills is one of the variables which gives some indication of management

commitment to exporting. Some researchers in the past have elamined the effect that

foreign language skills might have on export performance. Although conventional

wisdom suggests that firms which have good language skills would have an advantage

over those which do not, available evidence is split. Cunningham and Spigel (op. cif)

found language proficiency among the 'other ingredients' for successful exporting - a

finding which was echoed by Burton and Schlegelmilch (op. cit.), but Simmonds and

Smith (op. cit.) did not see the importance of linguistic abilities in obtaining the first

export order. Mirzaian (op. cit.) too did not find that knowledge of Arabic language

was a key to the success of British firms in exporting to Middle East markets. A

possible explanation could be that most exporting companies either have local

partners or engage the services of local agents who are conversant with both

colloquial and business local languages. In this study, firms were asked to rate their

overall language skills on a S-point Likert scale. Unlike past studies, the difference

here was that the question focused on company-wide language skills rather than

focusing on export or marketing managers' skills. Since available evidence is split, the

direction of the relationship was not predetermined.

ii) Attitude toward Risk and Profitability

Managerial attitude toward risks and perceived profitability of exporting has a bearing

on the export performance of a firm. As discussed earlier, export markets pose

different tlpe of problems and have a relatively high degree of risk compared to

domestic markets. Export risk ranges from financial risks, e.g., exchange rate

fluctuations to business risks, e.g., credit extension to political turmoil such as an
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abrupt change of government (a typical problem in developing countries). It is

therefore not surprising that many exporters are very cautious when dealing with

foreign markets compared to doing business at home.

Relatively little has been written on the relationship between perception of risks and

expectations on profits with export performance. Most of the studies on exporting

provide evidence of the differences between exporters and non-exporters with respect

to perception of risk and expectation on profitability of exporting.o Two studies are

known of that have directly examined the relationship benveen profit expectations and

export performance (Stening op. cit.; Cavusgil 1984a). In the cited studies, the

relationship was found to be positive. On the question of risk, Roy and Simpson (op.

cit.) did not find risk perceptions to be a critical factor in export decisions.

For the purposes of this study, on a S-point Likert scale, exporters were asked to rate

their general perception of export risks and profitability compared to the domestic

market. The relationship between high perception of export profitability and export

performance might be understandable, but the widely reported findings of perception

of risks and export performance need qualiffing. For this seemingly overwhehning

evidence to hold true, an assumption must be made that a high perception of risk will

necessarily result in a risk averse behaviour. This might not always be the case. More

so since the finance literaturear associates aggressive firms (risk takers) with high

return on equity compared to conservative ones. In this study, it was expected that

high perception of profitability of exporting and low perception of risk would be

associated with high export performance.

See for example, Simpson and Kujawa (I97a); Roy and Simpson (1981).

See for example Van Horne (1986).

q

4T
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iii) Visits to Foreign Markets

The frequency of visits to foreign markets is one of the variables which has attracted

the attention of many researchers of export performance. There are two purposes to

these visits. One is to maintain close links with foreign distributors, while the second

is to keep in touch with the markets with a view to getting a better 'feel' for the

market conditions. There seems to be general agreement in the literature that

frequent visiting is positively correlated with export performance.a2

Foreign visits can be measured in three different ways: by time, by costs or by the

nature of the visits. In this research foreign visiting was measured by time, i.e., the

average number of days in a year. One might be tempted to think that an annual

travel budget could have given a better idea of the firms' commitment to and

keenness for foreign markets. This alternative operationalization was not accepted

because different countries have different levels of cost of living. If cost were used as

a criterion, it would have been difficult to make meaningful comparisons between,

say, two firms, one operating predominantly in high cost countries, and the other in

low cost countries. The third measure is the nature of foreign visits. This measure is

also not suitable because of possible difficulties involved in getting genuine answers to

a seemingly sensitive question such as this. It was expected that exporters who make

frequent visits to foreign markets would have a better chance of showing a high e4port

performance.

42 See Tookey (op. cit.); Hirsch (op. cit.); Cunningbam and Spigel (op. cit.); Neidell (op. cit.); Stening
(op. cit.); Khan (op. cit.); Jackson (op. cit.); Mirzaian (op. cit.); Kleinschmidt (op. cit.); Cavusgil
(U8ab); Lindsay (op. cit.). In the same study, Hirsch did not find a positive relationship in
Denmark. Koh and Robicheaux (op. cit.) supported this view.
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iv) Export Unit

The existence of a separate unit for handling exports depends on the overall

significance and contribution of exports toward achieving corporate objectives. ff a
firm exports a very small or negligible percentage of its total sales, then such exports

will normally be handled by the existing sales or marketing department. However, as

commitment to exporting increases, foreign operations become more complex - hence

the need for a separate department or unit to handle expons.

Several researchers have associated the existence of an export unit with high export

performance.a3 In this study, a simple dichotomous question was used to indicate the

presence or absence of an expon department or unit. Where such an entity existed,

respondents were asked to give the number of years since its inception. Given the

overwhelming consistent relationship reported in the literature it was expected that

firms that have a separate export unit would have a better chance of reporting a high

export performance.

v) Spending on Research and Development

Research and Development (R&D) has been frequently regarded as an important

ingredient for success in exporting. The evidence in the literature too supports this

proposition.a R&D has been defined as

. . . all costs associated with the search for, or discovery of, new knowledge that may be
useful in developing new products, services, pt**". or technique*, L ttr3t -ightsignificantly improve existing products or processes. Excluded are costs of routine

For details see' stening (op. .cit.); B$"y (op. cit.); Koh and Robicheaux (op. cit.); and
?ianalgpoulos (op. cit.). 

_stening also founa tl"t r.r.."sful exporters distributed tieir products
through foreign branches, a finding which was later echoed by lchan (op. cit.).

!"-". f* example, Hirsch (op. cit.); stening (op. cit.); Kleinschmidt (op. cit.); Burton and
Schlegelmilch (op. cit.).
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product improvement or seasonal changes of sryle, market research and tesiing quality
control and legal costs to protect pateots (Kleinschmidt op. cit. in the appendixf

In this study, respondent firms were asked to indicate their R&D expenditures as a

percentage of total sales. Critics would be inclined to think that the actual amount

spent on R&D would have given a better measure. However, owing to the sensitive

nature of such information, it was thought that the respondents might not have been

*illiog to cooperate. Again it was envisaged that a positive relationship between

R&D spending and export performance would emerge, ceteris paribus.

vi) Importance given to Exporting

The overall importance given to exporting is another variable which researchers have

associated with successful exporting. For instance, in a study of small and medium-

sized Canadian manufacturing firms, Beamish and Munro (op. cit.) found that

attaching high importance to e4portitrg, iu indicated by the ratio of employees with
export responsibilities to total employees, led to high export intensity and high export

profitability. stening (op. cit.) too found that successful exporters attached high
impoftance to exporting. In his study of Wisconsin manufacturing firms, Cavusgil

(198aa) found that the existence of an export policy (an indication of attaching high

importance to exporting) was associated with high export intensity firms - a finding
which was earlier reported by Tookey (op. cit.). In his fairly recent study of exporters

in the Scottish food and beverage industry, Diamantopoulos (op. cir) found export

staff (i'e., the number of people involved in exporting) as the best discriminator

between high and low involvement exporters.

In this study, the importance attached to exporting was measured by the number of
full-time employees with export responsibilities. Where part-time employees were

involved in exporting, their number was halved and added to the number of full-time
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employees. A similar operationalization was used by Diamantopoulos (op. cit.). an

alternative would be to use the total salary paid to the employees directly involved in

exporting. This was not feasible due to the nature of the information sought. It was

expected that the more people are involved in exporting the higher are the chances of

better performance.

4. Managers' Personal Traits

Much has been written in the literature on the importance of managers' personal

traits in steering a firm into export markets. This section will discuss two personal

characteristics of managers that have been widely reported in the literature. These

are their level of education and their work experience.

i) kvel of Education and Work Experience

Conventional wisdom would suggest that the higher the level of education (business-

related) of the executives involved in exporting, the higher would be the chances of

success in exporting. The same can be said of managers' length of service in a

particular firm as well as total accumulated experience in export business.

Simpson and Kujawa (op. cit.) reported significant differences in the level of

education between decision makers in exporting and non-exporting firms - as did

Burton and Schlegelmilch (op. cit.). In both studies, decision makers in exporting

firms had a considerably higher level of education than in non-exporting firms. Axinn

(op. cit.), in her study of machine tool manufacturing firms in Ontario and Michigan,

found that firms which had a higher export intensity had a high percentage of

managers who had overseas work experience. In a slightly different veir5 Simmonds
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and Smith (1968) related living and/or working overseas with a favourable export

behaviour.

For the purposes of this studn the two variables were operationalized as follows:

: level of education - respondent managers were asked to indicate their highest level

(e.g., college degree, high school certificate) and the tlpe of education (e.g.,

business degree, engineering degree, computer background).

: experience in exporting - respondent managers were asked to indicate the

number of years'experience in exporting.

Firms employing business trained managers or managers who have experience in

exporting, or both, were expected to have a high export performance compared to

those which do not have such managers.

5. Government Assistance

The importance of government assistance to exporters cannot be over-emphasized.

For a country such as New Zealand, whose survival depends on exporting, the role of

the government becomes even more pronounced. Government assistance to

exporters can be in different forms rangrng from tax incentives to preferential

exchange rates (for export-related transactions), non-tax incentives, and outright

subsidies. This section will focus on these issues.
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i) Tax Incentives

Unlike many countries, New Zealand is a country whose survival depends on e4ports.

For this and other reasons, one would expect a more active and positive role by

government in promoting exports. One such assistance would be to provide tax

incentives.

Many govemments have used tax incentives to encourage exporters either to export

more or to diversif their e)ports to cover both non-traditional products and markets.

In New Zealand, tax incentives have been granted either on the basis of export

performance or on the basis of actual expenditures incurred solely for generating

export sales. It was mentioned in Chapter 1 that the government had phased out all
forms of tax incentives in 1990. When deciding to phase out tax incentives, the
govemrnent claimed that success in exporting (at the firm's level) relies on exporters

being more marketing oriented - a proposition whose vatidity will be determined by

this study. Three New Zealand based studiesas on export performance have shown

that tax incentives helped exporters to achieve a high export performance. It would

be interesting to see how New Zealand exporters will perform after all talr incentives

have been removed. However, the issue is beyond the scope of the current research.

Internationally, Czinkota and Johnston (op. cit.) too related tax incentives to high

export performance. In contrast, Diamantopoulos (op. cit.) could not discriminate

high export performers from low export performers based on government export

assistance.

In this study, on a 4-point Likert scale, exporters were asked to indicate the degree of
importance they attached to tax incentives. Further, on a 3-point scale, they were

45 cullwick and Mellalieu (r9sr); glsning (op. cit.); and Lindsay (op. cit.).
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asked the extent to which removal of tar( incentives had affected their export

operations in a number of areas. It was expected that firms which attached high

importance to tax incentives would record a high export performance. As for the

effect that the removal of ta:r incentive might have had on different areas, it was

expected that firms reporting relatively no effect from the removal of tax incentives

would show a high export performance.

ii) Other Forms of Government Assistance

Beside ta:r incentives, governments assist exporters in a variety of ways. Some of these

are: preferential foreign exchange rates, gathering trade information through trade

commissioners, assist in marketing research, foreign representation, outright subsidies

etc. In his study of British exporters to the Middle East, Mirzaian (op. cit.) reported

that British exporters often complained that they were not adequately supported by

the government compared to exporters in other countries such as France and Japan.

To hammer the point home, Mirzaian cited a visit to Saudi Arabia by President

Giscard D'Estaing of France who was accompanied by at least 200 businessmen. In

contrast, when a British Prime Minister visited the same country, he was accompanied

mainly by government officials. Despite the rate of such complaints, in that study

government assistance was not found to be a statistically critical factor for

determining export success.

For the pulposes of this study, exporters were asked to indicate the degree of

importance their firms attach to different forms of government assistance. It was

expected that firms attaching relatively high impoftance to government assistance

would show a high export performance.
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3.4.1Summary

In summary: past research has identified and associated certain variables yift high

export performance. The variables were discussed in detail at three levels. At the

first level, past studies of the variables were outlined and the outcome of relationships

was presented. At the second, variables were put in their proper context and

operational definitions were offered for each of them. Finally, in the light of previous

research, some predictions were made as to the direction of the relationship that these

variables would have on expoft performance. Presented below is a visual

representation of potential control variables ild, where appropriate, their

hlpothesized relationships with export performance:
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Expected Relatiortship with Ftpon perlormmce

Firm's Difiertnfial Advantages

size of the firm
export experience
domestic base

Marketing Strategies

product adaptation
relative product quality
product uniqueness

channels of distribution:

+
+

direct distribution +
indirect distribution +
delivery deadlines +

+

what the market can bear +
prevailing market price +
cost-plus
currencystratery +
relative price

with industrial goods
with consumer goods

before and after sale service

pricing:

with buyers'cturengl

export initiation
number of markets served
competition

Management Atdtude and Commitment

language skills
attitude toward risk
attitude toward profitability
visiting forergn markets
e4port unit
R&D spending
importance given to eraorting

Managerst Personal Traits

education
export experience

Government Support

tax incentives
other forms of government support

+ with pro-active behaviour

+
+
+
+

+
+

Figure 3'd Potential Control Variables and their Expectfd Relatlonshlp with Export performance
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3.5.0 Conctuding Remarks

This chapter has discussed in detail different components of the model of marketing
orientation and export performance. The model has three major components: (1)
the measures of adoption and implementation of the marketirg concep! (2) the
objective and judgemental measures of export performance, and (3) the control
factors tlat researchers in the past have associated with export performance. The
model explains the underlying relationships between marketing orientation and
export performance, taking into account other factors which in the past have been
associated with high e4port performance. Diagrammatically these relationships are
presented in figure 3.5 below:
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Customer
Focus

Monitorino
Performande

System of
Evaluation

Integraffon

Organ zation
Structure

Deoree of
MaTketino

Orientatio-n

Export
Performance

rl>
Adoption

lmplementation

Firm's Differential Adrantage
Marketino Strateov
Managerient Atttlde and Cornmitment
Manager's Personal Traits
Govemment Support

Figure 3.5 The Model of the Relationship Between Export Performance and

Marketing Orientation4s

45 The reader's attention is drawn to the fact that this model is a compact version of figures 3.2,3.3
and 3.4 presented in this chapter.

Objective
Measures

Judoemental
MeJsures
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CHAPIER 4

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METIIODOLOGY

4.0.0 Introduction

The validity and reliability of any research depends, to a large extent, on the
methodolory employed by the researcher. This chapter outlines the methodolory
followed in this study. The chapter begins with a discussion of the time frame covered
by this research. Thereafter, various issues on data collection methods, questionnaire

design and sampling procedures are explored. Also covered in this chapter is the pilot
enquiry techniques used to entice high responses, the response rate patterns and the
data analysis techniques.

4.1.0 Investigation fime period

The time frame used in this study is five years i.e., 1985-1989. There were several
reasons for choosing this time frame. The first is that a relatively short time frame
helps to avoid the problem of the respondents 'digging out' the information from their
archives - a problem which could potentially contribute to high external non-response

rate' The second is that, even if such information had been readily available, it would
have been of little relevance to the present conditions because of many changes that
have taken place in the last five years. The third, that if longer time periods were
used, there is a greater possibility of a mismatch between the decision maker (the
respondent) and the result of past decisions as reflected by export andf ortotal sales.

ltl '- i-t' .,. 'i
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Put another way' the use of a longer time period could have increased the chances of
suweying respondents who may not have been responsible for the sales perfonnance

for most of the years under investigation. This mismatch could have contributed to a
high external non-response rate because many people would have not seen the need

to respond to questions related to a time when, perhaps, they were not in the
imployment of the firm in question. A related possible effect of the mismatch is that,
for those who would have cared to respond, there could have been some differences in
the manner in which respondents would have responded to the questionnaire,

depending on whether or not they were already working with that particular firm and

were occupylng that same position throughout the time period under investigation.

The fourth reason is that 1984 is the year in which the Labour govenment was voted
into office' In its two terms (1984-87 and 1987-90) I^abour government made several
policy changes which clearly had an impact on the overall pattern of New T*atand
foreign trade. It must be emphasised that no attempts were made to evaluate the
performance of the government per se, for the simple reason that such attempts are

beyond the scope of this study. The focus was rather to examine the performance of
manufacturing exporters (under the I-abour govemment) in a period of significant
restructuring and deregulation. Almost certainly however, there will be some

remnants of the previous govemment policies in the foreign trade machinery that
could have infl uenced fi rms' export performances.

The possibility also exists of carry-over effects from policies of the previous
government which could have influenced the performance of e4porters during the
early years of the rabour govemment. However, owing to the dfficulties involved in
determining the extent of such influences and isolating theq it was felt that living
with these limitations did not adversely confound the findings of this study. Finally, a
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five-year time frame was preferred because many studies in the marketing literature

have used a similar time frame which suggests it is the preferred norm.l

4.2.0 Choice of Data Collection Method

Mailed questionnaires were used to collect the data for this study. This kind of survey

was favoured for its numerous advantages, including: wider geographical coverage,

lower cost, high degree of reliability (since respondents have more time to think and

verif their records at the time of completing the questionnaire) and the fact that it

elicits responses from people who would be too busy for personal interviews. Despite

these merits, mailed questionnaires are well-known for their low response rates -

hence a possibility of introducing non-response bias. Section 4.6 explains the efforts

made to mitigate this problem.

The data collecting instrument was carefully designed to enhance response rate.2 The

instrument contained 72 pages with 198 items including five open-ended questions.

Although critics may argue that a long questionnaire such as this one could contribute

to a high external non-response rate, the evidence in the literafure is not conclusive.

There are at least two studies that have reported that the length of the questionnaire

See for example Hirsch $nL); Mirzaian (1982); Tbomas (1983). Kleinschmidt (1982) used a five-
year time frame for measuring export intensity but three years for measuring e)rport growth.

The questionnaire is attached in AppendixA.
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(measured by either the number of pages, the number of items or the time required to
complete the questionnaire) did not have any bearing on the response rates.3

4.3.0 Sampling Frame

This study is based on a survey of firms in the New Zealand manufacturing industry.
The industry is very diverse and covers a wide range of products such as textiles,
industrial chemicals, petroleum refineries, rubber products, and petroleum and coal
products' To ensure a level of uniformity and comparability across firms, it was

decided to focus on firms operating in the following areas:

(1) textiles

(2) wearing apparel and footwear
(3) wood processing and wood products
(4) paper and paperproducts
(5) other foods
(6) beverage industries
(7) plastics products
(8) nonmetallic mineral products
(9) fabricated metal products
(10) machinery

(11) electricalmachinery
(12) basic metal industries
(13) othermanufacturingindustries

3 9::-!gt example sheth and Roscoc (t975); Roscoe et al. (19f). see also Kanuk and Berenson(1975) who cited,six studies which ripo_rtig 
"o 

sgnincantl"utioosnip betrneen the tength of thequestionnaire and the response rate. similar nniings *r" 
"it"a 

by Blumberg et aI. (1g4) andLi*ky Qnr.
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A single industry was chosen in order to have a control for industry differences.

Specifically, the manufacturing industry was chosen because of its importance to the
New Zealand economy as evidenced by its contribution to foreign exchange earnings,
GDB and employment.

As of February 1991, the New 7*alandmanufacturing industry had lT,336enterprises

employrng 237,177 people.a This is equivalent to 11.1 percent of total enterprises and
20 percent of the total work force in New Zealand. In the year ending June 19g2, the
total value of manufactured exports was NZ$ 1,885.9 miltio4 equivalent to 2g.5
percent of the total New Zealand exports. By June lggl, the value rose almost
threefold to NZ$ s,zsl.7 million (34.7 percent of total exports).s

As of June 1991, the three major destinations for New Zealand,manufactured exports
were Australia (39.5 percent), Japan (20.0 percent) and the usA (6.3 percent).
However, in terms of growth, by the year ending August lggl,manufactured exports
to South Korea" Indonesia and singapore had increased markedly. The percenrage
growth of manufactured exports to these countries was 95 percent, 70 percent and 55

percent respectively. Notably, during the same period, manufactured exports to the
three largest destinations, i.e., Australiq Japan and the us4 fell by 5 percent, 3
percent and 15 percent respectively.

Data were collected through a mail survey of chief marketing executives6 of
manufacturing firms throughout the country. The list was obtained from the Business
4 Business Pattems (Hot off the hess),199r catalogue no.01i02 set no. 9L-T2/04p.2,

5 New 7*alandManufacturers' Federation.

6 where a frm did notofficially have a sepgrate marketing executivq the questionnaire was filled outby the person responsible for making marketing decisionJ.
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Directory section of the Department of statistics. The sampring frems was selected as

follows:

inclusion of. all firms emplolng more than 50 employees

inclusion of 40 percent of firms employrng between r0 and 49 emproyees. These

were divided into 30 percent exporters and 10 percent non-exponers
qchsion of all firms employing fewer than 10 employees

Firms employrng fewer than 10 employees constitute 77 percent of the number of
enterprises in the manufacturing industry.z However, since their contribution to the
industrial turnover is just about 10 percent and they employ about 15 percent of the
total work force in the industry, a decision was made to exclude them from the
sampling frame. It is believed that their omission does not invalidate the findings of
this study' After taking into account the above considerations, 995 firms were selected
to form the sampling frame for this study.

4.4.0 Preliminary Enquiry

A preliminary enquiry was conducted between November l9g9 and February 1990.

In-depth personal interviews were conducted with marketing executives of elght firms
based in Auckland, christchurch and wellingon. The ideas collected were
synthesized and integrated into the research instrument. Following that, a pilot study
was carried out by mailing eleven questionnaires to the most senior marketing
executives of the firms selected for the purpose. The exercise was aimed at achieving

7 lt should also be noted that only 9 percent ofmanufacturing e4porters belonged to this group.

(1)

(2)

(3)
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three objectives. The first was to test the content validity as well as the ease of
understanding the questionnaire.

The second was to test the willingness and ability of the respondents to respond to the
questions' In this regard, care was taken not to seek for information which would
have been perceived by the respondents as highly confidential, commercially sensitive
or embarrassing. The third objective was to determine additional variables which
respondents might consider important to the subject of enquiry. In order to overcome
ambiguities and semantics in the questionnaire, academic colleagues were consulted
for their opinions. Expert opinion was also sought from the English Language
Institute (EIl) of victoria university of wellington. Necessary changes were made as

a result of feedback.

4.5.0 Initial Correspondence

Personalized correspondence in mail surveys is a subject which has been extensively
investigated' To date, however, the available evidence is not conclusive. Some
researchers have found personalization of the correspondence to the respondents to
be a useful vehicle for achieving high response rates while others have found that it
has no effect's Interestingly, others have associated personalization with low response

8 Jobber (1986) gives a good srrmmary of the studies e1 rhis subject.
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rates'e Critics of personalization of letters such as Linsky (lg7s p. 94) fear that
personalization might run counter to a subject's desire for maximum anonymity.
frowever, some scholars have reported that personalization is especially useful when
dealing with subjects from whom it is hard to get a response (Dillman and Frey lg74).

This study dealt with such subjects. owing to the nature of their positions, many of
them travel around and outside the country most of the time. For this reason a
decision was made to obtain the names of all the most senior marketing executives of
the firms in the sampling frame. The names were then used in all subsequent
correspondences. On the last day of January 1990, a letter was sent to all (995) firms
in the sampling frame requesting the name and the title of their most senior
marketing executive.l0 At this stage no mention was made about the research in
progress.

4.5.1Resporxe to the Initial Conespondence

of the 995 letters sent, positive responses were received from 543 firms (54.6 percent)
while 408 firms (41 percent) did not respond. The remaining 44 letters (4.4 percent)
were sent back for different reasons, but usually because the firm in question was
under liquidation or it could not be traced due to change of address. In the end, a

9 See Houston and Jeffersoo qq7t. It should however be noted that in the cited study,personalization was operationalized-as: -subjegls in the personalized cells of the study receivedquestionnaires with their name and address afft(ed to tf"-Lp of thc first page. All efforts tomaintain respondent non-identification were omitted from the cover letter. The desired effect wasthat the respondent,g*:d the impression that he was receiving individual attention and hisresponses were singurarry importanr" (p. 1p.- As noted by wiseian onii. rii; n" authorsconfounded personalization with a"otnei variable, ou-an .olrndentiarity.

10 See Appendix B.
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total of 951 questionnaires was mailed on sunday, August rz, rgg0. of these, 543
were personalized and the remaining 408 were addressed to the Managing Director.
In both cases' the covering letter accompanying the questionnaire and the inside cover
of the questionnaire had a specific request that the questionnaire should be
completed by the most senior marketing executive (if the firm had one) or the person
responsible for making marketing decisions.

4.6.0 Measures taken to Reduce External Non-response Rate

A survey of the literature revealed several techniques which help to minimize external
non-response rate' Some of these are: making a pre-questionnaire contact, enclosing

a covering letter with the questionnaire, use of colours and graphics in the
questionnaire, making multiple follow-ups, ild surey sponsorship. Other commonly
used techniques are: enclosing return multiple stamps envelopes, hinting that a follow-
up letter will be sent in the event that the questionnaire is not returned, inclusion of a
premium such as a ballpoint pen and the use of deadline dates.'

In this study, an eclectic approach has been adopted in that only those techniques
have been used that are suitable to New Zealand's conditions. The approach drew
heavily from Dillman's celebrated Total Design Method flDU;.rz Details of trvo of
these techniques follow.

11 Scott (1961) and Kanuk and Berenson (op. cit.) give an extensive and excellent discussion on theseand many other techniques. See also ciark -i 
-xu-i*r.i 

fiqsg);ii"-ky (op. cit.); Blumberg et aL(op. cit.).

D. A. Diflma\ Mail yd reknlone suwqrs: 
Jne -loygt 

Desigtt Method, John wiley & sons, Inc.,(1978)' Dillmaa'5 TDM treats the techniques for eticitinghiun t.**" rates as one package ratherthan relying on any single measure.
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4.6.1Coveing Letten

Two covering letters were sent with the questionnaire. The first one was part of the

questionnaire booklet and was signed by the Hon. Mike Moore, the then Minister of

External Relations and Trade who subsequently became the Prime Minister. The

letter explained the importance of the study to New Zealand and concluded with a

request to the potential respondents to complete the questionnaire. A direc't quote

from the letter urgng the respondents to cooperate was put on the front cover of the

questionnaire in order to attract attention. The second letter was written by Professor

P. C. Thirkell, Chairperson of the Marketing Group, Faculty of Commerce and

Administration, Victoria University of Wellington.r3 Its main features were that:

it gave a detailed explanation of the objects of the study

it mentioned all New Zealand institutions supporting the projec.t

it assured confidentiality and anonymity

it offered respondents an opportunity to attend a series of workshops where the

findings of the study would be presented, and also to acquire at cost The

Marl<eting Managerc' Guide to Improving Marketing Effectiveness and Export

Performwtce (in preparatior\ R.K. Dau)

it implicitly indicated a possibility of a follow-up being made in the event that the

questionnaire was not returned.

73 See Appendix B.
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4.6.2 Follow Up

Two follow-up letters were sent out approximately three wee}s and five weeks from

the date of the initial mailing.r In both letters the objects of the study were restated.

The first letter was a simple reminder that the questionnaire had not been returned.

An offer of a replacement copy was made if the original one had been misplaced. The

second follow-up letter enclosed a second copy of the questionnaire. This t:me the

respondents were requested to complete and return it by a given date. The follow-up

exercise was worthwhile as it resulted in 189 (n.9 percent of the potential

respondents) additional responses. Jobber (op. cit. p. 191) reported simila1 positive

experience by other researchers.

4.7.0 Maiting Dates and Response Patterns

As noted in Section 4,5.7, following the initial correspondence, a total of 951

questionnaires was mailed on Sunday, August 12,1990. These were divided into 618

exporters and 333 non-exporters.ls The time lag betrveen the initial contact (see

Section 4.5.0) and the date of the first wave (August 12, 1990) produced some

'mortality' in the data base due to firms closing, employee movement or change of

address.

See Appendh B.

Data were collected from non-e4porters for future comparison of the relationship between
marketing orientation and overall performance across exporters and non-exporters. The results are
not given in this study because they fall outside the scope of the study.

t4

15
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4.7.1Response Rates

When responses were inspected it was quite clear that some adjustments had to be

made to the initial mail out. These adjustments took into consideration that:

between the initial correspondence and mailing the questionnaire some firms had

gone on liquidation

some firms have separate branches in the North and South Islands and had

indicated that where one questionnaire was completed it reflected the

operations of the entire organization

some firms did not have marketing depaftments. All their marketing activities

were done either by Producers' Boards, or their parent organizations or some

other firms

some firms had since ceased their manufacturing operations and moved to

another line of business, such as trading or servicing

some firms could not be traced due to change of address.

Following adjustments, the number of potential respondents dropped from 951to 827

as presented in table 4.1.
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Total questionnaires sent

Less

Gone, no address

Not qualified

Uquidated/under liquidation

Firms which answered as a group

Potential Respondents

TABLE 4.1

Total Net Mail Out
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42

59

L7

s

951

JU

827

Out of 827 potential respondents, responses were received from 386 firms. In an

article in the fountal of Marlceting Reseuch, Wiseman and Billington (1984 p. 337)

proposed a standard definition of the response rate.16 Using this definition, this study

attained a Sross response rde of 49.2 percenttz It was decided that the returaed

questionnaires which had more than 10 percent internal non-response would be

dropped from the analysis. Thirty questionnaires failed the test and were not further

processed. As a resulg 356 questionnaires were retained and used in most of the

t6 The rate is computed as:
Conolctcd lntcrvicws

Comp|crcdIntcrvicwr-[ffi]tno."on,"..cd+Rcfuced,cligibitirynotdctcrmincd)

386

,tu. [#] tot * ontr

fl For the sample of oqnrters, the gross response rate is 45.L percent.
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Nanre of Goods

Consumer Goods
Industrial Goods
50-50

Nature of Operatiotts

Exporters
Non-exporters

Sze: (Total Sales)r

Small
Medium
I-arge

Srze: (Total Employees)a

Small
Medium
I.arge

Wwe

First Wave
Second Wave
Third Wave

Chaper4: Research Desigtt ud Methdnlogt

TABLE 4.2

Summary of Sample Characteristics

Absolute Frequency (n) Relative Flrequenq (Vo)

74.4
25.6

48.0
24.2
n.8

53.1
46.0

0.8

188
163

3

265
91

32.5
50.4
t7.2

29.5
57.7
13.8

115
L78
61

94
181
44

17l
86
99

19

2A

Small Firms Total Sales under $5m.; Medium-Sized Firms $5n.-$50m.; I-arge Firms over $50m.

Small Firms fewer than 50 Employees; Mediun-Sized Firm fiQS Employees; Large Firms over
250 Employees. The only known New Zealand study that has measured size using the number of
employees has operationalized the variable in this way (see Cody 1988 p. 5t.
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It is worth noting at this point that the response rate received is very pleasing, for two

main reasons. The small size of New Zealand, compared to the amount and

frequency of research carried ou! makes it very diffrcult for the potential respondents

to cooperate, and yet there was a good response. At the time of this study there were

several other studies being conducted soliciting responses from the same group of

people. A general manager of one large exporting firm lent support to this claim

when he wrote:

. . . you are possibly getting the backlash of being last in line of about 20 other surveyn
which have been carried out within about the last 3 to 6 months.

The second reason is that the economic downturn has put more pressure on many

business executives so that it is becoming increasingly difficult for most executives to

spare the 30 minutes required to complete a questionnaire such as the one used in this

study. Furthermore, the increase in the intensity of competition has forced many

firms to be cost conscious and more secretive. The following quotes explain it all:

In response to your request to fill in your national study and questionnaire I would like
to point out that in the user paln environrnent we have today our quote to do this for
you would be $5G00 +GST. lrfsthing will happen to the questionnaire until we get your
answer. (Managing Director).

One of the marketing managers who refused to participate noted:

Since . . . (name of the firm) inception six years ago the company has grown to be the
market leader in . . . (name of the line of business). This success can be attributed to
some very innovative marketing methods, and a policy of not disclosing those methods.
(brackets added to hide the identity of the firm).

A general manager marketing of a large firm returned a blank questionnaire and

noted:
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Regretfully, time does not allow us to respond to the now almost daily requests for
assistance in completing surveys of both universities, major research companies and

individuals seeking assistance with marketing papers and I am therefore returning your
questionnaire uncompleted. [sic]

Apart from the cited cases, tlpical reasons given for not being able to cooperate were:

too busy to complete the questionnaire, completing questionnaires is against the firm's

policy, firm is too small, hence the respondents did not think the questionnaire was

relevant to firm of such size etc.

4.8.0 Test for Non-response Bias

One of the drawbacls of mail suweys is the problem of non-response. The problem

becomes more serious if it can be established that the respondents are significantly

different from non'respondents on the subject under investigation. The probability of

having a non-response bias increases as response rates from the survey decreases.

However, it is important to note that a low response rate in itself does not necessarily

imply that the study suffers from non-response bias. The bias occurs if and only if the

respondents are substantially different from non-respondents (Kinnear and Taylor

1987 p. 394).

Armstrong and Overton (1977) have suggested three methods for protection from

biases that might result from non-response. These are: to reduce the non-response

itself, to sample non-respondents, and to estimate the effects of non-response.

Estimating the effect of non-response can be done either by comparing the results of

the survey with known values for the population, or by making subjective estimates of

non-response bias through indicators such as the level of education (in case of

consumer sunreys) or size of the firm (for industrial surveys).
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A third useful way of sstimnting the non-response bias is through extrapolation

methods. These methods are based on the assumption that subjects who respond less

readily are similar to non-respondents. Armstrong and Overton (op. cit.) discussed

three wap in which extrapolation can be done. These are: the time trendg the

concurrent waves metho4 and the successive waves method.

Notwithstanding a very pleasing response rate achieved in this study (see section

4.7.1), tests for non-response bias were carried out to see if such a problem did exist in

the data A comparison between early and late responses was made to assess a non-

response bias since it is the most cornmonly used method for the purpose. In lending

support for this approach, Armstrong and Overton (op. cit. p.397) wrote:

The moct oonrmon type of eErapolation is carried over succa,rsr'rry waus of a
questionnaire. '\ilaye' refers to thc responso generated by a stimulus, e.g, a follow-up
postcard. Persons who respond in later waveE are assumed to bave respondcd because

of tbe increased stimulus and are upectsd to bc simllar to non-rcslnndentc (italics as

in origin4 other emphasis mins).

This method is popular because it is simple, inexpensive, does not require additional

data and examines variables that are linked to the research (EUis et al. 1970 p. 10a),

In spite of its popularity, it would perhaps be tair to note that some researchers are

very critical of using this method.2l

Tests for non-response bias were carried out in two ways. In the fust overall tests

sdrninistered to all respondents in the sample taken as one group. The time in which

the questionnaires was received (wave) was used as a criterion tested against:

2I See for erample Fllir st d. (op. cit).
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(1) size of the firm Ooth by total sale.s and number of employees)

(2) tyry of product produced (consumer versus industrial product)

(3) type of operation (exporters versus non-exporters)

Using the second approach, a similar series of tests was conducted except that

exporters and non+xporters were treated separuely. In all, a total of ten Chi+quare

tests were conducted. Save for one case, the results showed that there was no non-

respoDse bias in the data set. A slight non-response bias was found between exporters

and non-exporters generally. Presumably, the bias was detected because of a

relatively low interest among non-exporting firms to participate in a study which

appeared to be export centred. The bias however was in some way expected and did

not seem to be a major problem because the sampling frame was drawn in such a

manner that exporters were more represented than the non-exporters. Full details of

the results are presented in Appendix D.

4.9.0 Data Analysis Techniques

There is disagreement among researchers on the issue of matching the level of

measurement with appropriate statistical techniques. A more orthodox view is to

employ parametric statistics on data which are strictly interval in nature. Data which

lack the properties of an intervd scale are normally subjected to relatively less

powerful statistical techniques. This traditional view has been challenged and has

thereby raised an intellectual debate among social science researchers. Iabovitz

(1967 p. 151), for example, believed that
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. . . certain assumptions of both descriptive and inferencc statistics cen be violated
without unduly altering the conclusions; and strict adherence to measurement scales

may lead to an extensive waste of information.

The author had demonstrated that parametric statistical techniques are robust to the

distinctions between ordinal and interval scales and that some tests of significance

such as the t-test, the F distribution of analysis of variance, the sign test, Wilcoxon's

test and a few others are insensitive to the differences in the level of measurement

used (1970). Admitting that some small error may emerge as a result of treating

ordinal variables as interval,I-abovitz (ibid p.523) noted that this is offset by

. . . (1) the use of more powerful, sensitive, better developed and interpretable staGtics
with known sampling error, A) the retention of more knowledge about the
characteristics of the data, and (3) greater versatility in statistical manipulation, e.g,
partial and multiple regression" analysis of variance and covariance, and most pictorial
presentations.

Labovitz however cautioned that if two or more assumptions underlying the use of

parametric statistics are violated, then there would be no justification for employing

such techniques on ordinal data.

Another protagonist of the treatment of ordinal data (e.g., Likert scale type of data)

as if they were interval data is Nunnally. In his widely cited text, Nunnally (1978 p. 17)

observed:

The author strongly believes that it is permissible to treat most of the measurement
methods in psychologl and other behavioural sciences xs tesding to hterval scales (and
in some instanceg ratio scales). Whereas the logic of determining measurement scales

io *y area of science is a highly controversial matter and logically very involvd it will
be argued that usually no harm is done in most studies in behavioural sciences by
employing methods of mathematical and statistical analysis which take intenrals
seriouslv.
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Albaum, Best and Hawkins (1977 p.25) are also sympathetic to the unorthodox view.

The authors noted that

For the applied researcher to treat semantic scale data as ordinal data is unnecessarily

cautious. One might argue that this is the most 'conservative' approach as it requires

the fewest 65sumptions concerning the data. However, the goal of the applied

researcher is to make the best decision possible. If, as this study indicateg scales

derived from semantic scale data are interval in nature, the information lost by treating

them as ordinal nay frequently lead to a poorer understanding of tbe measured

attribute or characteristig resulting in non-optimal decisions being made.

Although the common practice in behavioural sciences has been to treat ordinal data

as attaining interval level of measurement (i.e,, departing from the orthodox view),

Martilla and Garvey (1975) consider this practice as one of the four sins of marketing

research. Henkel (1975) too is opposed to this practice. Responding to Labovitz (op.

cit.) Henkel (op. cit.p.24) argued that

The arguments advanced for the treatment of ordinal and quasi-intenal data as though

they were interval are uncompelling. The argument that tests of sipificance are

unaffected, though correct, is irrelevant; the arguments relative to interpretability'
information retention, and the like are empty sf msaning and consequently

uninformative.

In conclusion, however, the author noted:

. . . the intent is not to argue that ordinal and quasi-interv"al data cannot under any

circumstances be treated ss fts,rgh they were interval data. It is quite po.ssible that

there are many circumstances in which such a relaxation of level of measurement

assumptions may be eminently reasonable.

Morris (1968), Champion (1968), Mayer (1970) and Wilson (1971) too are critical of

treating ordinal data as interval. While scholars such as Champion (op. cit.) and

Wilson (op. cit.) feel strongly against using parametric statistics on ordinal data,

others, though critical, seem to accept treating ordinal data as interval if the particular
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technique berng used is robust with respect to distributional assumptions (Mayer op.

cit. p.917).

In summary: detailed explanation has been glven of the views of some scholars on the

appropriateness of using parametric statistics on data which strictly speaking do not

have interval properties. We have also noted the reservations which some scholars

have on using parametric statistics on non-interval data. Given the weight of evidence

in the literature, it would seem, on balance, that the popular view in the discipline is

that Likert scale data have properties of an interval scale and can appropriately be

used for parametric statistics. This is even more possible when the dependent

variable (as is the case in this study) is normally distributed (see Chapter 5, section

s.5.0).

4.10.0 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has outlined in considerable detail the methodology employed in this

study. Specifically, a five-year time frame was used because such data is convenient

for the respondents. More importantlS a five-year time frame was preferred because

the data is more relevant to the current New Zealand's economic conditions. Mailed

questionnaires were used to collect the data and, after making two follow-ups, a 47.6

percent net response rate was obtained. Tests for non-response bias were conducted

and generally the results showed that non-response bias was not a problem.

In the final section, different viewpoints on the use of statistical techniques were

presented. Some scholars supported the idea of using parametric statistics on ordinal

data such as Likert scale type of data while others had opposing views. On balance, it
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CHAPTER 5

BTIILDING MEASI]REMENT SCALES

5.0.0 Introduction

In Chapters 1 and 2 it was shown in some detail that there has been a paucity in the

literature of studies that have examined the relationship between marketing

orientation and organization performance, be it in domestic market or export

operations. What is even more disturbing is that, to date, there has not been any

serious attempt to develop a measure of marketing orientation that can be

generalized in some meaningful way.

It was proposed in Chapter 3 that the model of marketing orientation and export

performance has three major components. These are: (1) marketing orientation" (2)

export performance and (3) control variables. In the light of this background, the

objective of this chapter is threefold: firstly to build scales for measuring the two

dominant constructs (export performance and marketing orientation) as well as the

control variables; secondly to test the validity and reliability of these scales; and

finally, to explore the nature of the distribution of the dependent variable so as to

determine its suitability for use in parametric analyses.
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5. 1.0 Measuring Marketing Orientation

The marketing orientation of the firm was broadly measured at two levels: at the

adoption and at the implementation of the marketing concept. A total of 38 items (14

measuring adoption and Vl measuring implementation of the marketing concept)

were developed for measuring the two constructs. These items constituted the

domain of the marketing orientation construct. In subsequent sections the items are

tested for their suitability (unidimensionality and reliability) for being the final

measures of marketing orientation Meantime these preliminary mea$ues are

summarized in figures 5.1 and 5.2 below:
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customerfos$

frequency of rtse of customers as a sour@ of new product ideas

frequency of use of customers to evaluate new product ideas

whether or not the firm has criteria for measuring customer satisfaction

number of days training given to marketing staff

frequency of marketing-related training given to o6a 63*sting staff

frequency at which the firm develops different products for different market segments

evaluation systems

using customer satisfaction as a criterion in evaluating the performance of marketing

department

using profits on market(s) as a criterion in evaluating the performance of marketing department

using profis on product(s) as a criterion in evaluating the performance of marketing

department

monitoingprcfitability

frequency at which the firm conducts profitability anal'6is by products

frequency at which the firm conducts profitability analysis by markets

frequency at which the firm conducts profrtability analysis by key customers

number of years in which the firm can tolerate short-term losses in the hope of achieving

satisfactory returns in the long term

the magnitude of the loss (as a p,ercentage of total sales) the firm can tolerate in the

hope of achieving satisfactory returns in the long run

Chapter 5: Building Measwement Scales

Figurc 5.1 Prrliminary Measurcs of Adoptlon of the Marketlng Concept
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organimtional structurc

whether or not the chief marketing e:recutive is a member of board of direcfors

whether or not the chief marketing executive is a member of new product plenning comnittee

whether or not the chief marketing executive is a member of executive committee

whether or not the chief marketing executive is a member of finance committee

an ofricer to whom the chief marketing executive reports

exfient of responsibility marketing department has toward product planning and developnent

e$ent of responsibility marketing department has toward packaging

extent of rasponsibility marketing department has toward priong

extent of responsibility marketing department has toward credit extension

extent of responsibility marketing department has toward advertising

extent of responsibility marketing dopartment has toward personal selling

e)Cent of responsibility marketing department has toward dealer selection

e)dent of responsibility marketing department has toward transportation

extent of responsibility marketing department has toward inventory control

extent of responsibility marketing department has toward quality control

title of the respondent (chief marketing executive)

integmtion

frequency at which the marketing department shares information with production department

frequency at which the marketing department shares information with R&D department

frequency at which the marketing department shares information with finance dopartment

frequency at which the narketing department shares information with sales department

frequency at which the marketing department makes joint decisions with production department

frequency at which the marketing department makes joint decisions with R&D department

frequency at which the marketing department makes joint decisions with finance department

frequency at which the marketing department makes joint decisions with sales department

Flgure 52 Prcliminary Measurcs of Implementation

of the Marketing ConcePt
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The items presented in figures 5.1 and 5.2 above have a strong foundation in both

normative and empirical studies reported in the marketing literature. The constructs

were carefully selected so as to include the three main tenets of the marketing

concept" namely: (1) customer focus, (2) integration and coordination within the

marketing department and across the organization and (3) long-term profit objective.

5.2.0 Test for Unidimensionality

Having identified the general pool of items to use for measuring the adoption of the

marketing concept the next task was to decide on which items to include and which to

drop from the scale. According to the domain sampling modell the primary source of

measurement error is inadequate sampling of the content of the domain of relevant

items. This can occur either by under- or over- sampling the domain of the construct.

In this study, the former problem was mitigated by an extensive search of pertinent

literature on the subject. In the case of the latter problern, tests for unidimensionality

and reliability were conducted and it is believed that these tests were helpful in

minimizing the problem. However, before such tests were conducted, a decision was

made to eliminate from the scale items that had missing values of more than 10

percent - a limit which has been widely used in behavioural science literature. The

decision to discard some of the items from the scale is always a difficult one since it

involves a trade-off between the scale's reliability (by using a relatively large number

of items for a given scale) vis-a-vis statistical purity (by using only those items which

have been adequately responded to).

1 Nunnally (1978 Chapter 6).
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Alternative options for treating the missing values are available in the literature.

However, because of the centrality of the constructs to this study, all the alternative

options were found unsuitable. Some of these options are: substituting the missing

data with a mean response for the item in question, assigning the value which is

assumed the respondent would have used if the question was answered, and assigning

the missing responses to a'don't know'or'not applicable'category.

The decision to drop items with a relatively high internal non-response resulted in

nine items being dropped from further analysis. I believe that the high internal non-

response was partly caused by a relatively high number of small and medium-sized

firms in the sample.2 To such firms, some of the questions may have appeared to be

not applicable to them because of the size of their operations.r It was therefore

decided to drop these items because the advantages that would have been obtained

from their inclusion would have been outrveighed by the possible 'noise' they would

have introduced into the data. The items are presented in Appendix E figure E-1.

5 .2.1 Unidimensionality

A unidimensional scale is the one in which each item in the scale measures the same

underlying construct. A researcher would normally check to see if the response to a

particular item follows the general pattern of responses to other items. An itemwhich

does not follow the general pattern is dropped from the scale on the grounds that the

item is measuring something different from the other items.

32.5 percent small firms and 50.4 percent medium-sized firms using total sales as a measure of size.

Indeed a univariate separate analpis done by size did confirm this suspicion.

a

3
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This study employed five different scales to capture different dimensions of the

marketing concept. The scales were:

(1) customer focus

(2) evaluation systems4

(3) monitoring profitability

(4) integration

(5) organizational structure

Item-to-scale correlation co-efficients were calculated for items in each of the five

scales so as to identify items which did not belong to the marketing orientation scale.

The results showed that four items had remarkably low item-to-total correlation co-

efficients, suggesting that they do not properly fit into the marketing orientation scale.

These items were eventually dropped from the final scale.s

After testing for unidimensionality, the following 22 (out of the original 38) items

were taken as the final measures of marketing orientation:

This scale was later dropped as it had a very low reliability co.efricient alpha. The scale had three
items. These were: (i) using customer satisfaction as a criterion in evaluating the performance of
marketing department, (ii) usiog profits on market(s) as a citerion in evaluating the performance of
narketi"g department, and (iir) using profits on product(s) as a criterion in evaluating the
performance of the marketing department.

The items are presented in Appendix E figure E-2.
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r Customer Focus Scale

t) use of customers as a source of ideas
ii) use of customers to evaluate new ideas
iii) measuring customer satisfaction
iu) developing products for different segments

2 Profrt Monitor Scale

I profitability analpis by products
vi) profitability analysis by markets
vii) profitability analysis by key customers

3 Integration Scale

viii) sharing information with production department
ix) sharing information with finance department

4 sharing information with sales department
xi) joint decisions with production department
xii) joint decisions with finance deparhnent
xiii) joint decisions with sales department

+ Organization Structure Scale

xiv) the extent of responsibility of marketing department over product planning and development
xv) the e*ent of responsibility of marketing department over packaging
xvi) the ertent of responsibility of marketing department over pricing
xvii) the extent of responsibility of marketing department over credit efrension
xviii) the efrent of responsibility of marketing department over advertising
xix) the e*ent of responsibility of marketing department over personal se[ing
nt) the effent of responsibility of marketing department ovsr 6ansportation
rxi) the etrent of responsibility of marketing department over inventory control
nii) the efient of responsibility of marketing department over quality control

Figure 5.3 Final Measures of Marketing Orientation
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5.3.0 Measuring Export Performance

The procedures employed for measuring marketing orientation were also used for

measuring the export performance of the firm. As with marketing orientation, the

export performance measure was divided into trvo parts, namely the objective

measures and the judgemental measures as described below:

5.3.L Obj ective M easures

For the purposes of this study, trvo objective measures of export performance were

used. These were the export intensity and the absolute export sales index.6 Presented

below is the set of objective measures employed in this research:

Figure 5.4 Preliminary Objective Measures of Export Performance

6 The formula for computing this index is given in section 3.2.l,page 64, footnote 4.

export intensity 1985
export intensity 1986
export intensity 1987
export intensity 1988
export intensity 1989
absolute export sales index 1984
absolute expoft sales index 1985
absolute export sales index 1986
absolute r*bo.t sales index 1987
absolute export sales index 1988
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After conducting the necessary reliability tests, all the above items were found to be

quite reliable, hence none of them was dropped from the final export performance

scale. The results of these tests are presented later in the chapter.

5.3.2 ludgement al Meaures

Initially a total of 15 items was identified to provide a preliminary judgemental

measure of export performance. The items are summarized in the figure below:

export market share

export profitability

market diversification

creation of employment

customer satisfaction

overall export performance - five years ago

overall export performance - current year

overall export performance - from 1990 to 1993

peer evaluation

export award

Figure 5.5 Preliminary Judgemental Measures of Erport Performance
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Information on the first five items was sought in nvo stages. In the first stage,

respondents were asked to rate the importance their firms placed on the listed items.

The second stage was a follow up question for each item; the respondents were asked

to evaluate their respective firm's performance.

After conducting prelimipary univariate analysis and performing unidimensionality

and reliability tests, three items were dropped from the scale either because of their

relatively high missing values or because they did not perform well in the reliability

tests. The items are:

i) creation of employment

ii) overall export performance for three years from 1990

iii) export award between 1985-1990

Since the sample had relatively many small and medium-sized firms, the poor

performance shown by some of the items (and their subsequent deletion) did not

come as a surprise. For example, owing to the size of their firms, it is likely that most

respondents felt that creation of employment was not an important factor in

evaluating their perforrnance, and hence may not have seen any need to respond to

that question. The second scale item (of overall export performance of the

respondents three years from 1990) did not perform well in the reliability test. A

possible explanation for this outcome is that over the last few years there have been

numerous changes in the business environment in New Zealand - so much so that it

has become difficult for businesses to foresee the future. The last item, on export

award, was dropped because most of the firms in the sample had never won an export

award before. There were therefore not enough firms in this category to justif any
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meaningful statisticat analysis. Presented below is the finalhst of measures of export

performance:

Figure 5.6 Final Measures of Export Perfomance

Objective Measures

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

Export Interuity

exDort intensiW 1985
exbort intensiw 1986
er.ilort intensiW f987
exbort intensiw t988
exfort intensity 1989

Absolute Export Sales Indq

vi) absolute export sales index 1984
vii) absolute export sales index 1985
viiil absolute exiort sales index 1986
ix)' absolute exbort sales index 1987
x) absolute exirort sales index 1988

Judgemental Measures

export market share
exbort profitabiliw
market diversificdtion
customer satisfaction
overall expoft performance - five years ago
overall export performance - current year
peer evaluation

xiii)
xiv)
xv)
x"\d)
)vii)
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5.4.0 Measuring Contnol Variables

The literature review presented in Chapter 2 resulted in a total of 39 itemsT which

have previousty been linked with export performance. The results of the bivariate

analysis showed that out of the 39 items only 24 are signifrcantly related to export

performance at 0.05 or better. At this stage of analpis, the24 items were treated as

tentative control variables. These are:

'l Here, the words'items' and \nriables'are used interciangeably.
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Finns' Differential Advantages

ocport experience

Marketing Strategr and Market Conditions

product adaptation
product quality
producl uniqueness
use of off-shore subsidiary
quote in buyer's cturency
quote in third party crxrency
hedgng
phpical demonstrations
tra ining customer employees
after sales maintenance
export initiation
number of countries served

ttit

taa
ll

t'|
tttl
t**
tt't
Itrl*
*t*t
tff'l
t
*lrtt

Management Attitude and Commitment

language skills
attitude towards profits
visiting foreign markets
e:cport unit
R&D spending
people involved in e:rporting

Irl
It**
*+rt+
**l
atlf
t*tt

Managerst Personal Traits

export experience ***:t

Government Support

importance of NZ Embassies
removing incentives: effects on promotion
removing incentives: effects on quality of export products
removing incentives: effects on customer visits

fi

tt*

*
tt

Figure 5.7 Tentative Control Variables

sipificantlevels: .p > 0.05 r*p > 0.01 e*rp > 0.fi)1 r**'p > 0.0001
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The above 24 items were selected as possible control variables in the further

examination of the relationship between export performance and marketing

orientation. Several measures however, were taken to refine the scales. An

examination of the scale showed one item was left under each of nFirms'Differential

Advantages' (i.e., the number of years the firm has been in the export business) and

'Managers' Personal Traits' (i.e., the number of years the respondent manager has

been involved in exporting). It was therefore decided to regroup them along with

other items in the 'Management Attitude and Commitment' Scale. It is opined that

the number of years the firm has been in the export business can be regarded as part

of management's commitment to exporting.

In a slightly different vein, firms employing managers with long experience in

exporting can be said to be committed to export business. This provides the

justification for treating the number of years the respondent manager has been

involved in exporting as an indication of a firm's commitment to exporting. The

decision to regroup the two items resulted in three final control scales.

In the end two items were dropped from the final scale of measures of control

variables because of their remarkably low item-to-scale correlations. These items and

their respective correlations (in parentheses) are: using the currency of the third party

as part of the currency strategy (0.043) and the importance of New Zealarrd Embassy

staff abroad (0.038). Presented below is a visual representation of the finol control

variables:
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t)
ii)
iii)
to
I
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
*)
xi)

Marketing Strategt and Market Conditions

product adaptation
product quality
product uniqueness
use of off-shore subsidiary
quote in buyer's currency
hedging
physrcal demonstrations
fiaining customer employees
after sales maintenance
e4port initiation
number of countries sened

Management Attitude and Commitment

xii) language skills
xiii) attitude towards profits
*iv) visiting foreip markets
w) export unit
:fli) R&D spending
)$ii) number of people involved in exporting
niii) firm's export e:rperience
xix) managers' export e:rperience

x)
xi)
xii)

Government Support

removing incentives: effects on promotion
removing incentives: effects on quality of export products

removing incentives: effects on customer visits

Flgure 5.E Final Measures of Contml Variables
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5.5.0 Testing for Reliability

The reliability of a measure refers to the extent to which the measurement process is

free from random errors. Reliability is a first step towards determining validity

because the former is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for the existence of the

latter. Retiability is divided into two categories, namely stability and equivalence

reliability.

Stability reliability involves obtaining the same or similar results for each unit

measured every time a measure is taken (Walizer and Wienir 1978). This requires the

use of the same indicators, same operational definitions and same data collection

procedures each time the measurement is taken.

In contras! equivalence reliability essentially involves obtaining the same s1 5imilar

results with different t'?es of measures taken at the same time. This involves using

the same constructs but applying one or more different indicators, operational

definitions and/or data collection procedures.

Social science literature has documented four methods of assessing a measute's

reliability. These are: (1) the test-retest, (2) equivalent-forms, (3) split-halves and (4)

internal consistency methods. The test-retest method assesses the stability of the

measures under investigation while the remaining three methods are concerned with

the internal consistency of the measures rather than their stability over a period of

time.

For the purposes of this study, Cronbach alpha was used to test the reliability of the

measures employed. There were two reasons for making this decision. The first was
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the drawbacks inherent in the other alternative methods. Take, for example, the test-

retest method. This technique can only be useful if, and only if, the investigator is

willing to assume that the variable under investigation has not changed in betrveen the

two tests - a very strong assumption indeed. Added to this is the problem that

experience in the first test will influence t}re responses in the second. In the case of

the split-half method, the major difficulty is that the correlation between halves will

depend largely on how the items were divided.

The second reason for using Cronbach alpha was because Nunnally (1978 p. 214) has

demonstrated that co-efficient alpha ". . . represents the expected correlation of one

test with an alternative form containing the same number of items". Novick and l-ewis

(1967 p. 10) have also demonstrated that co-efficient alpha has yet another properly in

that, when a sptit-half test is taken, co-efficient alpha is equal to the mean of split-half

reliabilities. Finally alpha co-efficient technique was preferred to the other

alternatives because it has been proven to be more robust (Nunnally op. cit. p. 230)8

and because the method has been widely reported in social science literature.

In a leading article on developing better measures of marketing constructs, Churchill

(1979 p.68) recommended the use of Cronbach alpha as a measure of reliabilitywhen

he wrote:

The recommended measure of the internal consistency of a set of items is provided by
co-efficient alpha which results directly from the assumptions of the domain sampling

model. . . . Co-effrcient alpha absolutety should be the first measure one calculates to
assess the quality of the instrument. It is pregnant with meaning because the sEtarc rcot
of co-efficient alpha lsthe estimated conelstion of the k-item test with enorless frue scones

(italics as in original).

8 Earlier the author stressed that co'efficient alpha n . . . is so pregnant with meaning that it should

routinely be applied to all new tests' (p. 214; emphasis mine).
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Table 5.1 belory srunmarizes the results of reliability tests for the tfuee mea$ues'

namely.the export performance, the marketing orientation, and the control variables

scales:e

TABLE 5.1

Reltabitity Test for Measures Used

Scale

Marl<eting Orientation

Customer Focns
Profrt Monitor
Inteeration
Orginization Structure

Cronbach Alpha
(standardizeil)

0.63
0.75
0.79
0.82

Export Performance

Obiective Measures
Judgemental Measures

ControlVaiables

Marketins Strateeies and Market Condition
Manageni'ent Attitude and Commitment
Government Support

0.80
0.77

0.61
0.57
0.60

9 For more details on these scales see Appcndix E.
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It is pteasing to note that most of the reliability co-efficient alphas for marketing

orientation, export performance and control variables are above acceptable levels.lo

The results presented here therefore suggest that the scales developed in this study

are internally consistent, hence highly retable. Similarly, most of item-to-total

correlations were either well above the norm (0.3) or close to it.ll There were,

however, a few cases in which the item-to-total correlations were somewhat low.

Nonetheless, the items in question were retained in the scale, partly because of their

content validity and, more importantly, their inclusion did not adversely affect the

reliability of the scale. A separately conducted test, excluding these items, showed

that their exclusion did not markedly improve the reliability of the scale.

5.6.0 Testing for Validity

The validity of a measure refers to the extent to which the measurement instrument is

free from both systematic and random erors. A measure is said to be valid if it

measures what it is supposed to measure. To the extent that a measure is valid it is

also reliable since reliability is a necessary but not sufficient condition for validity.

Theoretically, valid measures represent an optimum level of capturing a construct.

Normally such measures would not underidentiff the construct by omitting its unique

characteristics, nor would they contain surplus characteristics that might contaminate

the construct (Peter and Churchill 1986). Validity is broadly divided into three main

In an excellent meta analysis of published marketing studies that have examined reliability aud
validity issues, Peter and Churchill (1935 p. 7) reported an average reliability value of 0.75. Noting
that the reliability value was reasonably high, the authors reported that 23 measures had reliability
values below 0.6.

See Appendix E.LL
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groups, namely content, construct and predictive validity. Each of these are discussed

below.

5.6.1 Content VaMity

Content or face validity is a subjective evaluation by 'experts' to determine if the

measurement appears to be measuring what it is intended to measure. According to

Nunnally (op. cit. p. 92), content validity is by and large determined by subjective

evaluations on the adequacy and the manner in which the domain of the construct was

sampled. The author writes:

If it is agreed by most potential users of the test, or at least by persons in positions of
responsibility, that if the plan was sound and well carried out, the test has a high degree

of content validity.

In this study, it is believed that the instrument employed achieved a high degfee of

content validity because all the constructs were drawn from their respective well-

known literature bases and were measured in a multidimensional way. Furthennore'

senior members of staff as well as marketing practitioners were consulted at the time

of developing the instrument.

5.6.2 Construct Validity

Construct validity lies at the very heart of scientific process. It involves determining

what the instrument is in fact measuring. Construct validity is divided into three

categories.
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The first is convergenr validity. This is determined by the extent to which the measure

correlates highly with other techniques designed to measure the same consfud. Put

another way, a measure is said to have attained a convergent validity if it does not

contradict knorpn theories about the construct. Several researchers,l2 however, have

indicated that the logic of convergent vatidity is tautological. As Churchill et al. (L974

p.259) succinctly put it:

There ig however, a logical fallacy i1 daiming that a measure is valid if it relates to
other constructs in hlpothesized ways. To determine construct vdidity, a measure must

fit a theory about the construct; but to use this as evidence, it is necessary to assume that

the theory is true.

Establishing the existence of convergent validity was particularly difficult in this study

because, as explained in Chapter 1, the theory of marketing concept is, at best, based

on the conventional wisdom that there is a positive relationship between the adoption

and implementation of the marketing concept and organization performance. The

theory itself has not been substantially tested to see if indeed such is the case. In the

absence of known 'acceptable standards' for testing the existence of convergent

validity, factor analysis wils conducted on a1122 items on the marketing orientation

scale. Under the circumstances, this is an acceptable approach to assessing

convergent validity. Since the items in the scale were selected to reflect different

aspects of marketing orientation (i.e., customer focus, profit monitor, integration and

organization structure for implementation of the marketing concept), it was expected

that factors representing each of these variants would emerge.l3 The results of the

See, for example, Nunnally (op. cit. p. 104).

Allison (19'18 p. 568) used a similar approach.

t2

1:}
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factor analysisla demonstrate that the marketing orientation scale has reached an

acceptable level of convergent validity.

A further test of convergent validity was conducted by observing the magnitude of

reliability co-effrcient alpha when the scores of the four scales are combined into one

marketing orientation scale (Narver and Slater 1990). The results in Appendix E

table E-4 show that the Cronbach alpha for marketing orientation scale is 0.82. This

provides further support that the measures of marketing orientation used in this study

have attained an acceptable level of convergent validity.

In their meta analysis of studies that have investigated validity and reliability, Peter

and Churchill (op. cit. p. 8) reported an average construct validity of 0.57. However,

owing to methodological differences between the cited and this study, it is not possible

to make a direct comparison between the two findings.

The second category of construct validity is disciminant- Discriminant validity is

indicated by . . . . predictably low correlations between the measure of interest and

other measures that are supposedly not measuring the same variable or concept"

(Heeler and Ray 1972 p.362). In a nutshell, a measure is said to have achieved a

desired level of discriminant validity if it does not correlate very highly with another

measure from which it should differ. Peter and Churchill (op. cit.) have reported an

average discriminant validity of 0.22.

In this study, discriminant validity was measured by examining the relationship

between Marketing Orientation Score (MOS) and the question that sought to know

L4 See Chapter 6 section 6.1.2, especially table 6.2.
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whether or not respondents used overall market share as a criterion in evaluating the

performance of the marketing department.f This question was intended to measure

something not necessarily related to the adoption and implementation of the

marketing concept, because in theory one would expect all firms (regardless of their

marketing orientation) to at least use overall market share to gauge the performance

of their marketing departments. Hence there is no particular reason to expect a

significantly high correlation between MOS and using overall market share as a

criterion for evaluating marketing departments. The results in table 5.2 below show

that the measure of marketing orientation is capable of discriminating itself from

measures that are not related to it. An interesting point to note is that although,

generally speaking all the correlations reported in this section (section 5.4) are loq

the correlation co-effrcient in the table below is not only especially low but is also

insignificant even at 0.1 level.

15 Wrenn (1939 pp. 105-106) used a similar approach. However, in Wrenn's study, discrimina"t
vdidity was tested by correlating mil'l6sting orientation scores with direct marketing expenditure
such as sales force and marketing research expenses.
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TABLE 5.2

Discriminant Validity Test: Relationship Between MOS and

Overall Market Share as a Perfonnance Measure

Cotutruct Sample Mean Std Da,.

MOS 356 -0.001 0.458

Use of Overall Market Share 348 0.658 0.475

r = 0.071

P = 0.19

The final category isnomological validity. This is referred to as

. . an observed relationship between measures purported to assess different (but
conceptually related) constructs. In generaf if two constructs (Cr and C2) are
conceptually relatd evidence that purported measures of each (Mr and M2) are related
is usually accepted as empirical support for the conceptual relationship (Peter 1981 p.

r}7-138).

The mean correlation co-efficient for variables which were subjected to nomological

validity tests as reported by Peter and Churchill (op. cit. p. 8) is 0.29. In this study, the

presence of nomological validity was probed by examining the relationship between

the four composites of marketing orientation.l6 The four composites are believed to

measure different aspects of conceptually related constructs. The results of this test

are summarized in table 5.3a below:

L6 Wrenn (op. cit. p. 104) used a similar approach.
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TABLE 5.3a

Nomological Validity Test: Relationship Between Difterent

Composites of Marketing Orientation

Customer Moitoring Integration Organizanon
Focus Performanc€ Structuc

Customer Fosus

r =.38
MonitoringPerformance p = 0.0001

n=356

t=26 t=21
Integration P=0.0001 P=0.m01

a=356 n=356

r=.18 r=0.1 r=B
OrganizationStructure p = 0.00(B P = 0.08 P = 0.0001

n=352 n=352 n=352

To continue the test for nomological vdidity, an examination was made of the

relationship between the measures of adoption of the marketing concept and those of

the implementatiou of the concept. The results are presented in table 5.3b.
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TABLE 5.3b

Nomological Validity Test: Relationship Between the Adoption

and Implementation of the Marketing Concept

Corctruct Sarnple Mean Std Dat

Adoption 356 -0.005 0.623

Implementation 356 0.00006 0.531

r = 0.26

P = 0.0001

Although many of the correlation co-efficients reported in tables 53a and 5.3b are

somewhat below the average reported by Peter and Churchill above, the fact that all

the co-efficients are in the expected direction, and highly significant, is important.

At this juncture it is perhaps worth observing that Peter and Churchill (op. cit. pp.2-3)

have noted that social science theories lack specificity about the hlpothesized

magnitude of relationships betrveen constructs. For this reason, the authors cautioned

that there is no such a thing as the 'true' correlation between construct valid measures.

They continued:

And even if there were such a thing as the 'true' correlation between construct-valid
measures there is no reason to believe it should be large. Rather, most if not all of
these correlations could be expected to be small given the many factors likely to affect
any social science phenomenon. Thus, if we infer that a measure has a high degree of
construct validity after examining all of the evidence, we should have greater confidence
in the relationships found between it and other valid measures regordless of iheir size. lf.
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the theory proposes only a positive directional relationship and the measures of the
constructs are judged to have a high degree of construct validity, a correlation of 0.2
should nof be viewed as inadequate solely because it is not large. Stated difrerently, it is
the theory and the pr(xess of generating the results that are critical in evaluating
conshuct validity and not simply the mapitude of the enpirical indicators (p. 3;
emphasis mine).

The results in tables 5.3a and 53b provide some support that the measures used in

this research have attained an acceptable level of nomological validity.

5.6.3 Predictive Validity

Predictive or concurrent validity shows the extent to which particular measures predict

other 'criterion' measures. It involves correlating scores on the predictor test with

scores of the criterion variable.

It was stated in Chapter 1 that one of the objectives of this study is to find if there

exists a relationship betrveen export performance and the degree of marketing

orientation. Conventional wisdom suggests that the two are related. In this study,

predictive validity was examined by using the degree of marketing orientation to

predict export performance of the firm.l7 The results of the test are presented in the

table below. Although the correlation co-efficient is low, the fact that the relationship

is positive and also highly significant demonstrates that the degree of marketing

orientation of the firm can be used as a valid predictor of export performance.

t7 At least one researcher has used a similar approach. See Wrenn (op. cit. p. 108).
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TABLE 5.4

Predictive Validity Test: Relationship Between MOS and EPS

Measure Sarnple Mean Std Da,.

Marketing Orientation Score (MOS) 265 -0.003 0.445

Export Performance Score (EPS) 265 -0.012 0.505

r = 0.20

P = 0.0009

This section concludes with the pattern of validity measures suggested by Peter and

Churchill (op. cit. p.7). After conducting a meta analysis of publish"6 -ryl6eting

research on measure validation, the authors proposed (and eventually found) the

following pattern:

Reliability values should be largest because they present the correlation of measures

with themselves.

Convergent validity values should be second largest because they represent the
correlation between two different measures purported to measure the same

construct.

Nomological validity values should be third largest because they present the correlation
between different, conceptually related construct.

Discriminant validity values should bo the smallest because they present

the relationship between theoretically unrelated constructs.

It would seem that the results presented in this chapter (see tables 5.1 to 5.4) are

consistent with the above pattern.
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5.7.0 Dependent Variable Scale Distribution

It was noted in Chapter 4 (section 4.9.0) that the more popular view in behavioural

science literature is to treat ordinal scales (such as the Ukert scale) as interval scales

and use appropriate parametric statistics for the data at hand. It was also noted in the

same section that some scholars do not agree with this seemingly popular view,

especially if too many assumptions underlying parametric statistict are violated. At

least one scholar has noted that ordinat data can be treated as interval data if the

parametric technique being used is robust with respect to distributional assumptions

(Mayer 1970 p.9I7). For this reason, an examination was made of the nature of the

dependent variable's distribution, before the formal testing of the hypothesis.

The Shapiro-Wilk statistic,'W, was computed to test the null hypothesis that the data

come from a normal distribution. The 'W' statistic can take any value greater than

zero and up to one. The higher the value of 'W' the more normally distributed the

data are. The results of the'W' statistics and other surnmary measures of distribution

are presented in table 5.5.
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TABLE 5.5

Test of Normatity for Dependent Variable Distribution (EPS)

Mean -0.01

Standard Deviation 0.50

Skewness 0.35

Kurtosis 0.35

Prob < W 0.80

N 265

Clearly, the results presented in the table above provide support to the claim that the

export performance (dependent) variable has attained an acceptable level of normal

distribution. Accordingly, it would appear from these results that the dependent

variable can appropriately be used in parametric analyses.

5.8.0 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter meimrues have been developed for the three main constnrcts:

marketing orientation, export performance and the control variables. The measures

were then subjected to reliability and validity tests. The results indicated that the

measures are quite reliable and have attained an acceptable level of validity. Finally,

the nature of the distribution of dependent variable was explored and the results

suggested that the dependent variable is normally distributed, and hence appropriate

for use in parametric analyses.
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RESEARCH FINDINGS

6.0.0 Introduction

This chapter reports the main findings of this study. The discussion examines the

relationship between export performance and marketing orientation in three stages.

The first is the bivariate analysis which explores the overall relationship that might

exist between the two constructs. In the second stage, a multiple regression technique

is employed in order to find out which aspect(s) of marketing orientation is (are)

related to export performance without controlling for control variable effects. This

analysis is preceded by a factor analysis of variables measuring marketing orientation

so as to explore the underlying dimensions of the construct. Four factors are extracted

and the scores are used as inputs into the regression model.

At the third stage of analysis, the relationship benveen export performance and

marketing orientation is re-examined after 'partialling out' the effects of intewening

variables. This step however, is preceded by a bivariate analysis between export

performance and some 39 independent variables. The object of this analysis is to

identiff and select for further analysis only those control variables that exhibit a

significantt positive relationship with export performance. At every stage, the insights

gained from the results are discussed. These in turn serve as a basis for the

conclusions that are drawn in the last chapter (Chapter 8).

1 Significant at 0.05 or better.
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The chapter ends by exploring the existence of multicollinearity among the predictor

variables.

6.1.0 Testing the Hypothesis

To recapitulate, the central hlpothesis to be tested is:

Ho there exists a positive relationship between the adoption and implementation of

the marketing concept and the export perfornance in New Zealanrd

manufacturing industry

H" there is no relationship between the adoption and implementation of the

marketing concept and the export performance in New Zealand manufacturing

industry.

6.1.1 C oneluion Analy sis

In order to test the above hlpothesis, correlation co-efficients were computed relating

Export Performance Scores (EPS) with Marketing Orientation Score (MOS).2 The

2 EPS and MOS was computed by the formula below:

EPS or MOS = f i"d* ]
^fJ=-F-

where S reqronse to question i
Xqi mean response of quastion i
sqt standard deviation of question i
k number of items answered.
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Pearson correlation co-efficient of export performance and marketing orientation was

0.2 and was significant at 0.0009. Its non-parametric equivalent, i.e., the Spearman

correlation, was 0.21 and was significant at 0.0005.

It would appear from these results that the degree of marketing orientation is

positively related to export performance. Although the relationship is not very strong,

its direction and the level of significance provide statistical support for the null

hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between export performance and

marketing orientation.

6.'1..2 F actor Analysis

Having established the existence of a positive relationship between export

performance and marketing orientation generally, a further inquiry was made to

identify which specific aspect(s) of marketing orientation best explained the

relationship with export performance. To further explore the underlying dimensions

of the relationship betrveen marketing orientation and e4port performance, factor

analysis of.22 independent variables3 was conducted measuring the extent of adoption

and implementation of the marketing concept.

Factor analysis was employed so as to determine some patterns that might exist in the

data, in particular to establish whether the underlying dimensions proposed in the

research model might be supported. Another useful property of factor analysis is that

the technique transforms the data into components which are orthogonal to one

3 See Chapter 5, figure 5.3.
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another for further use as independent variables in the multiple regression modela

This latter aspect of factor analpis is crucial because it prevents multicollinearity

problems that might emerge if independentvariables are highly correlated.

It was proposed in Chapter 5 that the degree of the firm's marketing orientation can

be captured by four constructs. For this reason, a decision was made to run the factor

analysis procedure and force a four factor structure. The results are presented in

table 6.1.

4 See Kinnear and Taylor (1987pp. n7-528).
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TABLE 6.1

General Factor Analpls Resultss

Perceptual Measure I

i) use of customers as a souroe of ideas 0.11

ii) use of customers to evaluate new ideas 0.06

iii) measuring customer satisfaction -0.08

rg developing products for different segments -0.(X

v) profitability analpis by products 0.002

vi) profitability analysis by markets 0.1i}

vii) profitability analpis by key customers 0.02

viii) sharing information with production department 0.n

ix) sharing information with finance department 0.08

x) sharing information with sales department -0.m2

xi) joint decisionswith production department 0.m

xii) joint decisions with finance department O.l2

xiii) joint decisions with sales department 0.08

xiv) responsibility for product planning and development 054

xv) responsibility for packagr"g 057

,ryi) responsibility for pricing 0.71

xvii) responsibility for credit extension 0.70

rviii) responsibility for advertising 0.42

xix) responsibility for personal selling 0,'18

)od) responsibility for inventory control 0.73

)odi) responsibility for quality control 053

FACTORS

IImry

a.fi 0.m 0J3

o.Lz 0.25 0.73

0.04 057 0.v2

-0.04 0.40 054

0.fi2 0.73 0.10

0.13 0.66 0.23

0.13 0.70 0.16

0.73 0.m 0.09

0J9 0.09 -0.09

0.60 -0.19 0.36

0.69 0.15 0.07

0.64 0.25 {.16

052 0.(}3 0.31

4.A7 -0.l:} 0.15

0.17 -0.003 0.08

0.04 -0.08 0.14

0.r7 0.03 {.17

{.06 -0.08 0.32

0.25 -0.01 0.20

0.L7 0.11 0.001

0.04 0.07 -0.04

0.1L 0.19 -0.18

5 Varimax rotation.
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With the exception of one out of 22 items (i.e., measuring customer satisfaction) the

pattern which emerged from the factor analysis was consistent with the four

composites of marketing orientation proposed in Chapter 5. For this reason, the

initial names of the four composites were retained as factor labels except for a slight

modification on factor 3. This factor was renamed as monitoring performance instead

of monitoring profitability because the items included in this factor were not only

measuring profitability but also another aspect of firm performance, i.€, customer

satisfaction. The pattern and the factor labels are presented in table 62. Altogether

the four factors explained 52.7 percent of the variation in the 22 ongnalvariables.
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Factor Name

(Vo of Yaiancn Explai"ed)

TABLE6.2

Factor Analysls Results: Factor tabels

Perceptual Measure

Chapter 6: Research Findings

Inadings

L Organization Sntcture

(A.aVo)

responsibility for product planning and development

responsibility for packnging

responsibility for pricing

responsibility for credit e:rtension

responsibility for advertising

responsibility for personal selling

responsibility fs1 ransportation

responsibility for inventory control

responsibility for quality control

054

057

o.7L

0.70

0.42

0.$

0.72

0.73

053

2 Integration

(t2.oVo)

sharing information with production department 0.73

sharing information with finance department 0.79

sharing information with sales department 0.60

joint decisions with production department 0.69

joint decisions with finan66 department O,g

joint decisions with sales department 052

3 Monitoring Performance

(9.IVo)

profitability analysis by products

profrtability anal)'sis by markets

profitability analpis by key customers

measuring customer satisfaction

0'73

0.66

0.70

057

4 Customer Focus

(6.3Vo)

use of customers as a source of ideas

use of customers to evaluate new ideas

developing products for different segments

0J3

o:r3

054
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Before proceeding with the inquiry on the aspect(s) of marketing orientation that

explain the relationship with export performance, it is worth making some comments

on the insights gained from the factor analysis results. The results in tables 6.1and 6.2

above suggest that the internal structure of the measures of marketing orientation is

good. There are at least three reasors in support of this observation The first is that

it can be seen from table 6.2 that all but two6 factor loadings are above + /-0.5, a value

commonly used as the acceptable minimum in the literature (Noerager 1979).

The second is that it is quite evident from table 6.1 that test items within the swne

marketing orientation dimension tend to load reasonably well on the same factor.

Conversely, the third reason is that looking at table 6.2, therc is a very clear pattern

for test items measuring tbe dffirenr dimensions of marketing orientation to load

reasonably well on different factors. The three reasons taken together lead to a

conclusion that the internal structure of the measures of marketing orientation is solid

and that all test items contributed to the assessment of the four dimensions of

marketing orientation. These findings suggest that marketing concept is a multi-facet

construct having four related dimensions.T This revelation has some important

managerial implications. This discussion is deferred to Chapter 8.

Even so, the two items have positive loadings of greater than 0.4.

These findings are in contrast with the frndings of trpo previous studies which concluded that
marketing concept is.a unidimensional construct (See Wrenn 1989 p. 133; Narver and Slater 1990 p.

2s).

6

7
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6.2.0 Multiple Regression Wthout Contnotr Variables

After identi$ing the factors to use as inputs into the regression model, Ordinary kast

Square (OI^S) multiple regression procedures were employed. Four factors

measuring different dimensions of marketing orientation were regressed against

Export Performance Score (EPS). The results of the regression model are presented

in table 6.3 below:

TABLE 6.3

Multiple Regnession Results of Overall Export Performance

and Marketing Orientation

Predictor Baa Tvalue Prcb > l7"l

Customer Focus 0.W7692 2.797 0.0057

Orgaaization Structure 0.062181 1.780 0.0766

Integration 0.057949 1.659 0.0987

Monitoring Performance 0.036519 1.045 0.297L

N = 2N) ModelRz = 0.07A7 df = d 195 F = j.7A9 Prcb > F = 0.0062
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Clearly the results in table 6.3 show that all but one of the measures of marketing

orientation have significantlys contributed to the explanation of the variation in export

performance. The F statistic for the full regression model is 3.709. With 4, 195

degrees of freedom, the F statistic is significant at p = 0.01.

6.2.1 Explained Variance

As expected, given the complexity of the phenomenon under investigation, the results

of multiple regression analysis are relatively weak in explanatory power (Rz = 7.lVo),

but they do indicate the existence of a positive relationship between export

performance and marketing orientation. The results are pleasing on two counts. The

first is that this research does not claim that the firm's expon performance is solely

determined by the degree of adoption and implementation of the marketing concept,

and it was never expected that would be the case. On the contrary it is acknowledged

t}lat export performance is a very complex construct and is determined by numerous

factors, some of which are by and large beyond a given firm's control.e The construct

is perhaps even more complex in a country such as New Zealand where, since the

floating of New Zealand dollar in March 1985 coupled with high interest rates,

exports from this country have become relatively uncompetitive. Suffice it to note

that this relatively low ability to compete has pushed many businesses into liquidation

and many of those that are still working have been forced to scale down their

operations. Given this highly volatile economic environment, finding support for the

hypothesis is extremely pleasing.

8 Significant at 0.1 level or better.

9 The model presented in Chapter 3 provides further proof that there are other factors which
contribute to the explaining of the e:rport performance of the hrm.
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The second plea.sing aspect to the results is that they are consistent with previous

research which has shown that marketing orientation by itself cannot fully explain the

variation in corporate performance. In their American study of 103 vice presidents of

marketing and planning, Ilsch and Luczniak (1987) concluded that the marketing

concept on its own could not give a good statistical fit for the data under investigation.

It was only after the concept was extended to include the stakeholder concept (and

subsequently renamed as the extended marketing concept) that a better statistical fit

was obtained. The main implication of this finding is that firm perfonnance is better

explained when the definition of the marketing concept is widened to include other

publics.to This study however, could not extend the definition of the marketing

concept because measuring 'other publics' would have made the project

unmanageable.

6.2.2 Larcl of Signifrcance for the Factorc

The results of regression analysis (table 6.3) show that all but one factor significantly

contributed to the explanatory power of the model at 0.10 or better. Monitoring

performance is the only factor that was not statistically significant in the regression

model although the direction of the relationship was as expected. This factor has two

main components. The first it measures the frequency at which responding firms

monitor profitability by markets, by products and by key customers. The second

measures whether or not responding firms have criteria for measuring customer

satisfaction.

10 Indeed many scholars go beyond the traditional marketing concept by payng more attention to
other publics. See for example Martceting News, September 14 (1984) where Kotler is reported to
advocate the concept of megamarketing.
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Monitoring performance, as defined in this study, requires very sound accounting

systems and, more importantly, a competent team of marketers who can see the need

for maintaining such records and also know how to use them. Given the nature (and

the definition) of this factor, its relative unimportance in explaining variation in erport

performance was not totally surprising. This finding is, in some respect consistent

with at least one local study.

In a study of marketing planning in New Zealand,van der Walt et al. (1989) reported

that over two-thirds of the officers responsible for making marketing decisions had not

even heard of the very basic planning aids. This in some way suggests that there is a

relatively low degree of marketing sophistication in people responsible for making

marketing decisions in most New Zealand businesses. If these findings are anything

to go by, and given the nature and the definition of monitoring performance, it is not

totally surprising that the factor did not feature well in the regression model.

On the other hand, two measures, namely integration and organizational strucfure,

were statistically sigfficant at 0.1 but not at 0.05 level. In this study, organizational

structure was measured by the extent to which the marketing department has control

over nine different functions.lt The functions ranged from those that are considered

to be predominantly marketing functions (e.9., advertising) to those that are in

essence marketing related functions (Yizr,a et al. 1967) but have traditionally been

kept under the control of production and finance departments. Examples of these are

inventory control and credit extension respectively.

11 See AppendixA q12.
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A possible explanation for the relatively lower level of significance of organizational

structure (as defined in this study) is that in many New Zealand firms marketing

departments do not have enough authority over many marketing related functions.

This position is to some extent supported by the fact that over the last three years New

Zealand has witnessed massive restructuring of both public and private firms.

Presumably, these restructures are, among other things, aimed at gling marketing

executives more authority over traditional marketing functions which were othenrise

controlled by non-marketing staff.

As for integration, this variable was measured by the extent to which the marketing

department shares information and makes joint decisions with other departments such

as production and finance.r2 The relatively lower level of significance for this variable

may suggest that in many New Zealand firms the degree of cooperation between

different functional departments is relatively low. Though not proven by the current

research, a paper by Bloch (1989) appearing in New kaland Joumal of Business

suggested that conllict betrveen marketing and other functional departments is not

uncommon. It is not claimed that such is the case in New Zealand, but the fact that

integration had a relatively low level of significance could suggest a low degree of

integration or even the existence of a conllict rather than cooperation between

marketing and other departments. New Zealand studies of this area are non-existent,

and therefore Bloch's (ibid.) call that more work needs to be done is reinforced.

On a more positive note, the results in table 6.3, indicate that customer focus is the

single most important factor in explaining the firm's overall export performance in

this study. This finding is consistent with both local and overseas research.

12 SeeAppendixA q7 and q8.
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In his attempt to find out whether or not the American manufacturing firms have

adopted the marketing concept, Hise (1965) reported that of the threel3 elements of

marketing orientation" customer orientation found the greatest degree of acceptance

by the firms in the survey. In his study of Wellington and Manawatu firms, Ahie

(1987) found that of the fivela measures of marketing orientation, customer

philosophy was given the strongest emphasis by the firms surveyed. Similar findings

were reported by Wrenn (19t1;.ts

Since customer focus emerged as the single most important factor in explaining the

firm's overall export performance, it was further dissected to find out which aspect(s)

of customer focus is (are) more important. The exercise produced trvo interesting

(and closely related) results. Table 6.2 shows the fust: that factor 4 has three items,

two of which (i.e., use of customers as a source of ideas and use of customers to

anluate new ideas) have high factor loadings compared to the third. This would

imply that the firm's export performance is by and large determined by the extent to

which firms are close to their customers - a finding that lies at the very heart of the

marketing concept.

The second interesting observation from table 6.2 is the tie in the factor loadings for

the two items under discussiorq i.e., using customers as a source of ideas and using

customers to evaluate new ideas. This finding suggests that customers are equally

important both as a source and an evaluation of new ideas.

i.e., customer orientation, profitability of marketing operations and an organizational structure
which puts the chief marketing executive on an equal footing with other line execttives (p. 9).

Based on Kotler Qgm.

Wrenn too employed Kotler's Marketing Effectiveness Audit (Kotler ibid.).

L4

15
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\
\

It was noted in Chapter 2 that one of the serious criticisms directed at tle marketing \

concept is the shift from the 'science push' to the 'market pull' approach in developing

new products.l6 However, the evidence presented here shows that new product ideas

need not always come from just one of the trro sources. A tie in the factor lesdings

implies that both 'science push' and 'market pull' approaches are consistent with the

marketing concept, and that ideas generated through any of. the two sources have

equal chances of contributing to corporate success.rT In an article entitled Hang on to

the Marlceting Concept, Parasuraman (1981) cited several examples of firms in the US

and Japan which have been successful as a result of having a good interface between

basic research and perceived customer needs.

To summarize the discussion of the regression results, the expected direction of the

relationship was supported, and at a level of significance which suggests some (albeit

weak) link between export performance and marketing orientation. Since, as

discussed earlier, the link between export performance and marketing orientation was

expected to be weah the general pattern of findings of the multiple regression is

consistent with and is in support of the hypothesized relationships.

6.3.0 Export Performance and Marketing Orientation with Control Variables

This section explores the relationship between export performance and marketing

orientation, taking into account factors which may potentially act as intemening

variables when explaining the variation in the dependent variable. The probe

16 See Kerby QnQ; Bennet and Cooper (1979); Riesz (1980).

17 Kotler (1988 p. 19) cites the 3M Frrm which claims that over two-thirds of its innovation ideas come
from listening to customer complaints.
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however, is preceded by a bivariate analysis between export performance and some

independent variables. The object of this analysis is to identiff and select for further

analysis only those control variables that exhibit a signfficantrE positive relationship

with erport performance. A total of 22 variables was found to correlate with export

performance as initially reported in Chapter 5. These were grouped into three

composites of variables which were then used as control variables in the regression

model. The composites are: (1) marketing stratery and market condition, (2)

management attitude and commitment, and (3) govemment support.le

6.3.1 Mulfiple Regression with Control Variables

In order to further investigate the relationship between export performance and

marketing orientation while controlling for intenrening variables, three Ordinary

Irast Squares (OLS) regression runs were executed. These are regressions of export

performance on: (1) the four factors scores measuring the degree of marketing

orientation" (2) the three scales measuring control variables and finally, (3) the fulI

model, i.e., regressing the four factors scores measuring the degree of marketing

orientation and the three scales measuring control variables against export

performance.

Ordinary I-east Squares (OI-S) procedure was used because the objective here was to

determine whether or not the inclusion of the four factors measuring the degree of

marketing orientation (after the control variables are in the equation) will improve

Significant at 0.05 or better.

For a derivation of these composites, see Chapter 5, section 5.4.0.

18
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the explanatory power of the model. This involves two steps. The first observes the

change in the R-square value after the marketing orientation measures are in the

equation. The second step involves an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and calculates

the partial F statistic to test whether or not the change in R-square value (if any) is

statistically significant. Tabte 6.4 below summarizes the results of these procedures.

TABLE 6.4

Multiple Regression Results of Export Performance, Marketing

Orientation and Control Variables

Regression ktn Prob> F R2Fdf

1. C-ontrol Variables

2. MarketingOrientation

3. Run 1 and2 above

3, 196

4, L95

7, L92

53.726

3.7W

24.M|

0.0001

0.0062

0.0001

0.4513

o.uul

0.467L

N=200

From the results in table 6.4 the following conclusions can be drawn:

i) both the four factors measuring the degree of marketing orientation and the

three composite items measuring control variables (in their own right) have

the ability to explain the variation in erport performance. The R-square
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values for each a.re 0.4547 and 0.0707, significant at 0.0001 and 0.01

respectively.

ii) after controlling for the effects of intervening variables, the fastot scores

measuring the degree of marketing orientation made a small but statistically

significant contribution in explaining the variation in export perforrnance.

This is evident from the slight change in the R-square value, the partial F

statistic and ig associated level of significance.

It is worth noting that the partial F statistic in this case tests the degree of. ffiitional

contribution that marketing orientation makes in explaining erport performance.

Since the measures of marketing orientation were entered into the model aftu the

intervening variables were in the equation, marketing orientation must have had

additional predictive features so as to qualiff as a significant independent variable.

The partial F co-efficient (F = 5.7 df = 4, 192) and its associated significance level

(0.001) demonstrate that, although the change in the R-square value is small (3.5

percent),a it is nonetheless statistically significant. These findings are consistent with

earlier findings on bivariate analysis in that both analyses provide statistical support

for accepting the null hypothesis that there is a positive relationship benveen

marketing orientation and export performance.

m Calculated as: R-square Regession Run3 Minus R-souare Regession Runl
R-square Regression Runl
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6.4.0 Testing for Multicollinearity

One of the assumptions of the linear regression model is the absence of

multicollinearity among the predictor variables included in the model. Several

statistics and econometrics texts explain honr to detect and deal with multicollinearity.

For an excellent discussion on this issue the reader is referred to Chapter 10 of the

text by Gujarati (1988).

Because multicollinearity is a serious problem in regression analysis, three different

techniques were employed to determine whether or not such conditions exist in the

predictors used in the current research. These were: (1) a bivariate correlation

analysis among predictor variables, (2) calculation of the Variance rnflation Factor

(VIF), and (3) inspection of the eigensystem of the independent variables. The results

of these tests are presented in table 6.5 below:
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TABLE 65

Cdlhad$ IDlagnorfl.cr: Condado Matr|r rnd tbc VIF

Conelatbn Mdrix WF

FACT1 FACTz EACTS FACT4 MKT CICM GOV

FACT1 LM LM

FACT2 0.00 Lm Lfi29

EACti 0.m 0.m rln 1043

FACT4 0.m 0.m 0J0 Lm 1.159

MKT 4jr7 O.r2 O.n 036 Loo 1656

(033) (0.10) (0.02) (0.m)

coM 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.19 054 ltr L45.L

(0.11) (0.13) (oos) (0.01) (o.m)

GOV {.ffi 0.11 0.(B orb 0.16 0.6 Lm rM
(02e) (0.13) (02) (0.41) (0.@) (028)

N = ZI) levcl of signiEcance in parentheses

FACT1 frctc scores measuring cganizational strudurc

FACT2 factq rcores mea$uing integratbn

FACT3 factq scoree measuring monitoting pcrformance

FACT4 factor scoree measuring flstomer focus

MKT a conpoeite of control rrariablee mcasuring marleting strategr and marLet conditioos

COM a compcite of conrcil variables neasuring nanagement attihdc and commitment
towards expsting

GOV a compoeite of control variablos measruing inportance of gorrcrnment supput
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The results of pairwise correlation among predictor variables indicate that there are

no multicollinearity problems among independent variables. All zero order

correlations among predictors are below the norm of 0.8.21

As for the Variance Inflation Factor (V[F) as a test for multicollinearity, Chatterjee

and Price (1977 p. 1S2) suggest that if the VIF exceeds 10 then multicollinearity is at

work. The results in table 65 above clearly show that such conditions do not exist in

the data set.

The third and final test for multicollinearity is an examination of the eigensystem.

Essentially this involves calculating the condition number 'lC and the condition index

(CI) and comparing them with their respective nonns. Algebraically the two indices

are calculated as:

f=

C[ = square root of 'K

Gujarati (op. cit p. 301) sets the following norrns for interpreting both the condition

number'k'and the condition index:

if 'k'is between 100 and 1000 - moderate to strong multicollinearity
if 'lC is greater than 1000 - severe multicollinearity
if CI is between 10 and 30 - moderate to strong multicollinearity
if CI is greater than 30 - severe multicollinearity

See Gujarati (1988 p. 299).

Note that CI and 'k' can also b€ computed bctween the maximum eigenralue and any other
eigenvalue (Gujarati op. cit. p.3U2).

2l

n,

minimum eigenvalue?2
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Table 6.7 below summarizes the results of both indices.

TABIE 6.6

Collinearfry Diagnostlcs Using Elgensystem

Number Eigenvalue Condition Index (CI) Condition Number'lC

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1.86481

1.10593

1.03041

1.00000

1.00000

0.85819

0.74313

039753

1.00000

129853

L34528

136558

136558

1.474W

1.58411

2.16588

1.0000000

1.6861802

1.8$7783

1.8648087

1.8648087

2.rT294t3

25094M5

4.69t4362

It is quite evident from table 6.6 above that botb the condition number t' and the

condition index .tt *ithi4 the acceptable rang€ of non-collinearity anong the

predictors. Tables 6.6 and 6.7 therefore provide statistical support for the claim that

multicollinearity was not a problem in the current research.
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6.5.0 Concluding Remarla

In summary: this chapter has demonstrated that there exists a positive relationship

between marketing orientation and export performance. The null hypothesis is

therefore supported.

It has also been shown that customer focus is a very important factor in e4plaining

sryort performance. The implication of this finding is that constant interaction with

the customers is a key to the frrm's success. The evidence presented reinforces the

marketing orientation theory that customers should be the focal point of most of the

firm's activities.

Finally, tests were made for multicollinearity conditions that might have been present

in the data Three different techniques were employed. Without exception, all the

three techniques supported the claim that multicollinearity conditions did not exist

among the predictor variables.
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OTTIER FINDINGS

7.0.0 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the major findinp relating to the objectives of the thesis were

presented. This chapter reports on other frndingg of this study. The chapter is divided

into two major parts. The fint part is to some extent an extension of Chapter 6. In

thir purt, separate analyses are made of the relationship between export performance

and markethg orientation after controlling for the size of the frrm and the type of

product.Theintentoftheexerciseistohigh|ightmorespecificallytheimpactof

product type and size of frrm upon export performance.

The second part is divided into trro sections. In the first sectioq a multiple regession

technique is employed to determine which of the independent variables jointly explain

the variability in etEort performance. In the second section, general comparisons are

made befrveen the results of this study and those obtained by previous local studies.

At the end of the chapter is a check-list of success factors in exporting This, it is

hoped, will provide a useful guide for improving export performance in the New

7*aland manufacturing industry.
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PART I

E)PORT PERFORMANCE ATTID MARIGTING ORIENTAIION

CONTR.OLLING FOR SIZE OF TIIE FIRM AT'.[D PRODUCT TYPE

7.1.0 Marlcct@ Oicuation and Export Perfonnatrce by Prcfuct Type

This section explores the relationship between marketing orientation and export

performance across firms producing different product q/pes. The intent is to examine

if product tlpe (i.e., coruiumer vercus industrial goods) makes any difference in

explaining the relationship between export performance and marketing orientation

The method employed was similar to the one described in the previous chapter,

section 73.1. It essentially involved the following:

(1) Separating firms producing consumer goods from those producing industrial

goods.

(2) Executing a set of three Ordinary Least Squares (OIS) regression runs.

(3) Observing changes in the R-square values for each group to see if inclusion of

the measures of marketing orientation (after other control variables are in the

equation) will improve the explanatory power of the model.

(4) conducting an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and calculating the partial F

statistic to test whether or not the change in R-square value (if any) is statistically

significant.

Tables 7.1a and 7.b below surunarizes the results of these procedures.
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TABI-E 7.1a

Mutttple negfession Resultc of Export Perfomance' Msrlcting
Orlentatlon and Control Varlables (frnsumer Goodl)

M>F R2dlRqre^tsion Rwr

Control Variables

Marketing Orientation

Run 1 andzabove

N=991

1.

2.

3.

3,95

4r%

7,91

?ti.99

t225

12.059

0.0001

03053

0.0001

0.4ffi2

0.u96

0.4812

TABLE 7.1b

Multiple Regression Results of Export Perfomancer Marlcltng
Orlentation and Control Variables (Industrlal Goods)

Regression Rwt

1. Control Variables

2. MarketingOrientation

3. Run 1 andZabove

df

3,95

4,94

7,91

F

u.%

2.58

11.825

Prob> F

0.0001

0.Mn

0.0001

R2

0.4337

0.(D89

0.4763

N=99

1 Coincidcntally, thc samplo was split eractly into oonsumer and industrial erporter$
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The results in tables 7.1a and 7.1b shorv tha! for both corsumer and industrial goods,

the measures of anrlgring orientation dld cpntribute to the explanatory power of the

model. In the case of oonsumer goods, the change in the R-square valuc is 456

percent.2 Its corresponding partial F statistic is 3.686 and is significant at 0.fi)1 level

(df = 4,91). In contrast there was a sfoange of 9.8 percent in the R-square value for

firns producing industrial goods. Its associated partial F statistic is 7.4 and is

sigrificant at 0.0001 (df = 4, 91).

It would seem from these results that, in saamining the relationship between e:port

performance and marketing orieutation, tlere are no significant differences between

firms producing consumer goods and those producing industrial goods. In the latter

case however, tle change in R-square value is greater and more significant than in the

former.

7.L.1 Marlrcting Orienlation and Export Performance by Size of tlrc Firm

As with the previous section, this section seela to explore the relationship between

export performance and marketing orientation while ssatrelling for size of the frrm.

The procedure used is similar to the one described in section 7.1.0 above. Tables

7.47.2b andT.2cbelow present the results of this exercise.

2 The formula for calculating the change in R2 value is given in Chapter 6 footnote 20.
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TABLE 7.2a

Multtple Regresslon Resultc ol Erport Perfonnancr" Ma*effng

Orlentatton end Control Variablec (Snall [frnr)

df F M>F R2Regrc,erian Rurr

1. Control Variables

2. MarketingOrientation

3. Run 1 adZ above

N=52

3,48

4,47

7r4

L0.37

25/4

4.939

0.0001

0.0521

0.m04

03935

0.r7TI

0.4400

TABLE 72b

Multiple Regression Results of Export Performance' Markettng

Orientation and Control Variables (Meitium-Sized Flrms)

Ptob> F R2FdfRegressian Rw

1. Control Variables

2. MarketingOrientation

3. Run I andZabove

3,105

4,tM

7,101

30.515

1.01

14.322

0.0001

0.4060

0.0001

0.4658

0.0374

0.4981

N=109
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TABLE 7.2c

Regrcssion Results of Export Psformance Markettng

Orientation and Contnol Yariables (Iarge f|rns)

Regression Rwt df F Prob>F R2

1. Control Variables 3,35 llJl4 0.0001 050f0

Z. Marketing Orientation 4,34 23n 0.0761 02149

3. Run 1 andzabovc 7,3L 6332 0.0001 05885

N=39

The results in the tables above can be summarized as follons:

i) small finnsz the change in R-square value after including ureasures of

marketing orientation is 11.8 percent. The associated partial F statistic is 3.657

and is signifrcant at 0.025 (df 4,44);

ii) mediun-sized firms: the change in R-square value is 6.9 Percenl The

pafrial F statistic of 6.51 is signifisanl at 0.0001 (df 4, 101);

iii) larye fums: the change in R-square value is 175 percent. With the degrees

of freedom 4, 31 the partial F statistic of 656 is signifrcant at 0.0001'
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It is evident from these results that in all three cases the measures of marketing

orientation did contribute to the explanatory power of the regression model. In all

cases the changes in the R-square values were found to be statistically significanr

These results are consistent with the findinEs of a separate bivariate analysis between

export performance and marketing orientation3 In the bivariate analysis, size of the

firm in itself was not significantly related to export performance. It would therefore

seem from these results that export performance and marketing orientation are

positively related irrespective of the size of the firrn, although the power of the

relationship is greater for large firms and least for medium-sized frnns.

7.1.2. Summary

In the first part of this chapter, the relationship between export performancc and

marketing orientation was re-examined asross different size levels and product t5pes.

The results showed that in a[ but two cases4 the measures of marketing orientation in

themselves did explain the variance in export performance. However, after controlling

for exogenous variables, marketing orientation in all cases made a statistically

significant contribution to erplaining the variation in export performance. These

results are generally consistent with the findings presented in the previous chapter.

See Chrpter 5, section 5.4.0.

i.e, table 7.1a regression run 2 and table 72b regression run 2"

3

4
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PART II

FACTORSI MOST IMPORTAIYT TO EXPORT SUCCESS

7.2.0 Export Performanoe and Independent Variables

It is evident from the results presented in the previous chapter (section 63.0) and

those presented in the first part of this chapter (tables 7 .la to 7.2c) that the measures

of marketing orientation made a statistically significant contribution to explaining the

variation in export performance irrespective of size of the firm and product type. The

resuls however, also showed that the control variables had a major influence in

explaining the variance in export performance. In order to gain more insights into this

issue a further investigation was made to determine the specific effects the

independent variabless had on export performance. This more detailed tlpe of

analysis was seen to be important in identiffingspecific decision areas which managers

might seek to improve on so as to increase the overall export performance. These

variables were selected as possible entrants into the multiple regression model. The

procedure and results of the regression are presented in the next section.

5 These are the same as the control variables presented in Chapter 5, section 5.4.0. However, the

analysis presented here is based on 22 variables. T$o variables were dropped from the anat)rsis

because of higb rniqsing values. The variables are the frequency at u,hich firms enter into foreign
exchange contracts to hedge themselves sgainst forergn exchange fluctuations and whether or not
the decision to export was promped by a fortuitous order.
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7 .2.1 Stepwise Multiple Regrewion

After identiffing the variables to use as inputs into the regression model, a stepwise

multiple regression procedure was employed. The technique selects and enters into

the model each independent variable in turn according to its power to explain the

variation in the dependent variabte. A total of. 22 independent variables were

regressed against export performance.6 The results of the regression procedure are

presented in table 73 below:

TABLET3

Muttlplc fegrceslon Rcsultg: Export Per{omance venEus Zl Indepcndent Vrrlabks

hedictu

Visiting foreign markets
Ouoting in the currency of the buyer
Management attitude toward profits
Managers' eqort expcrience

Quoting in the currency of a third party
Number of people involved in exporting
Ouality of export products
Firm's eryort eryerience

Beto

0.002
0.004
0Jn
0.014
0.m5
0.m1
0.069
0.005

Putial R2

02n
0.111
0.068
0.051
0.w2
0.014
0.01:}
0.010

F

55,4
32.v3
n2L

'.:t.9516.19
539
5v
4.r9

M>F

0.(m1
0.m1
0.m1
0.m1
0.0001
o.u2r3
o.v2r9
o.u2L

N = 201 R2vatw 52Mo Fvodte 2678 DF EIn p 0.0001

6 Multicollinearity tests similar to thoae reported in Chapter 6, section 6.4.0, were conducted" Tte
resulg showed no serious multicollinearity among predictor rariables as evidenced by the following
indicators: the higba* pairwise correlation co-efficient was 058 while the higbest Variance Inf,ation
Factor (VIF) was 2.12.
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Within the context of this chapter, it can be said from the results in the above table

that the relationship between export performance and marketing orientation is largely

explained by ergbt variables. Collectively, the eight variables account for 52.7 Percent

of the variation in the dependent variable. In the following Pages they will be

discussed in detail.

i) Visits to Foreign Markets

As predicted in Chapter 3, the results in the above table show that paying regular

visits to foreign markets is positively related to export performance. This variable

alone explained 21.7 percent of the variation in export performance which is

equivalent to 4l.1percent of the aplained variance.

The importance of visiting foreign markets is not hard to see. Frequent visits to these

markets make it possible for the firm's executives to meet key distributors and

customers, identi$ market opportunities and solve any problems tlat distributors

andf or customers might have. Undsay (1990 pp. 31-32) gives a good summary of

different advantages that frrms t"ight get by visiting foreign markets.

Many past researchers have associated visiting foreign markets with higb export

performance (See Chapter 2, table 2.1). It is also significant to note that two New

T,ealandstudies did examine this variable and both obtained similar findings (Stening

1974; Lindsay op. cit.).

E:rploring this variable further, firms were divided into three groups accordinS to their

level of expott performance. Firms were labelled as high, medium and low export
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performers depending on the E;cport Performance Score they had obtained-? The

average number of person-da1n for each group was then computed. It was erpected

that the average number of person-dap for high export performen would bc the

higbesf followed by the medium and low orport performers, in that order. The mean

number of person-days and the standard deviations for each group are presented in

the table below:

TABW7.4

Distribution of Finns According to thelr Export

Perforurance and Visits to Forcign Markets

Clwracteristics of Firrc

hw Export Performers
Medium Performers
High Performers

Sarnple

66
130
59

Mean

24.6
5r.7
92.9

Std Da,.

29.9
48.8
86.7

Overall mean 54 penon-doys

The results in table 7.4 strow a pattern consistent with what was expected. High

performing firms visited foreign markets more ofterq followed by medium performing

7 The following criteria were used to divide the firms into three group$ top 25 percent of EFS (higb

export performers); f) percent of EPS (medium e,ryort performers); bottom 25 pcrcent of EPS

(export performers).
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firms.t It was demonstrated in Chapter 6 that customer focus is the most imPortant

factor in determining the frrm's export performance. In so far as regular visits to

foreign markets help to maintain close contact with the customer, the results

presented here further elucidate the earlier frndingp presented in Chapter 6.

ii) Quoting in Currency other than the New Zealand Dollar

1a this section, the results relating to quoting in the curency of the buyer and the

qurency of a third party axe presented. Although each of the two variables is related

to oeort performance:rr. its own rtght, nonetheless it was decided to present them

together because of the nature of the variables and their close relationship to one

another.

Currency strates/ is a variable that has received no attention in export marketing

literature. Given the current New 7*aland foreign exchatgo policy (i.e., floating the

dollar), it is pnz.ling to note that even the most recent erport shrdy of New 7*aland

firms (Lindsay op. cit.) did not investigate the effect qurency stratery might have on

e)port performance.

In July 1984 the New Zealand dollar was devalued by 20 percent against the five

basket of currencies. In March 1985, the dollar was floated and its value against other

currencies was determined by the supply and demand conditions in the foreign

exchange market. Following these decisions, the New 7*aland dollar has been very

volatile in the last five years.

8 A firther breakdown was made in whic.h firms were divided into three size categories: small

medium and large. Average visiting dayc were then computed fe1 high, medium and low perforniag

firns within each si"e catogory. The results showed that the average visitiog days were 53,30 ad 12

fo1 high, medium and low performing firms respectively. This pattern is consistent with earlier

Andings.
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The fact that invoicing in a orrency other than the New Zealand dollar is associated

with higb export performance is not surprising. Given the situation with the New

7*aland dollar, nrany exporters have complained that foreign exchange fluctuation is

a major problem in exporting. A separate univariate analysis revealed that high

forergn sssfueng€ and its volatility were the major problems in exporting &llectively'

the two variables were mentioned by 38.5 percent of the exporters.e When asked to

evaluate the level of government support for foreign exchange related problemg only

5.7 percent of the respondents thougbt that the govenrment had been supportive on

this issue. In contrast 54.4 percent of the respondents felt strongly about the

inadequate level of government support on foreign exchange matters.lo

Given the circumstances surrounding the foreign exchange rate, it is natrud that many

overseas importers would prefer quotations either in their own curencies or in a

stable curency of a third party so as to avoid foreign exchange risks.lr These results

are further supported by the results of a bivariate analysis which showed that when the

prices were quoted in New Zeatand dollar an inverse relationship with export

performance was detected. The correlation co-efficient of the relationship benreen

quoting in New 7*aland dollar and export performance is -0.43 and is significant at

0.0001.

N = 26i.

tn 1 slighfly different vein, 45.7 percent of the e:rporters indicated in a separate question that

government policies have adversely affected their ocport operations.

The results of a univariate anabnis supports ffi claim. The results showed that ooly 365 pcrcont (n

= ?fi) of total manufactrued eryorts are priced in New T,r;aland dollar$ In contrast 553 percent of
the erports are priced in the currency of the buyer and 82 percent are in the crurency of e third
party, nostly US dollar.

9

10
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The results presented here are in keeping with what was expected and hypothesized in

Chapter 3. As noted earlier, there is no knorvn research that has examined the effect

of currency stratcgy on ereort performance. Given the volatility of the New Zealand

dollar against other currencies, ild the tendency to quote exports in a foreign

currency, curency stratery is undeniably ao interesting area where more research is

needed.

iii) Management Attitude toward Profits

It was noted in Chapter 3 that management attitude torvards profrts is a fuither

variable that has received relatively little attention in export marketing literature.

There are only two known studies that have examined the relationship between this

variable and export performance (See Stening op. cit.; Canrsgl 1984a). It is

significant to note that the results presented here concur with those of the earlier

studies.

The fact that a positive attitude towards export profit is related to high export

performance is not surprising. It can be argued that a more positive perception of

oport profitability can hetp to shape the overall management attitude toward

exporting. This in turn could result in more allocation of both human and capital

resources into exporting - a decision that could lead to high export performance.

iv) Managers' Export Experience

The number of years' experience that managers have in exporting is another variable

that has positively correlated with export performance. These results are not only

consistent with past research (Simmonds and Smith 1968; Simpson and Kujawa L974;

Burron and Schlegehnilch 1987; Axinn 19SS) but are also in line with what was

hlpothesized in Chapter 3.
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It is argued here that firms employing managers with more exPort experience have a

good chance of achieving a relatively high export performance because such man4gers

will use their overseas contacts to cneate more opportunities for their firms.

Furthermore, managers with export experience are familiar with local exPort

procedures and as such will use their skills to expedite the processing of export orders.

A further investigation was made to highlight the specific differences lstweea high,

medium and low export performers in relation to managers'number of yea,rs of elport

experience. The results of this exercise are presented in table 7.5 below:

TABLE 7.5

Distribution of Firms According to their E:rport

Performance and Managerst Export Experience

Clnracteristics of Fintu

I-ow Export Performers
Mediuni Performers
High Performers

Sunple

66
L32
67

Mean

6.4
8.6

rt.7

Std Dat

73
6.4
7.8

Overall mean &8yews

The results in table 75 above add further insight to the earlier finding that managers'

export experience is related to export performance.
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v) Number of People Involved in Exporting

The degree of importance glven to exporting (measured by the nunber of people

involved in exporting) has been found to relate positively with export performancc.

lVhile all past researchers have reported similsl findings (Tookey 1964; Bsamish and

Munro 1986; Cavusgl 1984a; Diamantopoulos op. cit.), it is significant to note that the

results presented here concur with the only known New Zealand study that has

examined the possible effects this variable has on export performance (Stening op. cit.

p. 1a3).

A further inqury was made to shed more light on specific differences between high,

medium and low exporters in relation to the uumber of people involved in exporting.

The results axe presented in table 7.6 below:

TABLE 7.6

Distribution of Firms According to the their Export Performance

and the Number of People Involved in Exporting

Characteristics of Firms

I-ow Export Performers
Medium Performers
High Performers

Sample

58
110
60

Mean

4.6
11.9
58.2

Std Da'.

92
2r.6

r42.7

Overall mean 22 people

The results in table 7.6 above add further insight to the earlier finding that the

number of people involved in exporting is related to expon performance.
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vi) auality of Export Products

It was noted in Chapters 2 that many past researchers found a positive relationship

between oport performance and the quality of e4port products (e.g, Tookey op. cit.;

Ornningnan and Sprgel1971; Mirzaian 1982; Ifuynak and Kothari 19&4; Burton and

Schlegelmilch 1987; Lindsay 1990). The only known study that did not frnd a

relationship between product quality and export performance is that by Ayal and

Hirsch (1982).

Conventional wisdom would suggest that firms producing high qality products will

experience relatively fewer product quality complaints from customers. Taking this

assumption further, it is argued here that product quality is related to customer

satisfactionl2 and that firms producing high quality products will record a relatively

higher level of customer satisfaction than those firms which have relatively low quality

products. On this basis there could be some reason to beteve that firms producing

high quality products will report a higher expofi performance than other frrms.ts It is

therefore no surprise that this study has found a positive relationship between export

performance and product quality. This finding is consistent with past studies and the

predictions made in Chapter 3.

vii) Firm's Export E:rperience

There has been a corsiderable debate in the literature on the nature of the

relationship between export experience and export performance. While some past

studies did not frnd a relationship betrveen firm export experience and export

12 A scparate bivariate analysis showed tbat there was a modest but statistically significant relationship

between product quality-and custoner satisfaction. The Pearson correlation co'efficient was 0.14

sipifrcant at 0.06.

ill It was noted in Chapter 5, figure 5.7, that there is a positive relationship between product quality

and e4ort performance. The Pearson correlation co-efficient is 0.21, significant at 0.001-
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performance (Neidell L97l; Ayd and Hirsch 1982; Ursic and Czinkota 19&4;

Diamantopoulos 1988; Lindsay 1989;,tr there are studies which dA flmrd a relationship

benreen the two variables (Alexandridis 1971; Fenwick and Amine 1979; Bilkey 1982;

glening op. cit.).

In this study, firms have been involved in e:rporting 133 years on average;61.4 percent

of the firms (n = 259) fell into this category. In order to sharpen the gained i*rghts, u

further analysis was carried out in which firms were grouped accorrling to their level

of export achievement. It was expected that high export perforrrers would mainly

consist of firms which have been in exporting for a considerable length of time. This

expectation is justified by the fact that firms that have been in business for longer

periods have more experience and are more likely to have more orpertise than the

newcomers. Table 7.7 below suuunarizes the findings of the average number of years

for high, medium and low export performers.

TABLE 7.7

Distribution of Firms.According to their Export Performance and the Nunber of
Years Continuously Involved in Exporting

Charaaeristics of Fitms

I-ow Export Performers
Mediuni Performers
High Performers

Satnple

&
131
64

Mest

9.9
t2.8
17.8

Std Dat

6.4
9.4

133

Overall meail 13.3vean

L4 Kleinschmidt (1982) found toung'firms (in terms of age of firm) to be more successful in e,ryorting
fhan sldel 6aes.
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The results in table 7.7 above confirm the earlier e:gectations that high export

performers are mainly frnns that have a relatively longer elport experience, followed

by medium and low erEort performers.

7.2.2 Swmary

ln section 7.2.1, a stepwise multiple regression procedure was employed to determine

the joint effect that2} independent variables might have on export performance. The

results showed that eight variables were included in the final regression equation

These were: (1) visits to foreign markets, (2 and 3) quoting in currencies other than

the New 7*aland dollar,ls (4) management attitude toward orport profrtability, (5)

managers' export experience, (6) export commitment measured by the number of

people involved in exporting (7) quality of export products, and (8) the firm's export

experience. Jointly, they accounted for 52.7 percent of the variation in expott

performance.

Further analyses, based on four variables, were conducted to highlight the specific

nature of the differences across high, medium and low export performers. The

variables were: visiting foreign markets, managers' export experience, number of

people involved in exporting, and the firm's export experience. It was expected that a

pattern would emerge in which high export performers would have higher means on

all four variableg followed by medium and low export performers. The results

obtained were consistent with these expectations. For the same four variables,

analyses were also made of the differences between high, medium and low export

15 Quoting in the cunency of the buyer and Quoting in the currency of a third party were collapsed into
one variable.
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performers in three size categories. The pattern that emerged was generally

consistent with the one obtained when firms were not divided into different size

categories. The results reported in section 7.2.1were therefore consistent with the

predictions made in Chapter 3 and were also generally consistent with past research.

To conclude section 7.2.1,a word of caution is in order. The results presented here do

not conclusively determine the direction of causality. For exanple, while it may sound

reasonable to suggest that high orport performance is cansed by more visits to foreign

markets, it may also be reasonable to believe that it is past high export performance

that has made it possible for the fi.rm's executives to make regular visits to foreigR

markets. Take, for instancer m?nsgelnent attitude toward export profitability. within

the context of this research, it is suggested that a favourable attitude toward export

profitability helps to increase export performance. However, two issues remained

unresolved. First, it can be argued that a favourable attittrde towards export

profrtability may motivate the firm to commit more resources into orporting which in

turn may help to improve the export performance. To this end, the positive

relationship between management attitude towards export profrtability and exPort

performance is caused by an intervening variable, namely increased commitment to

exporting. The second unresolved issue is that of the nature of the relationship.

While it is possible that a favourable attitude to export profitability can cause high

export performance, it is also possible that past success shapes management attitude

towards export profitability.

The sane attitude of causality could be applied to managers' export experience and

the number of people involved in exporting. It could be argued that past success

would motivate the firm to increase its commitment to exporting in a number of ways.

One way would be to increase the number of people involved in exporting and
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another to engage the services of managers with high export experience. These and '

other measures could help improve the export performance of the firm even further.

The most appropriate response is to recognize that, in situations where causdity

issues are involved, the independent and the dependent variables may well be

reinforcing each other Making regular visits to foreign markets, for example, could

result in high elrport performance which in turn will increase tbe firm's ability to

finance more overseas visits and vice versa. While correlation and multivariate

analyses can never conclusively establish the direction of causality, the relationships

described are generally very supportive of the theoretical model and its underlying

relationships.

7.3.0 Comparison between this Study and Pnevious lncal Studies

In this section, a comparison is made between the frndings of this study and those

obtained by previous local studies. The comparison will be of the results of marketiqg

orientation and export performance and the factors that are most important to export

success. Before making such comparisons however, reference is made to the fact that

previous local studies that have addressed some of the issues covered by this study

(see Chapter 3) are either out-of-date (Stening op. cit.) or limited in their

methodology.r6 (Ahie 1987; Thomas 1988; Undsay op. cit.). [n some cases therefore

direct comparisoru between the results of this study and past local studies are not

possible.

16 To a certain e*ent this observation applies to Stening's (op. cit.) study as well
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7 .3.1 Relatiotuhip between M arl<eting Orienaion and Performarce

Previous local researchers are unanimous about the degfee of marketing orientation

of New 7*aland firms. The three researchersl? who studied this problem concluded

that New 7*aland firms have generally demonstrated a relatively high level of

marketing orientation However, these researchers are at variance when it comes to

tinking marketing orientation with perfonnance. Available evidence seems to be

evenly split. Studies by Stening (op. cit) and Ahie (1947a; reported a positive

relationship between marketing orientation and perfomrance, but Thomas (1988)

found either an inverse relatioruhip betneen the two constructs or at best no

relationship between them. This latter finding was also reported by Ahie.

In this study, the results showed that there is a positive relationship between

marketing orientation and export performance. This finding was internally consistent

across all size ranges and product tlpe, and externally consistent with Stening's

findings. In view of the methodological diffrculties faced by Ahie (op. cir) and

Thomas (op. cit.)re, it is argued that the results in this study are more robust and

empirically supportable.

I-ooking at marketing orientation from a different perspective, it was decided to

investigate and see if there exist any differences in the degree of marketing

orientation between exporters and non-exporters. It was expected that exporters

Stening (op. cit); Ahie (1987); Thomas (1988).

It should be noted hwever, that Ahie's frndings were not consistent. In some cases the study did

not find a relationship between marketing orientation and performance measures. For detailst Ec€

Chapter 2

For details, see Chapter 2, section 220.

t7

18
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would be more marketing oriented than non-exporters. The basis of this expectation

walr an a prioi assumption that the degree of risks and uncertainties involved in

exporting, coupled with the nature of competition in the export markets and the need

for exporting firms to be close to the customer, is higber than for non-exporting firms.

Table 7.8 belon' summarizcs the results of tbe mean Marketing Orientation Score

(MOS) between exporten and non-exporters.

TABLE 7.8

Distribution of Firms based on their Degree of Marketing Orientatlon

Charucteristics of Finns

Exporters
Non-Exporters

Sample

265
91

Mean

0.04
-0.13

Std Da,.

0.42
0.53

It is clear from the above table that the mean MOS for exporters is higher than that

for non-exporters. In order to determine whether the two means are differet\ at test

was conducted to test the hypothesis that the means are equal. The calculated t-value

was 2.6445. With 132.1degrees of freedom, the t-value was significant at 0.01. The

results clearly show that exporters are more marketing oriented than non'exporters.

While these results are consistent with earlier expectations they are in contrast to the

findings by Stening (op. cir), The differences in the findingF between the two studies

could possibly be explained by the differences in the economic environments in which

the two studies were conducted. This study was carried out at a time when economic
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conditions were diffrcult and the economy was highly deregulated. In contrast, the \

study by Stening was conducted in the early 1970s - a time when the economy was

highly regulated and relatively stable. Both the overall economic performance and

the business environment were good. Given the more favourable business and

economic environment around theq many non-exporting firms perhaps became

complacent and saw little need for being more customer focused - hence the reason

for not frnding the difference in terms of the degree of marketing orientation between

exporters and non-exporters.

/t
l.3.zAnalysis of Facton Most Important to Export Success

This section reports on the comparative analyses between the findings of tt'is study

and those of previous local studies by Stening (op. cit.) and Lindsay (1990). The

analyses will focus on factors that are cornmon to these studies.

To recapitulate the findings repofted in section'1.2.L, this study found that eight

factors were most important to successful exporting. These were: (1) visits to foreign

markets, (2 and 3) quoting in currencies other than the New Zealand dollar,a (4)

management attitude toward e)port profitability, (5) managers'export experience, (6)

export commitment measured by the number of people involved in exporting; (7)

quality of export products, and (S) the firm's expoft experience. Five of these eight

variables have been investigated by either one or both previous local studies. These

were: (1) visiting foreign markets, (2) management attitude toward export

profitability, (3) export commitment measured by the number of people involved in

m See fmtnote 15.
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exporting; (a) quality of export products, and (5) the firm's orport er(perienc€' It is

these frve variables that this section will address.

i) ,errtr to forcignmarlcc*

The findin,gs reported by this study are generally consistent with those reported by

previous local researchers. Stening (op. cit. p. 164), for example, reported that visits

to foreign markets was associated with high export performance in all three countries

under investigation, namely Austrdia, New Zealand and Canada Similar views were

shared by Lindsay (1990 p.28). Atthough the three local studies are unanimous about

the relationship between frequency of visiting foreign markets and export

performance, it is worth noting that the incidence of erporters who have nster visited

the foreign markets has increased compared to 1974. In his 1974 study Stening (p.

165) found that 3.?,6 percent of exporters (n = 92) had never paid a visit to their

foreign markets. In this study the percentage is 3.9 with the sample size of 255. This

slight increase can possibly be explained by the tigbtening economic conditions.

ii) Management attitudc toward uport profitability

The results of this study are consistent with those reported by Stening (op. cif pp. 128-

131). In both studies a favourabte attitude toward exporting was found to be

positively related to expoft performance. It is also worth noting that in spite of

dffictrlties involved in exporting this study has found that on average exporters are

now more positive about e4pofi profitabiliry than they were b L974. In his 1974 study

Stening reported that77.L percent of exporters (n = 89) thougbt exporting was less

profitable than doing business at home. Only 7.14 percent of exporters thought

othenvise. In this study the percentages are 50.6 and 17.1 respectively (n = 263).

Clearly these results show that exporters are now more positive about exporting than
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they were some 17 years ago. This change in attitude has possibly been shaped by the

stagnation in and increased competition from the domestic market.

nt) F,rport commitment

In this study, expoft commigngnt was measured by the number of people involved in

exporting. In the earlier study (Stening op. cir) this variable was measrued by the

seniority of the executive in charge of export activities. The results of this study are

generally consistent with those of Stening.

iv) Quality of aport pdncts

Lindsay (op. cit. p.40) found that successful exporters produced good quality products

and used quality as a key competitive advantage. Although ia rhis study exporters

were not asked to indicate their key competitive advantage, the results of this study

are generally consistent with those of the earlier study.

v) Firm's uport aperience

The results of this study are consistent with one local study (Stening op. cit) but are at

variance with another (Undsay op. cit.).

This study found that the average number of years that firms have been involved in

exporting is 13.3 and that 61.4 percent of the exporters (n = 259) fell into this

category. Furthermore, this study found that 47.Lpercent of the exPorters had more

than 10 years' export experience. In Stening's study the percentage was 28.16.

Although an accurate direct comparison between the two studies is not therefore

possible, it would seem from these results that there are now more firms in New

7-ealand which have long experience in exporting compared to L974. A posible

explanation for this is that the limited size of the domestic market has forced finns to
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look beyond New Zealand. In spite of the turbulences encountered in exporting

many firms seem to continue operating in these markets because of the absence of a

sizeable domestic market.

7.4.0 Concluding Remarks

To conclude, in this chapter a re-examination of the relationship between marketing

orientation and export performance was made, taking into account the size of the firm

and its product type. The results showed that the measures of marketing orientation

drd contribute to the variation in export performance across all size ranges and

product type. These results are encouragrng. Put simply, they imply that marketing

orientation is not a monopoly of large firms nor is it of consumer goods frrmq as

suggested by one overseas researcher.2l

Multiple regression techniques were employed to determine the joint effects some

independent variables might have on export performance. From the results of

multiple regression procedures, it can be said that firms which attained a reasonably

high level of export performance:

(i) paid frequent visits to foreign markets;

(ii) invoiced their exports in a cunency other than the New Zealand dollar;

(iii) had a positive attitude toward export profitability;

(iu) employed managers with reasonably high export experience;

2l See Mcl.lamara (190). However, the reader should note that Mel.Iamara did not relate thc degree
of markoti"g orientation to corporate performance.
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had a high commitment to erporting as evidenced by the number of people

involved in export operations;

e4poned good quality produc'ts;

had considerable erperience in exporting.

It is pleasin,g to note that all the above factors are by and large within a frrm's control

However, given the competitive nature of foreign market$ a favourable local busines

environment is essential if New 7*,aland manufacturing firms are to be more

successfuI in their international operations. This has some implications for both

public policy and export marketing stratesr. It is to these managerial and public

policy implications that the next chapter addresses itself.

(vi)

(vii)
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sunIMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICA,TIONS

8.0.0 Introduction

This last chapter is comprised of five sections. The first gives an overview of the

research project. It includes the research objectives, the tested hlpothesis and a

summary of the major finding5. The second section is addressed rnainly to managers,

offering them its implications for the New 7*aland manufacturing industry.

The third section considers the implications this study could have for public policy.

The fourth discusses the contributions it has made to the existing marketing concept

theory. The fifth and final section presents the study's limitations and suggests areas

for future research.

8.1..0 Summary of the Study

This study sought to establish whether there is a relationship between marketing

orientation and export performance. The nature 4d fiming of this study is important

on two counts. The first is that, in spite of the popularity of the marketing concep! no

known study has been conducted to date to see if there is a relationship between

marketing orientation and corporate perfonnance in such a rnanner that the findings

can be generalized to many situations.
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What previous reseaxchers have done can be categorized into three goups. The frnt

group consists of normative writers who offer prescriptions of what a marketing

orientation firm should look like. The second goup is composed of researchers who

have examined the extent to which frrms have adopted and implemented the

marketing concept. Some of these researchers went a little further when they rcsted

to see if there axe any differences in the adoption and implementation of the

marketing concept across different size levels, business orientation (i.e., exporters

versus non-exporten) and product type. Studies falling into this category have some

empirical backing but a notable omission in these works is that no attempts were

made to link the adoption and implementation of the marketing concept and

corporate performance. The third and final group consists of studies that have made

some attempts to link marketing orientation and performance. The efforts by this

latter gfoup are commendable in that some attempts at least have been made to

establish the link between the two constructs. However, these studies are limited

because they were insufficiently detailed or because their empirical settings were so

restrictive that it is diffrcult to generalize the findings to other areas.

The second reason which makes this study important and timely is the New Zealand's

govemment decision to move toward a more deregulated economy, coincidiug with

the developments around the world with respect to regional trade policieq e.g., the

European Community's decision to have a single market by 1992'. These and other

developments have left New 7-ealand firms facing intense competition both at home

and abroad. A shrdy such as this one helps to sharpen the understanding of the link

between export performance and some marketing variables. This understanding is

crucial to managers who want to develop and/or establish good marketitg

programmes that will lead to export success.
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In the light of this, the objectives of this studywere twofold:

i) to examine the nature of the relationship, if anY, which exists betnreen the

adoption of the marketing concept and export performance in the New Zealand

manufacturing industry; and

ii) to identiff which aspects of marketing orientation correlate with export

performance.

A model of the relationship betrveen export performance and marketing orientation

was developed to test the hlpothesis that marketing orientation is positively related to

export performance. The model has three main components: marketing orientation,

export performance and the control variables. The frrst, marketing orientation' is

divided into the adoption and implementation of the marketing concept and was

operationalized in a uranner that included atl the three elements of the marketing

concept: customer focus, integration and profit orientation

The second component of the model, export performance, is divided into two

elements: objective and judgemental performance measures. The objective measures

of performance consist of export intensity and absolute export sales inder The other

element, judgemental measures, sought from the e)cporters a self-evaluation of how

good or bad their export operations have been (in the last five years) on six criteria

The criteria were: (1) export market share, (2) export profitability, (3) market

diversificatio& (a) customer satisfaction, (5) current overall export performance, aod

(6) expected overall export performance in the three years from 1990. Also covered

under judgemental measures was a peer evaluation.
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The third and final component of the model is the control variables. These are

exogenous variables and had to be controlled wheu examining the relationship

between marketing orientation and e:rport performance.

The data for this study were collected through a nation-wide survey of firms involved

in manufacturing operations. Manufacturing industry was chosen as the empirical

setting for this study because of the increased importance of this industry to New

Zealand's economy. Nine hundred and fifty-one questionnaires were mailed in

August 1990. Two covering letters accompanied the questionnaires. The first was

part of the questionnaire booklet and was signed by the Hon Mike Moore, the then

Minister of External Relations and Trade and subsequently the Prime Minister. The

second letter was written by Professor P. C. Thirkell, Chairperson of the Marketing

Group, Faculty of Commerce and Administratioq Victoria University of Wellinglon.

Both letters explained the objects of the study and requested that the questionnaire be

completed by the most senior marketing executive (if the firm had one) or the person

responsible for making marketing decisions.

After the initial mail-oug two follow-ups were made by mail. The initial mail-out and

the two follow-ups produced a gross response rate of 49.2 percett. This was later

reduced to a net response rate of 47.6percent. This is equivalent to 356 firms.

Several scales were developed to measure the degree of marketing orientation, export

performance, and the control variables. Reliability tests were then conducted using

Cronbach alpha. These were followed by tests for construct (i.e., convergent and

discriminant), nomologcd, and predictive validities. The results showed that the

scales used in this research are valid and had attained an acceptable level of

reliability.
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The data for this research were analysed at two main levels. The first level was

directly related to the testing of the central hlpothesis at hand while the second level

explored other issues which were of interest in their own right,

In the first level, multiple regression analysis was employed to test the central

hlpothesis that there exiss a positive relationship between export performance and

marketing orientation, This was conducted in two ways, i.e., with and without control

for exogenous variables. The multiple regression analysis was however preceded by

an intermediate step. This step was a factor analysis of the measures of marketing

orientation. The results of factor analysis revealed two interesting points. The fint

was that the results showed that marketing orientation is a multi-facet construct

having four dimensions. This was evidenced by reasonably high loadings across all the

four factors measuring marketing orientation- The second point, contrary to the

opinion of the critics of the marketing concep! was that the results of factor analpis

showed that customers can be an equally good source of new product ideas. These

two findings have important implications for both managers and marketfng concept

theory and will be further discussed in the next section

The general pattern of the multiple regression findings showed that there is a positive

relationship between export performance and marketing orientation irrespective of

size of the firm or the tlpe of product. This was generally the case with or without

control for exogenous variables. It was further noted that the observed relationship

between export performance and marketing orientation was in some cases somewhat

weak. However, in view of the fact that tbe objective of this study was to determine

the direction rather than the magnitude of the relationship, these results are pleasing

because the empirical data gave support to the hlpothesized relationships.
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The second level of analysis was prompted by the results which emerged from the fint

level. It was evident from earlier results that the control (exogenous) variables were

more dominant in explaining the relationship between export performance and

marketing orientation For this reason, a further investigation was conduc'ted to find

out which of the control variables were most responsible for the variation in erport

performance. The results showed that eight out of 22variables accounted for most of

the variation in export performance in the sample. In order of importance the

variables were: (1) visits to foreign markets, (2 and 3) quoting in currencies other than

the New 7*aland dollar,l (4) management attitude toward export profitability, (5)

managers' export experience, (6) export commiturent measured by the number of

people involved in exporting, (7) quality of export products, ond (8) the firm's export

experience. Collectively, the variables explained 52.7 percent of t.he variation in

erport performance. These eight factors provide the recipe for successful exporting.

8.2.0 Managerial Implications

The findings of this study have several implications for managen in general and for

those in the manufacturing industry in particular. Although this study focused on the

manufacturing industry, most of the findinp can, with Proper cautior\ be generalized

to other industries.

The first important finding of interest to managers is that this research has

demonstrated that marketing orientation and export performance are positively

related, irrespective of size of the firm and product type. Marketing orientation is not

I This variable had trro items which were collapsed into one. See Chapter 7, fmtnote 15.
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therefore a monopoly of any particular category of firm. Firms should therefore strive

to be more marketing oriented because such a practice is associated with higher

export performance.

The second important implication for managers is that the marketing concept is

multidimensional with all of its various underlying elements makinB a unique

contribution towards a frrm being more marketing oriented. Managers should

therefore not take the extreme position that a firm need only be good in one elemenl

A marketing oriented firrn, for exarnple, cannot or should not have a hlgh degfee of

integration among different departments in the organization but at the same time

neglect performance monitoring or customer orientation-

Closely related to the second, the third important implication stems from the finding

that among the four elements of marketing orientatio& customer focus came out as

the most important factor in explaining the variation in export performance. A firm's

sales come from either new or repeat c'ustomers and it is more costly to atFact new

customers than to retain current customers; customer retention is therefore more

critical to the firm's sales than customer attraction. Kotler (1988 pp. 18-19) suggests

that the key to customer retention is customer satisfaction because a satisfred

custo4er buys agaiq talks favourably to others about the firm, pays relatively less

attention to competing brands and advertising, and buys other products that the firm

later adds to its line.

In so far as customer focus helps to achieve customer satisfactioq the message to

marketing managers is clear: in order to be successful, firms should keep constant

interaction with their customers. This can be achieved by various means such as
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making regular visits to foreign markets, and using customers as a source of ideas or

to evaluate new product ideas.

Another important implication of the frodings of this study is that managers should

realizn, that traditional market research can be a useful vehicle for new product

development. It has been proven by this study that ideas generated from this source

have just as much chance of success as those generated from other sotuces. Because

of this, and depending on the nature of the product, small firms or those whicb do not

have adequate resources to carry out basic research should not feel 'left out' in the

battle for developing new products which will better serve the needs of the customers.

Another finding of interest to managers is that a substantial part of manufactured

exports are invoiced in currencies other than the New Zealand dollar - a Practice that

is positively related to export performance. Furthermore, this study has found a

relatively strong inverse relationship between quoting in the New Zealand dollar and

export performance. Given the volatility of foreign exchange rates and the ctrrrent

tendency to invoice in a foreign currency, managers should seriously look into

entering into foreign exchange contracts that will help to minimize forergn exchenge

risks. In a truly marketing oriented organization, where there is a coustant exchange

of information across all departments, the marketing and accounting/finance

departments will exchange notes and enter into foreign exchange contracts.z

The reader will recall that the results of factor analysis in Chapter 6 showed that four

out of nine variables measuring organizational structure had high factol leadings. The

variables are: pricing credit exteruion, transportatioq and inventory control. This

2 The fact that integration was not found to bc an important factor in erplai"ing the variation in

export performance may well suggast that such exchange of information is lac&ing.
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finding too has important implications for managers. Starting with pricing and credit

extension, the message to marketing managers is that the two can and should be used

as part of the overall marketing strates/. However, Proper care should be exercised

when using pricing as a competitive tool so as to avoid accusations of dumping or

activating unnecessary price wars which could result in reduction of profitability.

Turning to transportationo this factor is especially important to New 7*alandbecause

of locatio& i.e., in being far from most markets. It is however disturbing to note that

only 34 percent3 of marketing managers indicated that they have either full or major

control over activities related to transportation. Given its strategic importance to

export operations, the areas of responsibilities of transportation should be re-defrned

to allow marketing managers to have more input in the decision making process.

Some authors4 axgue that in a truly marketing oriented firm transportation is seen as a

customer seniice and that marketing managers should therefore be fully involved in

decision making about transport.

Inventory control is another factor which has featured well in the factor analysis.

However, it was somewhat disturbing to note that only 29.1 percents of marketing

managers had either full or major responsibility over inventory control. Since

inventory management has a bearing on customer satisfactior! one would expect that

marketing managers would have more input in making decisions related to this

function. Such an orientation would ensure that inventory levels are kept according to

customer requirements and hence improve the chances of satisffing the customers.

N = 253.

See for exanpleYizzet al. (1967 pp. 1+15); McCarthy and Perreault (1990 p.31).

N=23.

3

4

5
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A further finding of fac'tor analysis which should be of interest to manage$ is

performance monitoring. This variable had four items of which three had reasonably

high factor loadingp. These are: profitability analyses by products, by markets and by

key customers. The implication of this finding for managers is that the traditional

practice of measuring the overall corporate performance is inadequate. In this world

of competition and changing consumer needs, firms should, at the very leasq measure

their perfonnance with respect to their products, markets and key customers. Trends

for each of these categories should be maintained so as to anticipate new

opportunities or tbreats. These may take any of the following forms: new product

development, improving the quality of existing product(s), finding new uses for the

produc! identi$ing new users in the current markets, searching for new markets'

looking for ways to increase the rrsage rate (if applicable), and interviewing key

customers.

There axe two other findings which should be of interest to managers. This research

has found a positive relationship between product quality and export performance.

Product quality can be an effective competitive weapon because it has several

advantages. The first is that, unlike pricing, product quality is relatively ditEcult to

match, at least in the short-term. The second is that product quality may help to

create and/or strengthen brand loyalty. The third is that high product quality reduces

customer complaints, consequently increasing the chances of customer satisfaction

And the fourth advantage is that high product quality helps to minimize the firm's

warranty liability. In view of these and other benefits, the implication of the results in

this study is that firms should introduce sound quality control programmes which will

eililue high quality products. This could be achieved by sending the production staff

on quality control training prograrnmes, by maintaining proper maintenance

(preventive) schedules and when need arises, by replacing the equipment.
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Furthermore, since product quality is linked with customer satisfactioq6 marketing

managers should play a greater role in setting quality standards.T This involves

studying the changes in consumer preferences and how competitors' products are

positioned.

The last, but not the least finding of interest to managers, is that this study has

developed an empirically based check-list of factors that are important to increasing

the firm's export performance. The obvious advantage of this check-list is that the

manufacturing firms can conduct a self-audit to determine their strengths and

weaknesses in each factor in the list. Areas of strengths can then be consolidated

while more attention is given to weaknesses.

8.3.0 Implications for Public Policy

This section considers some of the implicatiors the findings of this study have for

public policy. This study has demonstrated that there is a positive relationship

between export performance and marketing orientatioq irrespective of the size of the

firm or the product t1pe. This finding holds two major implications for policy makers.

The first is that expoft companiss should strive to improve the marketing skills of

managers who are responsible for marketing decisions. While this responsibility

primarily rests on individual companies, institutions such as the Trade Development

Board (TDB) should act as a catalyst in promoting educaliel aim€d at improving

marketing skills of such managers. The second implication is related to the role

6 See Chapter 7, fmtnote 12.

7 This research has found that only 37.9 percent of marketing managers had either full or major
responsibility over quality control
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ptayed by different companies in different size cataegories. The findings presented in

this study show that each category of firms is important and can contribute to the

nation s higher export performance in its own way. While recognizing the differences

in frrms, needs according to their size and product type, the govenrment should not be

led into thinking that large firms are more important and hence need more support

than smaller ones. Government support for export Programmes should therefore be

channelled by taking into account the special needs of different groups.

A further frnding that hotds imptications for public policy relates to the factors that

are most important to erport success. While it has been demonstrated in lhis research

that most factors that contribute to export success are internat to the company, it is

argued that some form of support from the government and Uade promotion

institutions such as the TDB is desirable. For example, firms have a greatet role to

play to ensure customers' quality requirements are met (see tbe previous section), but'

at the same time, it is believed that policy makers can make a contribution in

achieving this objective. To achieve this, government could offer support through the

tar( system to exporters who wish to Procure new equipment, or the Trade

Development Board might include quality as a criterion in determining the winners of

the New 7-ealandEnport Award.t Such a move would motivate exPorters to attain an

acceptable quality standard.

Finally, a more general finding that requires the attention of the policy makers is that

managers of many firms do have a positive attitude toward export profitability. What

is now needed therefore is more involvement with and encouragement for exporters

8 Itr order to maintain some degree of objectivity, entrants could be asked to produco 'a quality

control statement'giving details on rate of rejectg preventive maintenance schedules etc-
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by government. This would not only motivate existing exporters but also attract new

ones.

8.4.0 Contributions to the Marketing Concept Theory

This fourth section deals with the contributions this study has made to the marketing

concept theory.

A major contribution of this study is that it is the first of its kind to develop and

empirically test a model of marketing orientation and export performance.

Furthermore, this study has examined and established the existence of a link between

export performance and marketing orientation. By doing that, it has not only filled in

the existing research gap in this area but has also improved the general understanding

of the marketing orientation theory. Specifically, the findings of this study have

reinforced the market''rg orientation theory which underscores the importance of

customers as the focal point of atl the firm s activities.

Another major contribution of this study is that its findings dismiss the views of

armchair theorists who maintain that implementation of the m3lftsting concept leads

to an over-reliance on 'market pull' research, and coruequently hinders new product

development. Contrary to this view, this study has clearly demonstrated that new

product ideas generated through the 'market pull' type of research have an equal

chance of being successful. For this reasorL firms should keep in close contact with

their customers and should not underestimate the potential for generating new and

viable product ideas from this apparently cheap source.
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8.5.0 Limitatlons of this Study and Suggestions for Future Research

This final section discusses the limitatioili of this study and offers some suggestions for

future reseaxch.

perhaps the main limitation of this study is that it has not focused its investigations on

any particular market or region Undoubtedly, different foreign markets pose varying

problems arising from culture, goyernment regulationq tariffs and other forms of

barriers,levels of economic developmeng political stability etc. Conventional wisdom

would suggest that a study of exporters operating in the satne markets or regions

would provide more insigbts into the problem at hand.

While it is recommended that future research should look into this angle, it is also

cautioned that, given the small size of New Zealand and the low total number of

exporterq such sampling procedure could result in a sample too small to be suitable

for most multivariate statistical analyses, including those used in this study. Perhaps a

case study approach would be one way around this problem'

Another limitation of this study is that it did not consider the time lag between the

adoption and implementation of the marketing concept and the resulting exPort

performance.e The methodolory which was employed in this research did not permit

this. Any attempts to consider the effect of time lags would have made this project

unmanageable. Certainly, it is a very useful and interesting angle and needs further

exploration in the future.

9 Indsed this was the resenation which Professor Gary Lilien of Pennsylvania State University had

about the research model. Professor Lilien was visiting Victoria University of Wellington as part of

a distinguished visitors' programme.
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APPENDIX A

QI,IESTIONNAIRE



Victoria University of l{ellington

QUESTTONNATRE

A NATIONAL STUDY OF
THE IVTARKETING PERFORI\4ANCE OF

NEW ZEAI,AND IITANUFACTURING FIRMS



Office o/ THn MtxtsrrR o/EXTERNAL RTLATIoNS ard Tnanp
DEPUTY I{INISTER OF FINA\CE

PA R L I A M E NT B U I LD I N G S. \1' EL L I N G TO \. N E g' ZEA L A \- D

The need for sophistica.ted marketing skills in order to
succeed in toaay,s ;highly competitive international
marketplace has become increasingly apparent to many New

Zealanl exporters over recent years. Others who have not
taken heed-of this trend have failed to perform, or in some
cases even to sunrive.

Enclosed you will find details of a research proJect being
undertafe-n Uy the llarketing Group at Victoria University into
the relationship between marketing expertise and exPort
performance. This study is airned at sharpening our.
irnderstanding of this link, and what it takes to achieve
success i-n markets overseas.

I believe that if we are to }ift our marketing performance as
a nation of exportersr w€ have to start by deveJ-oping
attitudes of conmitment and professionalism. The responses
from manufacturers in this survey will be invaLuable in
enabling an accurate measurement to be made of current
attitud5s and behaviourr ds a basis for assessing what needs
to be done in the area of marketing skills to enhance our
export earnings and levels of employment.

I commend this project to you in the interests of us aII, and
ask that you contribute by taking time out to complete the
questionnaire.

TELEPHONE: (0a) 719 994 FAX I'iO.: 733'579



2

To whom does the chief marketing executive in your aompany report

i) the Chief Executive Officer?

ii) other company executive? (speci$)

i) board of directors?

ii) new produd planning committee?

iii) executive committee?

iv) finance committee?

Section A

How often does the marlceting department share information about the customers with the following departmeuts?

Frequently

II
t1

n
I1

t1

Frequently

t1

t1

II
I1

il

Seldom

I]
II
t1

I1

t1

No

I]
t1

I1

t1

Seldom

I1

I]
I]
I]
II

t1

II

Never

t1

il
t1

I]
I1

Never

I1

t1

tl
t1

I1

Yes

t1

I1

l1

t1

Quite Often Sometimes

i) Production

ii) Research and Development

iii) Finance

iv) Sales

v) Treasury (if separate)

i) Production

ii) Research and Development

iii) Finance

iv) Sales

v) Treasury (if separate)

Quite Often g66sfimsg

II
I1

il
il
I1

I]
I1

t1

t1

I1

How often does the marketing denartment make joint decisions with the following departments?

t1

II
II
I1

tl

I]
I1

I]
I1

II

For each person in the marketing department, on average, how many dap per year are spent
on training? (including in-house training) _ days



4

14 How much of your compan/s total sales are priced using the following methods?

i) cost-plus

Section A

t00Vo

Seldom Never

ilil
tl tl
il tl
il Il
n tl
II tI
tl il
nil

ii) prevailing market price
iii) what the market cin beat
iv) other methods (specr$)

i) return on equity

ii) customer satisfaction

iii) profits on market(s)

iv) profits on product(s)

v) overall market share

vi) other criterion? (speci$)

Yes

II
II
tl
il
I1

No

t1

tI
II
I1

II

Vo

Vo

Vo

-Vi

15 Does your company use the following criteria to evaluate the performance of the marketing department?

16a How often does your company search for information on:

Frequently Quite Often Sometimes

i)generaleconomicenvironment? [ ll tl
ii)changesintechnology? Il Il tl
iii)competitors'products? 11 ll tl
iv)crutomerattitudesandbehaviour? [1 11 tl
v) size of the market for a specific product? I I t I I I
vi) relative profitability of different markets? I I t I I I
vii)newproductideas? tl tl ll
viii) need for possible changes t6 sxisting products? I 1 t I I I

16b Thinking about different sources of informatioq what percentage of the following does your compimy use:

i) o*n 6arlgring research department?
ii) marketing research agents?
iii) institutions such as Manufacturers'Federation and TDB?
iv) company sales representatines?

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vo

Vov) other sources? (speci$)
lO0Vo



6 Section B

DCTTOX N: TO BE ANSTilERED BY E)PORTING FIRMS ONLY

I

I

I IFYOIJR FIRM IS NOT E)OORTING GO TO SECTION C

I

I

I O^t.O of the following product tlpes accounts for the grtdsr percentage of your compan/s export sales?

I

I Consumer Products t 1 Industrial Products t I
I

I

I fo, how many consecufive years has your company been engaged in exporting| 

-year(s)I

|a Does your oompany have a department/unit which aclusively handles export acrivities?

II No [ ] (Go to Q.2aa) Yes I 1 (Go to O.25)

| ::i ': .,t, . ... . :....: .:. ... .,, ,,," . ', .'.sr'. .. .. : -... :.

23b ,..If Y-esr forhowitong has this depart'nent/unit been in etditence? . 
, , : , :year(s) , ,:': ...

.:. J l.::.

la What is the current number of fuIl time employees directly involved in export activities? _ employees

tb What is the current number of part rinre employees directly involved in e.xport activities? _ employees

t Thinking about your oompany's first decision to srport, was the decision made as a result
of an unsolicited order?

Yes II No Il

5a To how many different countries does your sompany export? countnes

tb Of the nrrmber of countries mentioned above, please na-e the main three and their approximate
contribution to e4porf sales.

Name of the Countlv Vo of Total Exoort Sales

-vo
D

7 Thinking about non-English speaking countries that your company exports to, overall, how would you
rate the language skills in your company?

Very Good Good Average Poor Very Poor

11 tl il tl t1

8 On averoge how many person-days per year are spent by company exccutives in visiting
foreign markets? _ person-days

%
Vo

ii)
iii)



Section B

Still thinking about your companfs export product(s), how often does your compary make product modifrcations

beyond the legal requirements set by importing countries?

Always Often Sometimes Seldom

I1

Never

IIt1 tl II

35 How important are the following customer services to your compaq/s erytort activities?

i) meeting delivery deadlines

ii) customer credit

iii) physical demonstration

iv) training of customer employees

v) after sale maintenance

Very
Important

il
n
tI
l1

il

Fairly
Important

tI
II
I1

t1

I1

Not So
Important

II
il
il
tl
I]

Not At All
Important

n
il
t1

tl
II

36a Please list up to three major e:rport related problems that your company has faced in the lastpe years

D

ii)

iii)

For each of the problems listed above, please indicate how supportive or unsupportive the government
policies bave been to your compan/s export activities.

Supportive

I1
t1
il

Neutral Unsupportive

37 In the lastfye yeius how important were the following to your companfs export activities?

t)

ii)

tl
il
t1

I1
t1
I1iii)

Very
Important

i) Tax incentives I I

ii) TDB services-formerly MDB and TradeCom t I

iii) Trade missions I I

rY) NZ Embassy staff abroad I I

Fairty
Important

tl
il
II
II

Not So
Important

tl
II
I1

II

Not At All
Important

II
tl
I1

II



4la

10 section B

In asse.ssing the performance of your oompany as an exporter, how important are the following criteria?

Very Fairly
Important Important

Not So
Important

II
n
tI
tI
II
tl

Not At All
Important

t1

il
II
t1

t1

I1

i) export market share

ii) orport profitability

iii) market diversification

iv) creation of employment

v) customer satisfaction

vi) other criterion Gp€cify)

i) export market share

ii) e4port profitability

iii) market diversification

iv) creation of employment

v) customer satisfaction

vi) other criterion Gpecity)

i) five years ago?

ii) at present?

iii) three years from now?

II
t1

tl
il
II
I1

II
tI
II
tI
II
I1

41b For each of the criteria uscd, how would you rate the export perfotmrnce of your compatry
during the last five 7nan2

Very
Good

II
II
II
II
II
II

Not So
Good

Fairly
Good

Average Not Good
ATAII

tI
t1

II
II
I1

II

Very
Good

II
II
il

II
il
tl
I1

I1

II

.Fairly
Good

I1

I1

II

Averagc

il
I1

II

il
II
II
il
l1

I]

II
il
II
I1

II
I1

41;c Thinking about the overall performance of yoru company as an orportcr, and its futrue prospects' how would
you rate the export performance of your compan),:

Not So Not Goc'..
Good AtAll

II .I1
Uil
t1 tl



L2

In assessing the performance of your oompany in the Nov ?*alanil narket how important are
the following criteria?

Section C

i) market share

ii) profitability

iii) employment creation

iv) return on equity

v) customer satisfaction

vi) other criterion (speci&)

i) frve years ago?

ii) at present?

iii) three years from now?

il

Very Fairly
Good Good

Not So Not Good
Good AtAll

il tl
il Il
il tI

Very
Important

I1

II
II
tl
tl

Fairly
Important

I1

II
il
il
t1

II

Not So
Important

II
I1

II
t1

l1

t1

Not AtAll
Important

il
tl
tl
t1

I1

tI

50b Thinking about the overall per{omance of your company in the Ner 7*alznd, market and its funre prospects,
how would you rate the overall performance of your compan)4

t1

il
I]

I1

il
I1

Average

II
tl
II

51 Pleass nerne up to five New Zealand exportcrs in ttre manufacturing lndustry whom you think have
been successful in export business.

t)
ii)
iii)
r")
v)

52 Would you like to bc sent a sunmary of the findingp of this study?

Yes tl

Thank.you very much for your cooperation. Please mail back the questionnaire using the enclosed
pre-paid envelope.

Ramadhani KDau
Marketing Group
Victoria University of Wellingon
P.O. Box600
WELLINGTON

IINo
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CORRESPONDENCE



Victoria Univensity of Wellington Faculty of Commerce
& Administration

PO Box 600
Wellington
New Zealand

January31,1990

Name of the most senior marketing executive Mr/Mrs/Ms

His/Her title

Dear Sir/Madam,

I!9 {e lpdating our records on the list of marketing executives in New Zealand's manufacturino industrv. Thellst is. normally used for various activities such as research, inviting marketing brailitibneiE io s6''irinars
organized by the department as wellas inviting them to speak to'our miifeting itudEnis.

I will appreciate if yo,u would kindly,write in the name of the most senior marketing executive in your company
and return this letter in the enclose-d prepaid envelope. -
Thanking you in advance.

Sincerely yours,ncm
Dr. Peter C Thirkell
Professor of Marketing
Marketing Group Chafrperson

Marketing Group
04

Telephone' +64 4

Facsimile 712lfi)
Telex N7- 30881



Yictoria University of Wellington
P.O. Box 600, Wellington, New 7*aland
Faculry of Commerce & Administration

Marlceting GrouP

Telephone : (04) 471-5330

Facsimile : (04) 471'2200

E-mail ...@matai.vuw'ac.nz

August 13, 1990

Dear lName of the ResPondent]

I write to seek your support fol a national study.looking at the link between marketing

;pp;;;.h"; ur"d uv;;'"iffi;ngrt*r,-*a *rlir actualperformance both domesticallv

and overseas. We 
"ti-"ff "*." ofttt" increasing need forsound marketing performance

ir; d"r"griated environment. This study will'provide invaluable insights into present

ffik ri;ApiaCtica;;;;--il"* iiit'ina manufacturers, and the extent to which

alternativd rirarteting strategies affect business success'

The research itself is being carried out by one of our doctoral students, Mr Ramadhani

Dau, a Commonw"uf*, S.iolar within the Marketing Grgup atVictoria',I'h! is a three

vear research proiea for trim, ana the success or otfr'erwisd of his prograrnme depends

i'rw *r.tt on'ttt. willingness of managers likg yourself to participate ln lh: proJqcJ'

wi,ir" i," Jo"i"iour ttruinr.t in New%dand aie increasinlly being asked.to provide

information and comptete questionnaires, I think that the Imponance and p.otential

benefits of this r"*.i*r rifn;i";;tr joi6fy a small investment of time by all of us'

Mik; M;re has rp"Jif*"Uiinaort"A iie aihs o{ this. project, and fll,9l"g^t"pPorJ is
6;d; pio"iarO tfti""E-Viitoriu University, TDB and a eommonwealth Scholarship

grant.

The questionnaire is comprehensive and should be completed.by t!9 mgst senior

-rillm"g.ri!"i-ui#trtip"^otrw_homakesthemarketin!decisionr-t-,-?e^1.PtyuF.:
from 30 to 40 minu-tLrio ioi"piiie. It has however been rig-ourously tested and checked

il;th;ilracdad;;;, .na a- numb-er of marketine ryan.ase1:,lli:: :9-1l1"nted 
that

;ilti"d"; tt" qu"iU"tin"iti is a useful self-audit of iartetinggltT:^*]*T their own

firms. All informurion ioffrcted will be treated in strictest ionfidence. The reference

nu-be, in the questionnaire is for mailing purposes gr9ly so that the- 
"1T:-91,ryT

company can be removed form the follow uP Tf,iTg list once your ques.Uonnalre rs

reielleO. you and your company will never 6e identified by name, and only summary

results ipross all cofoipanies will be published.

The results of the study are to be publishedasThe Marketing M.g,nqSer,s Guide to

iwr""i;g Marketiig Effectiveness antt Export lr^foyf"ce, andwill also-be presented

ar a series of *orkr'h;;r ;"";d New Zeiland. P-articipa-Tg frml 1il],be_^rnvited 
to

attend the workshops uitd obtain a copy of The Marketiig Manager's Qui(e at cost. It is

"iiiiip*t"ti"" 
tditi;l;tighrr gain.ihorn this research-wiu be of particular interest and

value io managers such as yourself.

I am most grateful for your assistance.

Sincerely,

f c.
Dr PeterThirkell
Professor of Marketing



Victoria Univenity of Wellington

Marketinq GrouD
Faculty ofc-o--erce & Administration
PO Box 6fl)
Wellinston
New %aland

Dear [Name of the ResPondent]

Recently a questionnaire was mailej to you seekitg vour support for a nation$.study on

marketins uootou.fri *d bv New Z*Aaia manufac-tuiing finiri. The summary of the results

i1l"tifi"dffi#;';,ffi;#d;;il.TilJ; 'y ooiio*G?i"i't"tion a-nd I hope witl provide

[];fii i*ilttfi'i"io pttsio:t marketing practice arirong New Zealand manufacturers.

In order for the results of this study be as representative.as possible,.it.is important that each

firm in the sampl;;;G6 *a-;6tr- th;ii qgestio""aire.'And as-indicateil in the letter pv

il;i##"Tiilfl"1i. the'ruc."ss or omi"niii 6i my programme depends very much on the

willingness of manigers like yourself to participate.

If vou have alreadv returned the questionnaire please consider this letter as an appleciatioa for
n"o#".oJo!ttiii]'ri-ai';;-"fdo-oo ouir.t"i,'voo have put the questionnaire aside to finish

i;;r,i;fi14"6" #t"nrt i}F;ildo nu it out'at d returi it.as.sdon as oossible- In the event

that your questioniiiieffi G;rttpt"*,i-p6;;."11 nl" at (04) 721-00d ext 8656 or send me

a fa"x-at (M)712-200 so that I may send you a replacement copy ngnt away.

I am most grateful for your assistance.

Cordially

Ramadhani K Dau
Phone: (64) (Ml72l000 ext 8656' Fax: (64) (U)7L22U.J

September 3 1990

Ramadhani K Dau
PhD Candidate



Yictoria University of Wellington
P.O. Box 600, Wellington, New Tx,alarlrd,

Faculty of Commerce & Adminisration
Marketing Group

Telephone : (04) 471-5330

Facsimile : (04) 471-2200
E-mail: ...@matai.vuw.ac.nz

September 24,1990

Dear lName of the Respondent]

About five weeks ago I wrote to you seeking your support for a national study on
marketing approaches used by New Zealand manufacturing firms. We have had a good
response from managers all around the country, but as of today we have not received
your completed questionnaire. I am *1s1sfore writing to you again because of the
importance each questionnaire has to the usefulness of this study.

The summary of results across all companies will provide the basis for Mr Dau's
doctorate dissertation and will also provide invaluable insights into present marketing
practice among New Zealand manufacturers. And as indicated in my lener of August 13,
the success or otherwise of his programme depends very much on the willingness of
uumagers like yourself to participate.

Ifyou have already returned the questionnaire please accept our sincere thanks. Ifyou
have put the questionnaire aside to finish later, I would be grateful if you would fill it out
and return it by October 5.

There is a good level of interest in the Marketing Managers' Guide to Improving
Marketing Effectiveness and Performance, and. the planned series of workshops based on
the survey results. I would remind you that participating firms will be invited to attend
these workshops which would be of particular interest.

Once again I would like to assure you that all the information collected will be treated in
strictest confidence. Your identity and that of your company will not be disclosed under
any circumstances. The reference number in the questionnaire is for mailing purposes
only so that the name of your company can be removed from the follow up mailing list
once your questionnaire is received.

In the event that your questionnaire has been misplaced, a replacement copy is enclosed.

I am most grateful for your assistance.

Sincerely yours

fc
DrPeterThirkell
Professor of Marketing
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Appendiix C: SanPlz CMistics

TABLE C-l

Reslnnses by Nature of Goods and Operations

Exporters

Non Exporters

Total

Missing = 2

Small

Medium

I-arge

Total

Consumer Goods Industrial Goods 50-50

3

0

3

TABLE C.2

Respondents by Nature of Goods and Size (Iotal Sales)l

138

E
163

tu
&
188

5G50

1

1

l
3

Total

265

E9

354

Total

114*

t77t

51

352

Consumer Goodslndustrial Goods

51

80

32

163

62

96

28

186**

* one small and one medium-sized frrm did not

produce

r* one consumer goods firm did not speciff its size

r Firms' size was classified as follows:

Sales under $5m. - Small

$5m. < Sales < $50m.-Medium-sized

Sales > $50m.-Large

speciff the tlpe of goods theY



Appendiix C: Sonple Charactoitttit:s

TABLE C-3

Respondents by Nature of Goods andlVave

First wave ""^f* 
GoodslnduT" Goods t:to *'l^

Second Wave 44 39 1 84*

Third Wave 62 37 0 Y
Total 188 163 3 354

r two firms did not specify the nature of goods they produce

TABLE C4

Respondents by Natune of operations and size (Total sales)

Small Medium l-arge Total

Exporters 80 134 51 265

Non-Exporters 35 H 10 89f

Totat 115 178 61 354

* two non-exporters did not speciff the size of their firms



Appendib C: Sampk Chaudsistics

Exporters

Non-Exporters

Total

Small

Medium

Large

Total

TABLE C.5

Respondents by Nature of Operations andWave

First Wave Second WaveThird Wave Total

138 61 66 265

33U3391
L7r 86 99 356

TABLE C.6

Respondents by Size (Total Sales) and Wave

First Wave Second WaveThird lVave Total

52 29 34 115

88 47 43 t78

3! 10 ?=g 61

t7L 86 97J 354

I two firms did not speclry the size of their operations



Appeniliix C: Swttplc CharactsisticE

TABLE C-7

Respondents byAttemate Measures of Size

Total sales Number of EmPloYeesl

Number Percentage Number Percentage

Small 115 32.48V0 94 295Vo

Medium 178 50.213Vo 181 56'lVo

krge 61 L7 237o U l3'87o

r The firms were classified using the following criteria:

I-ess than 50 EmPloYees - Smdl

50 < Employees < 250-Medium-sized

Employees > 250-Large
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AppendirD: Tesu foNot-rYsprce Bias

ALL FIRMS

TABLE D.l

Iilave versus Size of the Firm @mployees)

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent Row
Column Percent Small Medium Larye Total

First Wave

39 90 22 151
0.6787 0.2181 0.066
12.23 2ft.2L 6.90 4734
25.83 59.60 L4.57
4L.49 49.72 50.00

Second Wave

2349678
L07E-7 05083 2.LU8

7.21 15.36 1.88 24.45
29.49 62.82 7.69
24.47 n.W B.&

32 42 L6 90
r.1322 1.6095 1.036

Third Wave 10.03 13.L7 5.02 28.21
35.56 46.67 17.78
34.04 23.20 36.36

Column Total

Frequency Missing = 37

94 181 44 31929.47 56.74 13.79 r$oVo

DF Value Prob.Chi-Square 4 7.354 0.118



ApPmdb D: Tests lor Non*qwtse Bias

TABLE D-2

\{ave yersus Size of the Firm (Sales)

Small Medium
Row

Large Total

Frequenctr
Cell'Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent
Column Percent

First Wave

Second Wave

0.2n
14.69
30.41
45.22

0.0473
24.86
51.46
49.U

0.u798
8.76

18.13
50.82

L.5612
2.82

11.63
16.39

0.3264
B.?A
54.65
26.40

0.0404
8.19

33.72
2522

Third Wave
0.1966

9.60
35.05
29.57

0.6835
t2.15
44.33
u.L6

0.6457
5.65

20.62
32.79

n.40

32.49

Frequency Missing = 2

Chi-Square
DF

4
Value
3.814

Prob.
0.432



Appendix D: Ta;u tor Non'tespnse Bias

TABLE D.3

Wave Yersus $Pe of Goods

Freouencv
Cell'Chi-Squaxe
Percent
Row Percent
Column Percent Consumer 50-50

0.2w4
0.56 48.31
L.L7

66.67

Row
Total

t7l

First Wave
0.8554
23.t6
47.95
43.62

0.8671
u.58
50.88
5337

Industrial

Second Wave
0.0083

L2.43
52.38
23.40

0.w27
IL.V2
46.43
23.93

0.1166
0.28
1.19

33.33

23.73

Third Wave

53.11 46.05 0-85 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2

DF Value
4 6.2M

1.6891
L7.5L
62.63
32.98

10.45
37.37
22.70

0.00 n.97
0.00
0.00

Prob.
0.184Chi-Square

t.6167



Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent
Colrtmn Percent

Appendix D: Tests for Nm+espnse Bias

TABLE D4

\ilave Yersus Nature of Operations

Enporters Non E:rporters
Row
Total

First Wave

138
0.9012

38.76
80.70
52.08

33
2.62A'5

9.n
19.30
36.26

t7l

48.03

Second Wave

61
0.1422
t7.t3
70.93
23.M

25
0.414
7.W

29.W
n.47

86

vt.t6

Third Wave

66
0.8033

18.54
66.67
u.9L

33
2.339L

9.n
33.33
36.26

99

n.8L

Column Total

Chi-Square

265
74.44

91
25.56

Value
7.n4

356
100

Prob.
0.u27

DF
2



FrequencY
CeU'Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent
Column Percent

Appendix D: Tes* for Not-wsptse Bias

E)(PORTERS ONLY

TABLE D.5

\ilave versus Slze of the XIrm (Employees)

Small Medium Large
Row
Total

First Wave
0.7922

10.64
20.66
43.10

0.20&
32.77
63.64
54.23

0.0532
8.09

15.70
54.29

51.49

Second Wave
0.2816

6.38
2830
25.86

0.0297
L4.M
6226
23.U

1.0607
2.t3
9.43

14.29

22.55

Third Wave
0.576
7.66

29.5r
31.03

0.&w
13.62
52.46
22.54

0.4036
4.68

18.03
31.43

25.96

vt.68

Frequency Missing = 39

Chi-Square

Prob.
0.400

DF
4

Value
4.M4



Appendb D: T*a lor Nolt-lr;tpnse Bias

TABLE D-6

IVave yenrus Size of the F"lrm (Sales)

Frequency
Cell Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent Row
Column Percent Small Medium large Total

First Wave

38 74 26 138
0.3216 0.2551 0.0117
1434 n.92 9.81 52.08
n.54 53.62 18.84
47.50 55.22 50.98

2032961
0.1316 0.0/'32 0.6393

Second Wave 7.55 12.08 3.40 23.V2
32.79 52.46 L4.75
25.00 23.88 L7.65

22 28 16 66
0.2162 0.8652 0.8564

Third Wave 8.30 10.57 6.M U.gl
33.33 42.42 24.U
n.50 20.90 3L.37

Column Total 80 134 51 265
30.19 50.57 19.25 100

DF Value Prob.
Chi-Square 4 3.345 0.502



Frequencr
Cell'Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent
Column Percent

Appendh D: Tests for Non+crynnsc Bias

TABLE D.7

lVave versus TlPe of Pmducts

Consumer Industrial 5G50
Rout
Total

First Wave
0.3239
22.&
43.48
48.39

0.238
28.68
55.07
55.07

0.tzn
0.75
1.45

66.67

52.08

Second Wave
0.2266

9.81
42.62
20.97

0.1571
L2.83
55.74
24.M

0.1387
0.38
L.ffi

33.33

23.V2

Third Wave
1.6401

14.34
57.58
30.65

1.1805
1057
42.42
20.29

0.7472
0.00
0.00
0.00

24.9L

Chi-Square

46.79

DF
4

52.08

Value
4.775

1.13

Prob.
0.311



Appenilr D: Tesu lor Nan+vsgwse Bias

NON-DPORTERS ONIY

TABLE D-8

V9ave versus Size of the Finm @mployees)

Frequency
CeU Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent Row
Column Percent Small Medium l-arge Total

First Wave

1413330
0.1016 0.0619 0.0143
L6.67 15.48 3.57 35.7t
46.67 4333 10.00
38.89 33.33 33.33

Second Wave

E16t?5
0.6876 L.6625 1.0519

9.52 19.05 1.19 29.76
32.N 64.00 4.00
22.22 41.03 11.11

t410529
0.1987 0.8913 1.1531

Third Wave 0.1987 0.8913 1.1531
16.67 11.90 5.95 34.52
48.28 34.48 t7.24
38.89 25.64 55.56

42.86 46.43 10.71 100

Frequency Missing = 7

DF Value Prob.
Chi-Square 4 5.823 0.2L3



Freouencv
Cell'Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent
Column Percent

First Wave

Appendix D: Tesa tor Non+espuse Bies

TABLE D.9

Wave versus Size of the Firm (Sales)

Medium
Row
Total

0.0806
L5.73
42.42
40.00

0.328/.
t5.73
42.42
3t.82

0.4503
5.62 37.08

15.15
50.00

1

Second Wave
0.0703

10.11
36.00
25.71

0.5641
16.85
60.00
34.@

1.165
l.l2
4.00

10.00

28.09

0.003
13.48
38.71
34.29

0.0069
16.85
48.39
34.09

0.0767
4.49

L2.90
40.00

1

34.83

4

Third Wave

39.33

Frequency Missing = l,

Chi-Square
DF

4
Value
2.745

Prob.
0.601



Freouencv
Cell'Chi-Square
Percent
Row Percent
Column Percent

Appendix D: Tests for Non-tcspnse Biat

TABLE D.1O

Wave versus $Pe of Goods

Consumer Industrial
Row
Total

Fint Wave
0.t262

24.72
66.67
34.38

37.08

18)
Second Wave

0.t29
20.22
78.26
28,L3

x.u

0.0031 0,0078
37.08Third Wave 10.11

n.n
36.00

7r.tL 28.W 100

Frequency Missing = 2

0.323
L236
33.33
44.00

0.33V2
5.62

2L.74
20.00

26.97
72.73
37.50

DF Value
2 0.919

Prob.
0.631Chi-Square



APPENDIX E

TESTS FOR RELIABILITY OF lI{E SCALES



Appendix E: Tesa tor Reliability of he Scales

TABLE E.1

Four Scales for Measuring Marketing Orientation

l. Cnstomer Foqn Scale

use of cttstomers:

i) as a source of ideas
ii) to evaluate new ideas

iii) measuringcustomersatisfaction
inJ developin--g products for different segments

2. Profit Monitor Scale

profitability analysis bY Products
irofitability analysis bY markets

frofitability analysis by key customers

Construct

3. Integration Scale

"iii)ix)
x)
xi)
xii)
xiii)

Item to Total ReliabilitY
Correlation Co-efficient AlPha
(standardized) (standardized)

0.46
0.59

0.23
0.36 0.63

0.75

0.79

v)
vi)
vii)

0.55
0.62
0.58

0.55
0.63
0.46
0.57
0.55
0.49

sharins information with production department
sharinE information with tinance department
sharinE information with sales department
ioint dlcisions with production department
ioint decisions with finance department
joint decisions with sales department

4. Organisation Structure Scale

extent af resporuibility martceting depattment has toward

*it) product planning and development
)ff) pa9fa$ng
xvr) pnclng
xvii) credit extension
:wiii) advertising
xix)- personal selling
n) transportation
xii inventorv control
nii) quatity cbntrol

0.48
0.53
0.63
0.60
0.42
0.44
0.57
0.60
0.42 0.82



Appendb E: Tests ld Reliab@ of tln Scolcs

TABLE E.2

Adoption of the Marketing Concept $cale

ItemtoTotal ReliabilitYconstmct gm:m'*.r8ffif,**:do*

rne of antoma*

l) as a sonrce of ideas 0'40

ii) to evaluate new ideas 0'50

iii) measuring customer satisfaction 0'32

rv) developingproducts for different segments 0'40

proftability oulysis bYz

v) products

vi) markets

vii) key orstomers

0.48

055

0.49 0J3



Construct

sharing of inlormuion with:

t) production dePartment

ii) finance department

iii) sales department

join decision making with:

iv) productiondePartment

v) finance dePartment

vi) sales dePartment

&ent of resporuibilitY marleting
department has towardi

vii) product planning and development

viii) packaging

ix) pricing

*) credit e)ilension

xi) advertising

xii) personal selling

xiii) transportation

*iv) inventory control

xv) quality control

Appendix E: Tests lor Rcliabilig of he Scales

0.39

0.45

0.34

0.40

0.50

0.54

0.54

0.32

0.42

0.50

0.50

0.37

TABLE E-3

Implementation of the Marketing Concept Scale

Item to Total ReliabilitY
Correlation Co-effrcient Alaha
(standardized) (standardized)

0.40

0.43

0.38

0.817



Appendix E: Tesu lor Reliability of tltc Scales

TABLE E4

Overall Marketing Orientation Scale

i)
ii)

iii)
iv)

v)
vi)
vii)

Construct

we of antomers:

Item to Total
Correlation
(standardized)

0.L7
0.29

0.27
0.39
0.29

0.44
0.44
0.41

0.37
0.46
0.48
0.43
0.32
0.37
0.41
0.41
0.34

ReliabiliW
Co-effrcirint Alpha
(standardized)

as a source of ideas
to evaluate new ideas

measuring customer satisfaction
developing products for different segments

profitabiliw analvsis bv oroducts
ilrofitabilitj' analysis by inarkets
profitability analysis by key customers

0.36
0.38

sharing of informuion with:

viii) productiondepartment
ix) finance department
x) sales department

joint decision making with:

xi) productiondepartment
xii) finance department
dii) sales department

0.38
0.43
0.31

qtent of responsibtlity the marl<eting
department has toward:

my) product planning and development
)n/). pas5agmg
xvl) pncmg
xvii) credit extension
xviii) advertisins
xix)' personal sE[ing
lq) transportation
,od) inveniory control
lxii) quality control 0.82



Appendix E: Tests lor Reh&llity of hc Scales

TABLE E-5

Absolute Export Sales Index Scale

Construct

i) absolute export sales index 1984 A.79

ii) absolute export index L985 0.55

iii) absolute export index 1986 0.73

iv) absolute erport index 1987 0.75

v) absolute export index 1988 O.il 0.87

TABLE E.6

Export Intensity Scale

construct 3:*"1?ffi" ffl#i3,,Arpha
(standardized) (standardized)-

i) export intensity 1985 0.95

ii) export intensity 1986 0.97

iii) export intensity 1987 0.99

iv) expoft intensity 1988 0.97

v) export intensity 1989 0.93 0.99

Item to Total Reliabiliw
Correlation Co-effrcidnt Alpha
(standardized) (standardized)-



Appendix E: Tesa lor ReliabiliE othe Scales

TABI.E E-7

ObJective Measure of E:rport Performance Scale

Constnrct

l) absolute export index 1984

ii) absolute export index 1985

iii) absolute export index 1986

rv) absolute export index 1987

v) absolute export index 1988

vi) export intensity 1985

vii) export intensity 1986

viii) orport intensity 1987

ix) export intensity 1988

-) e)port intensity 1989

Item toTotal
Correlation
(standardized)

0.40

0.24

0.37

0.36

0.27

0.56

0.57

0.62

0.65

0.73

Reliabiliw
Co-effrciint Alpha
(sundardized)-

0.80



Append,ix E: Tesu for Reliability of the Sctus

TABLE 8.8

Judgemental Measurc of E:rport Performance $cale

Construct
Item to Total Reliabiliff
Correlation Co-efficidnt Alpha
(standardized) (standardized)-

0.38

0.32

0.39

0.31

i)

ii)

iii)

rv)

v)

vi)

vii)

viii)

importarrce of tlrc following criteria
in assessing ftnn's performance
as aporten

export market share

export profitability

market diversification

customer satisfaction

frrrry's performance for each of the
following citeria:

export market share

export profitability

market diversification

customer satisfaction

overall performatrce:

ix) five years ago

x) atpresent

xi) evaluation by the peers

0.58

0.45

0.59

0.42

0.30

0.56

0.32 0.77



TABLE E-9

Overall Measure of Export Performance Scale

Construct
Reliabilitv
Co-efficient Alpha
(standardized)-

absolute export index 1984
absolute e*irott index 1985
absolute export index 1986
absolute export index 1987
absolute export index 1988
e)port intensity 1985
export intensity 1986
expolt intensity 1987
export intensity 1988
expoft intensity 1989

0.33
0.30
0.41
0.28

0.57
0.48
0.55
0.35

0.84

0.23
0.55

0.27

i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)
vii)
viii)
ix)
x)

xi)
xii)
xiii)
xiv)

importance of the following criteria
in assessing firm's performance
as q,porten

export market share
export profitability
market diversification
customer satisfaction

fi,ryrb performance tor each of the
following criteria:

xv) export market share
,ryi) exbortorofitabiliw
n'ii; martet diversificalion
xriii) customer satisfaction

overall performmTcei

r{) fiveyearsago
)fi) at present

nd) evaluation by the peers

Item to Total
Correlation
(standardized)

0.29
0.19
0.25
0.21
0.14
0.59
0.61
0.67
0.70
0.75

Appendix E: Tests for Reliability of the Scales



Appendix E: Tests for Reliability of the Scales

number of days training given to marketing staff

frequency of marketing-related training given to non-marketing staff

whether or not the chief marketing executive is a member of board of

directors

whether or not the chief marketing executive is a member of new product

planning committee

whether or not the chief marketing executive is a member of executive

committee

whether or not the chief marketing executive is a member of finance

committee

extent of responsibility marketing department has toward dealer selection

frequency at which the marketing department shares information with R&D

department

frequency at which the marketing department makes joint decisions with

R&D department

Figure F-l Marketing Orientation Measures Dropped Due to

High Internal Non-response



Appafiir E: Tests for Reliability of the Scales

Figure F-2 Marketing Orientation Measures Dropped Due to Low ltem-Scale

Conelations

number of years inwhich the firm can tolerate short term losses in the

hope of achieving satisfactory retums in the long run

6agnixude of the loss (as apercentage of total sales) the firm can

tolerate in the hope of achieving satisfactory returns in the long nrn

offrcer to whom the chief marketing executive reports

title of the respondent
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